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2. Executive Summary

The AIDOaRt approach and its global solution heavily rely on the use of Model Driven

Engineering  (MDE), combined with Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques, at different levels of

the continuous development (i.e., DevOps) process of large and complex Cyber-Physical

Systems (CPSs).

The main goal of WP4 is to enhance the DevOps tool chain by employing AI and Machine

Learning (ML) techniques in multiple aspects of the system development process (as

requirements, monitoring, modelling, coding, and testing). According to the AIOps methodology,

the AI-augmented Tool Set supports the monitoring of runtime data (such as logs, events and

metrics), software data and traceability (i.e., Observe phase), the analysis of both data of both

historical and real time data (i.e., Analyze phase) and the automation of development and

operation activities (i.e., Automate phase).

In order to realize this in practice, the AIDOaRt AI-augmented Tool Set is expected to be

designed, developed, deployed and experimented with in the context of the project use cases.

It will comprise several tools, mostly coming from our project partners (and eventually

completed by a few others according to  further needs), that will be integrated in order to

achieve the above-mentioned WP4 objectives. In order to make the glue between WP2 and

WP3, this AI-augmented Tool Set will have to work in good synchronization with its siblings:

AIDOaRt Data Engineering Tool Set and AIDOaRt Core Tool Set (cf. the corresponding

deliverables D2.1 (AIDOART-D2.1) and D3.2 (AIDOART-D4.2), respectively,  for more details on

these). Finally, this deliverable fully refers to the AIDOaRt global architecture delivered in D1.4.

The AIDOaRt AI-augmented Tool Set provides different (and complementary) capabilities

(according to the AIDOaRt general architecture and functional interfaces in D1.4) that are

implemented by different tools and (eventually) properly integrated with each other. This

deliverable D4.1 gives an overview of the AI-augmented Tool Set and provides insights on its

main components (i.e., achieved capabilities, adopted AI/ML techniques, ...), corresponding

supporting tools and interested use cases/requirements, as well as on how  they all relate

together. Also, we performed a “gap analysis” with the aim to analyse current mapping between

requirements, architectural component and AI-augmented tools and to derive a tentative

roadmap including mitigations actions needed in the following months of the projects.

As far as WP4 is concerned (and still in close relation with similar work to be carried out in WP2

and WP3), the next months will be devoted to actual development and integration steps (in

collaboration with WP1 - Architecture and WP5 - Integration) of the AI-augmented Tool Set as

introduced in this deliverable. This work will be reported in future  deliverables D3.3 and D4.4.
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1 Introduction

As described in the AIDOaRt project proposal and in the already submitted AIDOaRt

deliverables, AIDOaRt aims at combining Model Driven Engineering (MDE) and Artificial

Intelligence (AI) principles and techniques to improve the support for the continuous

development (a.k.a. DevOps process) of large and complex Cyber-Physical Systems  (CPSs).

The WP4 represents a key workpackage that, exploiting the capabilities provided by the WP2

and WP3 (see D2.1 “Data collection and representation” and D3.2 “AIDOaRt Core

Infrastructure and Framework”), can efficiently employ the various kinds of data artefacts

(mostly data models) along  with the other kinds of available software and system engineering

models, and provide AI-augmented tools to support the various phases of the DevOps

process.

More particularly, the objective of WP4 is to support the development of the AI-augmented

Tool Set that will extend the AIDOaRT framework developed in WP3, according to the needs of

the various kinds of CPSs under development (i.e., the use cases requirements defined in

WP1). Additional capabilities related to different CPS development tasks will include the

application of AI for requirements, monitoring, modeling, coding and testing (i.e., a

combination of AIOPS and DevOps in MDE settings). According to the AIOPS methodology, the

toolkit will support the ingestion of data, events and metrics from many different sources,

engagement and analysis by employing ML and AI, and the automation of operations

belonging to the development process. This Tool Set will later be  experimented in the context

of various project use cases (cf. WP1 and WP5).

In AIDOaRt deliverable D1.1, the use case partners provided their initial general needs for the

AIDOaRt solution and detailed further their use case scenarios according to these. In AIDOaRt

deliverable D1.2,  we defined our initial vision of the global architecture of the future AIDOaRt

solution, collecting inputs on individual tools from the partners contributing tools to the

projects. While, the final version of the AIDOaRt global architecture is delivered at M16,

together with this deliverable (note that, D4.1 fully refers to the final architecture in D1.4).

Based on the work already performed and reported in these already released deliverables,

and in parallel with similar deliverables D2.1 and D3.2 (already delivered), the present

deliverable D4.1 intends to combine together the thinking and feedback obtained from both

the use case providers and tool providers. Its main objective is to present a realistic vision

over the AIDOaRt AI-augmented Tool Set to be further developed and enriched during the

next two years in the context of AIDOaRt. At this stage, we notably identified an initial list of

tools developed and/or provided by the project partners that we could use in the context of

this AIDOaRt AI-Augmented Tool Set and related WP4 activities.

The document is structured as follows. Section 2 starts by giving an overview of the AIDOaRt
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AI-Augmented Tool Set. Then, Section 3 focuses on presenting the first mapping realized

between the tools provided by different project partners and the AIDOaRt AI-Augmented Tool

Set components, while Section 4 details the second mapping realized between the use case

requirements and the AIDOaRt AI-Augmented Tool Set components. Section 5 describes a

summary of the performed combined analysis of both mappings, as well as related

discussions and main findings. Finally, Section 6 concludes the document and opens on the

next steps of the work in the context of WP4. Note that details on the WP4-related solutions

are available in Section 7 (i.e., in the appendix of the deliverable).

1 Overview of the AIDOaRt AI-Augmented Tool Set

This section gives an overview of the AIDOaRt AI-Augmented Tool Set which is specifically designed

and developed in the context of WP4. This tool set is the focus of the present deliverable and will be

further detailed and analyzed in the next sections. For more details on the other tool sets and on the

AIDOaRt general architecture as a whole, please refer to the corresponding deliverables D2.1

(AIDOART-D2.1) / D3.2 (AIDOART-D3.2), and D1.4 (AIDOART-D1.4) respectively.

1.1 AIDOaRt Framework Architecture

The AIDOaRt solution architecture is defined in terms of engineering activities combining principles

and practices from MBE and DevOps, augmented by AI/ML capabilities. We define it as a

service-oriented architecture framework in terms of the functionality as "services" provided by a

hierarchy of components and subcomponents, offering or consuming services and capabilities

defined as functional interfaces.

On the most practical level, we identified components and interfaces1 related to the AI-augmented

capabilities for the various SE Activities or DevOps Phases: Requirements Engineering, Modeling,

Coding, Testing and Monitoring. At this level, we could trace a first integration link between the

architecture and the partners' case studies as well as the solutions capabilities through their relations

to the Common High-Level Generic Requirements.

To enable the implementation and integration of the above-mentioned AI-augmented SE and DevOps

capabilities, the architecture captures a set of common AIOps Engineering capabilities, such as

Ingestion, Data Handling, Engagement, Analysis and Automation. These AIOps Engineering

capabilities rely on a set of Core Engineering capabilities such as Model-Based Engineering, Storage

and Computation, as well as Accountability and Explainability. Finally, these AIOps and Core

Engineering capabilities rely on a set of data-centric capabilities, namely Data Collection,

Management and Representation to provide the required data-driven AI services.

1 Note that, in the rest of this section, according to D1.4, upper case interfaces names (prefixed with "IF-")
identify generic functional interfaces, while lower case interfaces names identify (specific) sub-interface.
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Figure 1 AIDOaRt Architecture View

1.2 AI-Augmented Tool Set

The AI-Augmented Tool Set supports the development of the AI-augmented toolchain that will extend

the Core Tool Set component according to the needs of the various use case requirements. Notably, it

offers capabilities related to the AIOPS methodology (i.e., AIOPS Engineering component) by

supporting ingestion of data, events and metrics from many different sources, engagement and

analysis by employing AI techniques, and the automation of operations belonging to the

development process.

Additional capabilities related to different system development tasks (i.e., AI DevOps Engineering)

include the application of AI for requirements, monitoring, modeling, coding, and testing, i.e.,

allowing a combination of AIOps and DevOps in MDE settings.

1.2.1 AIOPS Engineering

AIOPS Engineering component offers capabilities related to the AIOPS practices, notably Ingestion &

Handling, Engagement & Analysis, and Automation.
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1.2.1.1 Ingestion & Handling

This component supports the continuous monitoring capabilities (i.e., data acquisition, collection,

visualization and query), data selection and filtering, and pattern discovery.

Figure 2 Ingestion & Handling Interfaces View

Name Description
IF-CONTINUOUS-MO
NITORING

Continuous monitoring capabilities (design/runtime and real-time/historical
data acquisition and collection); visualisation and query capabilities (for
instance using dashboards and API calls).

IF-DATA-SELECTION Data selection capabilities to filter through massive, redundant or noisy data.
ML-based Dataset
Balancing

Providing ML-based techniques for dataset balancing (e.g., oversampling,
undersampling, class weight, decision threshold).

IF-PATTERN-DISCOVE
RY

Pattern discovery capabilities, i.e. correlating, contextualizing, and finding
relationships between the selected, meaningful data elements, and grouping
them, for further advanced analytics.

Bug Pattern
Discovery

AI/ML methods for automated learning of patterns which can lead to detect
bugs (e.g., functional or performance) in networks and embedded systems.

API and Code
Patterns Discovery

Strategy for pattern discovery (e.g., collaborative filtering strategy for analyze
OSS projects) and find relevant API or code.

Table 1 Ingestion & Handling <<provided>> interfaces

1.2.1.2 Engagement & Analysis

This component supports analysis capabilities (inference, prediction, deduction, etc.) and the

collaboration and integration of these services.
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Figure 3 Engagement & Analysis Interfaces View

Name Description
IF-INSIGHT-ANALYSIS Analysis capabilities include root cause analysis, inference,

deduction, verification, consistency checks, design space exploration,
etc. based on AI/ML techniques.

IF-PREDICTIVE-ANALYSIS Prediction capabilities (e.g. potential undesired scenarios), based on
AI/ML techniques, algorithms and models trained and fed with
different sources of data. Data and models can be used to predict
values for other data/models.

IF-COLLABORATION-SERVICE Collaboration and integration capabilities allowing notification
among components and integration of services to ensure that any
incidents, dependencies and changes made across the environments
are synced with the AIDOaRt toolset.

AI/ML for Anomaly
Detection

AI/ML algorithms for the detection of anomalies in time series
monitoring data to effect system mode changes in different detected
scenarios.

ML-based Prediction for
Human–Machine Interaction
(HMI)

ML-based analysis and prediction capability for Human–Machine
Interaction (HMI) (e.g., human driver behavior in the automotive
domain).

ML-based Object Detection Providing ML-based analysis and object detection on videos in street
driving domain (e.g., videos in street driving domain).

AI for Equivalence Class
Prediction

AI techniques for prediction of equivalence classes (EC) based on
previously used ECs in the test model.

ML-based Prediction For
Performance and Resource
Utilization

ML-based analysis and estimation for HW/SW platform timing
performance (e.g., response time, execution time, HW latency) and
platform resource utilization (e.g., FPGA area utilization, memory
allocation).

Table 2 Engagement & Analysis <<provided>> interfaces

1.2.1.3 Automation

This component supports the codification of obtained insight into remediation and response

capabilities enabling the automation and orchestration.
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Figure 4 Automation Interfaces View

Name Description
IF-REMEDIATON Remediation capabilities for leveraging prescriptive advice (e.g, pattern-based

prediction) to take automated action (i.e., remediation, proactive operation) to
support system development.

IF-RESPONSE-AUTO
MATION

Automated mechanism for efficient coding of human domain knowledge
obtained from ENGAGEMENT & ANALYSIS into response automation and
orchestration.

Table 3 Automation <<provided>> interfaces

1.2.2 AI DevOps Engineering

AI DevOps Engineering component offers capabilities that employ AI/ML to support the various

phases of the system development; notably, monitoring, requirements, modeling, coding, and

testing.

1.2.2.1 AI for Requirements Engineering

This component enables the integration of AI/ML techniques to support the monitoring phase of the

system development
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Figure 5 AI for Requirement Interfaces View

Name Description
IF-AI-FOR-REQUIREMENT
S-ENGINEERING

AI/ML based capabilities to support the requirements engineering phase
of the system development.

AI for Requirements
Similarity Check

AI and Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques used to evaluate
similarity rate between textual requirements.

AI for Model Consistency
Verification

Methods for automated formal consistency verification of a system
design model (i.e. at the design stage).

AI for Specifications
Consistency Verification

AI/ML based capabilities (e.g. formal methods, automated reasoning,
NLP methods...) used to enable automated consistency verification of
technical specifications (w.r.t. standard guidelines, e.g. ISO, or specific
criteria).

AI for Requirements
Allocation

AI and NLP techniques used to auto assign textual requirements to teams
based on allocations done in previous projects.

AI for Requirements
Ambiguity Check

AI and NLP techniques used to identify ambiguity in textual
requirements.

AI for Reuse Analysis and
Recommendation

AI and NLP techniques to identify similar assets across projects, and
recommend ones that can be reused.

Table 4 AI for Requirements Engineering <<provided>> interfaces

1.2.2.2 AI for Modeling

This component enables the employment of AI/ML techniques to support the modelling phase of the

system development.

Figure 6 AI for Modeling Interfaces View

Name Description
IF-AI-FOR-MODELING AI/ML based capabilities to support the modelling phase of the

system development
AI-based Modeling Assistant Graph Neural Networks (GNN) used to enable an AI-based

recommender system for modeling activity.
Design Space Explorer New AI driven optimization algorithms for design space exploration.
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AI for View-Model
Synchronization

Graph neural Networks (GNN) used to enable automated view-model
synchronization.

Model Learning Methods for extracting models from existing systems or data.
AI for Instance Model
Generation

Providing an AI/ML model generator for generating instance models
of a given DSL.

Table 5 AI for Modeling <<provided>> interfaces

1.2.2.3 AI for Code

This component enables the employment of AI/ML techniques to supports the coding phase of the

system development

Figure 7 AI for Coding Interfaces View

Name Description
IF-AI-FOR-CODE AI/ML based capabilities to support the coding phase of the

system development
Recommending Code Snippets Collaborative filtering techniques used to automatically

recommend API function call.
AI/ML Techniques for Functional
Code Generation

AI/ML techniques for C/C++/SystemC functional code generation
starting from high-level system specification.

AI for Factory Methods and
Mocking

AI techniques for learning from user written factory methods to
generate mocking code.

Table 6 AI for Code <<provided>> interfaces

1.2.2.4 AI for Testing

This component enables the employment of AI/ML techniques to support the testing phase of the

system development.
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Figure 8 AI for Testing Interfaces View

Name Description
IF-AI-FOR-TESTING AI/ML based capabilities to support the testing phase of the system

development
AI for Test Suite
Generation

AI techniques for automatic test suite generation.

Learning Based Testing Testing based on model learning and requirements.
AI for Test Model
Generation

AI techniques for analysis and transformation of test models.

AI for Unit Test Generation AI techniques for automatic Unit Test generation.
AI for Test Case Reduction AI techniques for test case reduction of an equivalence set based test

model.
Table 7 AI for Testing <<provided>> interfaces

1.2.2.5 AI for Monitoring

This component enables the employment of AI/ML techniques to support the monitoring phase of

the system development.

Figure 9 AI for Monitoring Interfaces View

Name Description
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IF-AI-FOR-MONITORING AI/ML based capabilities to support the monitoring phase of the system
development.

AI for Text Analytics Usage of AI to analyze large quantities of text (e.g., system logs).
AI/ML based Functional /
Performance Bug
Detection

AI/ML techniques for detecting out of the monitored data (on virtual
model) functional or performance bugs.

AI/ML for Anomaly
Detection

AI/ML algorithms for the detection of anomalies in time series
monitoring data (offline or online) related to bugs or malfunctions of the
system or the network (for involvement in the development process).

Table 8 AI for Monitoring <<provided>> interfaces
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2 Mapping Solutions to AIDOaRt AI-Augmented Tool
Set Components

In this section, we present the list of solution components realizing the functional specification of the

AI-Augmented Tool Set components. This mapping has been defined by the Solutions Providers

based on the potential of their proposed solutions in fulfilling the description, specification, and

functional interfaces of each component of the AIDOaRt Framework Architecture. This mapping is

based on the work done jointly with WP1-2-3 for the definition of the final version of the AIDOaRt

architecture specification (AIDOART-D1.4). We also rely on what has already been specified by the

tool providers for their respective tools/solutions in deliverable D1.2 (AIDOART-D1.2).

The objective is, for each one of the main components of the AIDOaRt AI-Augmented Tool Set, to

have a better understanding of the current situation in terms of coverage by the solutions made

available by the various AIDOaRt project partners. Note that, as can be deduced from the

correspondent descriptions, some mappings are still in the preliminary phase, as their development

will go hand in hand with UC development started at M15.

2.1 Mapping to Ingestion & Handling

In this section, we present the list of solution components realizing the "Ingestion & Handling"

component of the AI-Augmented Tool Set.

The solution names displayed in the cells of the "Solution Name" column are clickable and redirect to

the corresponding detailed information sections in the Appendix. Each solution name is followed by

the partner acronym between parentheses. The full partners’ names can be found in the Partners

Acronyms table in the preamble of this document.

Solution Name Rationale
HIB_logAnalyzer
(HIB)

Acquire data to get the maximum quantity of data for the subsequent AI
operations on the logs.

a2k-runman (ITI) Acquired and filtered data will be used as input to the anomaly detection
algorithm.

FOCUS (UNIVAQ) FOCUS makes use of RASCAL meta-language to extract valuable information
from raw data. In particular, given a Java project method invocation and
declarations are excerpted.

HEPSYCODE
(UNIVAQ)

UNIVAQ contributes to the ingestion of data by means of metrics definition and
data analysis and selection. The data will be used for AI/ML algorithms both for
prediction and learning activities.

MORGAN
(UNIVAQ)

Given the input model, MORGAN employs a tailored parser to extract structural
features. In particular the tool supports the data handling for metamodels and
models expressed as ecore and XMI respectively.

Table 9 Solutions Mapping to the "Ingestion & Handling" Component
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2.1.1 AI/ML Technical Contribution of HIB_logAnalyzer (HIB)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

HIB_logAnalyzer uses Ingestion and Handling to get the maximum quantity of data for the

subsequent AI operations on the logs.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

This part of the application has little innovation as it is a mere internal requirement to get data for

analysis. However, the collection is done using open source tools so it should be easily transferable to

other similar solutions requiring similar data. In terms of DevOps, this component sits in the

Monitoring phase to gather all of the required data.

AI/ML Innovation

As a data ingestion element to feed the following steps, the innovation of this stage is limited.

Tools Used

Regular Linux tools such as bash scripts and cron for planning the ingestion of data.

Development

We’re planning to use mostly in-house software for the ingestion and handling of the data. The logs

are collected daily at a time where the restaurants are closed and the hardware is not used. This will

be done with a bash script launched by a cron job in the systems under study. All of the data will

then be zipped and sent to subsequent analysis stages.

Deployment

This will be deployed on the local gateway machines used by TAMUS installations (one per simulated

restaurant). The system will be initially deployed at the demo installation deployed currently at

https://aidoart.tamus.io/.

2.1.2 AI/ML Technical Contribution of a2k-runman (ITI)

Contribution

The a2k-runman component is an AI driven run-time manager. The goal of this component is to

employ novel AI and ML algorithms to detect anomalies in both system performance and incoming

data streams. The overall aim is to use this information at run-time to provide warnings and advice

about abnormal conditions, and to effect automatic system configuration mode changes when these

are detected.
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This component realises the Ingestion and Handling part of the AIOPS framework by means of

continuously acquiring data both in real–time and from historical storage. This data needs to be

cleaned and filtered before analysis.

Novelty

We are developing novel AI algorithms able to perform anomaly detection and determine the root

cause in the temporal behaviour of safety and performance-critical complex systems. We are also

building new AI driven modules which will guide the engineer in the Design Space Exploration (DSE)

of complex cyber-physical systems.

Therefore, the novelty of this work is the development of new monitoring and multi-objective

optimization algorithms which will provide enhanced tools for automatic system performance

monitoring and reconfiguration under dynamic conditions. These tools will improve resource

management activities in complex systems operating in changing environments in real time.

AI/ML Innovation

We are using AI algorithms for pattern recognition and classification to monitor complex systems to

determine root causes of critical situations. We are also developing prediction methods that can

foresee potential critical situations before they arise, and perhaps suggesting solutions.

For this purpose, we have planned to evaluate/develop and compare different anomaly detection

methods for time series. We are first making use of some of the most commonly used techniques

during the past years, such as distance-based techniques, clustering, density-based or isolation-based

methods, among others. We are also studying unsupervised anomaly detection methods based on

deep learning, such as recurrent neural networks, autoencoders, generative adversarial networks or

we might develop hybrid variants. We will also study change point detection algorithms on streaming

data, for example developing methods based on Bayesian Online Change Point Detection or

Hierarchical Temporal Memory algorithms. These techniques might vary depending on the evolution

of the project.
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Tools used

We are not planning to use existing software for anomaly detection, we have planned to develop our

own scripts comparing different methods and selecting the pipeline with the best overall

performance.

Development

We are currently evaluating several existing algorithms but also developing hybrid variants and,

depending on the algorithm, combine them with a dynamic thresholding approach to perform the

anomaly detection in order to select the most efficient approach. All the algorithms are being

developed in python and we are setting up a python environment for machine learning and deep

learning using Anaconda.

Deployment

No special hardware is used for implementation of our new algorithms.

2.1.3 AI/ML Technical Contribution of FOCUS (UNIVAQ)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

Given the developer’s context, FOCUS can extract the API method declarations and invocations that
can be used to query the knowledge base.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

We use a Rascal metaprogramming language to extract information from Java projects needed to
enable the next steps. Even though the current version is dedicated to a specific set of software
projects, this strategy can be readapted at run-time to different kinds of artifacts, e.g., cyber physical
system applications.

AI/ML Innovation

Starting from a graph that represents the mutual relationships between projects and APIs, FOCUS
builds a 3D matrix to capture the context of the developers. This data structure has three dimensions,
namely the project, the associated method declaration, and the method invocation. Roughly
speaking, it mimics the user-item-ratings matrix widely used in the ecommerce domain

Tools Used

To create the matrix, we use the Guava Java library that provides all the utilities to interact with this
particular data structure.

Development
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We are going to adapt the matrix representation for other kind of attributes that express mutual
relationships

Deployment

No special hardware is used for implementation of our new algorithms.

2.1.4 AI/ML Technical Contribution of HEPSYCODE (UNIVAQ)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

UNIVAQ contributes to the ingestion of data by means of metrics definition and data analysis and

selection. The data will be used for AI/ML algorithms both for prediction and learning activities.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

HEPSYCODE will integrate continuous monitoring at simulation level for code execution on different

considered platforms. Feedbacks report analysis and propagate them to the different layers of the

design flow.

AI/ML Innovation

Data exchanged among design stages will be used for AI/ML algorithms. Feature analysis and

extraction will be introduced (e.g., PCA, regressors) to improve system estimation and performance

evaluation.

Tools Used

Eclipse Java tools and C/C++/SystyemC code, with C++ parsers (e.g., pugixml) are used for data

handling and management.

Development

Eclipse EMF and Eclipse for C/C++ IDE, and custom java plugins will be used for data handling.

Deployment

Currently, no special hardware is used to implement AI/ML algorithms.

2.1.5 AI/ML Technical Contribution of MORGAN (UNIVAQ)

Contribution to the task's global objectives
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Given the input model, MORGAN employs a tailored parser to extract structural features. In particular
the tool supports the data handling for metamodels and models expressed as ecore and XMI
respectively.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

We use a standard XML parser to extract information from models needed to enable the next steps.
Even though the current version is dedicated to a specific set of models, this strategy can be
readapted at run-time to different kinds of models.

AI/ML Innovation

Starting from a model, the parser excerpts the list of metaclasses and their structural features, i.e.,
attributes and references. In particular, the component navigates the tree structure by starting from
the root package and its sub-packages to the mentioned elements.

Tools Used

To parse the input models, we employ Etree, a standard Python library to navigate XML files.

Development

We are going to develop tailored parsers to support different model specifications.

Deployment

No special hardware is used for implementation of our new algorithms.

2.2 Mapping to Engagement & Analysis

In this section, we present the list of solution components realizing the "Engagement & Analysis"

component of the AI-Augmented Tool Set.

The solutions names displayed in the cells of the "Solution Name" column are clickable and redirect

to the corresponding detailed information sections in the Appendix. Each solution name is followed

by the partner acronym between parentheses. The full partners names can be found in the Partners

Acronyms table in the preamble of this document.

Solution Name Rationale
Monitoring and
Control Systems
Design Expertise
(ACO)

ACORDE aims to exploit AI/ML techniques to detect anomalies based on the
monitored data, considering multiple sources and solving challenges like
huge amounts of data, difficult to process in real time, or  too many or too
frequent alarms. Capabilities to predict potential alarms are also of interest.
All this can impact or lead on better and faster reaction, and thus
improvements in the control loop of the monitored system.

devmate (AST) Devmate could contribute to this component through its planned
functionality  "Testdata Prediction System"
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INT-DEPTH (INT) This component supports the deduction capabilities based on deep learning
architecture. Particularly, it allows retrieval of the depth estimation of
objects (vehicles, pedestrians, etc.). This estimation is based on images
coming from cameras installed in intelligent vehicles.

INT-DET (INT) This component supports the prediction capabilities based on deep learning
architecture. Particularly, it allows the detection of objects (vehicles,
pedestrians, etc.) from images coming from cameras installed in intelligent
vehicles.

a2k-depman (ITI) Multiobjective optimisation for system design space exploration possibilities.
Analysis of monitoring data to effect mode changes at run time.

a2k-runman (ITI) The component will analyse the monitoring data to detect abnormal
situations and determine the root cause of these events.

S3D (UCAN) The tools suite in S3D (MAST) will allow performance estimations even at the
analysis phase by using temporal budgets of initial behavioral models.
Response times will be linked to behavioral models for concrete analysis
contexts, this enables design space exploration and further optimization of
design parameters.

SoSIM (UCAN) SoSIM will be explored as a source of valid training data to program run time
validation strategies.

This tool will handle and generate performance indicators that can be
improved in design space exploration optimization processes.

UNISS_SOL_02
(UNISS)

This solution provides automated verification of Neural Networks (NN) using
AI/ML techniques.

UNISS_SOL_04
(UNISS)

This solution provides automated formal consistency verification of a
properties’ system design expressed in a given Domain System Language
(DSL) by using AI techniques.

FOCUS (UNIVAQ) Given the preprocessed data, FOCUS encodes relevant information into a
graph based structure that will be used to feed the context aware engine.

HEPSYCODE
(UNIVAQ)

UNIVAQ contributes to the use of ML and AI for correlation/aggregation of
processor execution times. Analysis is used to predict function/component
timing and possible energy/power consumption patterns. Other
non-functional metrics will be analyzed to improve system development at
various levels of abstraction. UNIVAQ will integrate an offline design space
exploration activity to find alternative patterns using metrics and data useful
for system improvements.

MORGAN (UNIVAQ) MORGAN encodes relevant features using a set of standard NLP techniques
i.e. stemming, dash removal. Afterward, this data is encoded and used to
produce a list of graphs representing the model elements and their
corresponding structural features.

TWIMO (UNIVAQ) It provides  ML-based analysis and prediction capability.
Table 10 Solutions Mapping to the "Engagement & Analysis" Component
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2.2.1 AI/ML Technical Contribution of Monitoring and Control Systems Design Expertise

(ACO)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

ACORDE has long expertise in the design and development of monitoring and control solutions. In

AIDOaRt, ACORDE investigates how to exploit AI/ML techniques to detect anomalies or risky trends

and raise alarms from the data gathered from the sensor networks.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

A main role of the AI/ML based approach devised by ACORDE is to help in the detection of anomalies

or risks in a monitoring solution, in a way that all the monitored data can be effectively exploited

(which may involve many data from multiple sources) to produce effective actions, such as more

effective reactions and alarms production. This means that risks can be predicted before, and from

subtle relations or amounts of data difficult to handle for a human, while at the same time the alarms

are reduced to real and important ones (reduce false positives, prioritization and focus on important

alarms).

In the approach devised, ACORDE aims to enable this AI/ML based analysis feature such it can be

developed, customized, and applied as a decoupled module. The possibility to add this feature to the

monitoring and control system in a modular way should facilitate its exploitation where necessary or

where it can be afforded.

Finally, another specific aspect ACORDE aims at looking into is whether the modular

techniques/solutions developed for the monitoring can be also exported and applied to the

embedded level (e.g., in the context of its Embedded Software Design System-Level Design

Environment or ESDE).

AI/ML Innovation

ACORDE foresees that the analysis on the monitored data will mostly require time-series analysis.

Moreover, relevant analysis will require tracing and log analysis able to correlate information from

different sensors and devise complex causal relationships leading to an anomaly or risk deserving an

alarm. In this sense, this has certain parallelisms with what ACORDE wants to explore at the

embedded level, so a nice innovation would be the reusability of these types of analysis at both

levels, embedded and SoS, in a kind of modular way.

In AIDOaRt, ACORDE should be in an intermediate stage, between use case providers and the more

academic partners, pushing industrial innovation. This means that, ACORDE is interested first in an

efficient use of production-ready solutions to be applied on the real scenarios, e.g., as the smart port

use case posed by Prodevelop, which can be applied by ACORDE to this case scenario and for future

exploitation. Because of that, ACORDE aims first at exploring solutions based on spread well-

established frameworks. This shall provide a solid reference to consider the novel contributions
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provided by recent literature, i.e., from the outcome of the systematic literature mapping in D3.1 of

AIDOaRt, and from contributions from expert partners in AIDOaRt, like ITI.

Tools Used

ACORDE already has some experience with TensorFlow and TensorFlowLite. Therefore, a former

logical step for ACORDE is to explore the capabilities for time-series analysis of this framework (e.g.,

https://www.tensorflow.org/tutorials/structured_data/time_series). In any case, ACORDE plans to

make a more extensive analysis of other alternatives in this regard, including other well-known

frameworks, D3.1 work, and feedback from AIDOaRt partners.

Development

In principle, ACORDE does not plan to develop new AI/ML algorithms, but mostly to apply and

explore AI/ML techniques on time-series, for trends predictions and anomalies detection for

monitoring in general and, in particular, to the smart port use case. Still, such an application must be

done under a specific environment. In relation to the starting point (TensorFlow and TensorFlowLite)

we rely mostly on Python, C++ and ARMNN.

Deployment

For the monitoring solutions posed in AIDOaRt it should be feasible to run AI/ML components in data

centres (cloud or in premises). However, ACORDE is also interested in such an execution on the edge,

as it is expected that some data analysis (e.g., what regards to the status of the positioning solution)

can be worth at the edge. In such a case, ACORDE might make initial trials on generic (e.g., a RaspPI)

and on more specific platforms (Coral, Jetson). A final goal is to test this possibility in an industrial

gateway platform.

2.2.2 AI/ML Technical Contribution of devmate (AST)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

AST tool suite Devmate is a solution for model based automatic test generation. Code analysis follows

a black-box approach and builds test models based on interfaces.

Within the AIDOaRT Project this foundation will be extended and we will intensify the analyzation

and optimization algorithms especially for the DevOps process of the Use-Case providers. In this Case

we plan to integrate ML-Components to optimize the analysis of the current data and create useful

recommendations.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

The primary focus is automation of operation belonging to the development and testing processes.

Devmate’s test model uses equivalence classes to reduce necessary test cases to a minimum. It

contains another component that can predict complex equivalence classes based on previous input in

the system under test.
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AI/ML Innovation

We are using a small genetic algorithm for test case reduction and evaluating possible

search-heuristic algorithms for the test data prediction module.

Tools Used

We are evaluating various tools that aid in analysation of test models.

Development

We collaborate with researchers to improve upon our existing and develop new algorithms. Our tools

use C# and Java, but Devmate tools are modular and communicate through a webservice. The UI is an

extension to major IDE’s.

Deployment

Our tools run locally and don’t have a special requirement.

2.2.3 AI/ML Technical Contribution of INT-DEPTH (INT)

Contribution to the task’s global objectives

INT-DEPTH is an AI-based system for depth perception. It is designed to give intelligent driving

assistance. This component supports the deduction capabilities and it is based on the deep learning

architecture. Particularly, it allows retrieval of the depth estimation of objects (vehicles, pedestrians,

etc.). This estimation is based on images coming from cameras installed on intelligent vehicles.

AI/ML Innovation

This component basically consists of a depth estimation solution. At its base there is a neural network

consisting of a combination of encoder-decoder and convolutional layers. The purpose of this

architecture is to reconstruct the scene provided by the cameras in terms of depth differences of the

objects in the scene.

Tools Used

We have developed deep learning architectures by programming in Python and using Tensorflow as

open-source framework from machine learning. We also make use of various supporting libraries and

software such as OpenCV for video and image processing.

Development

The approach described above offers the advantage of starting from state-of-the-art architectures,

such as MobileStereoNet for stereo matching (a depth perception technique), and from these to

apply modifications to achieve a better performance for the specific use case. This can be done using
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a transfer learning or a fine-tuning approach, or even a combination of them, or/and by intervening

directly in the structure of the network by modifying the layers, depending on the strategy to be

followed.

Deployment

Thinking about the end use of the solution and the original use case scenario, the final deployment is

planned to be done on an embedded platform. The type of algorithm chosen requires the use of

platforms equipped with GPUs or alternatively FPGA architectures. The most suitable target platform

will be chosen accordingly with the use case provider, depending on the achieved results.

2.2.4 AI/ML Technical Contribution of INT-DET (INT)

Contribution to the task’s global objectives

INT-DET is a real-time object detection and tracking solution based on the deep learning architecture.

It supports prediction capabilities and it is designed to give intelligent driving assistance. Particularly,

it allows the detection of objects (vehicles, pedestrians, etc.) from images coming from cameras

installed on intelligent vehicles.

AI/ML Innovation

This component basically consists of two different modules, both based on a deep learning

architecture: an object detector and a tracking solution. At their base there is therefore a neural

network consisting of a dozen layers combined with more classical approaches, like image

preprocessing and use of filters.

Tools Used

We have developed deep learning architectures by programming in Python and using Tensorflow as

open-source framework from machine learning. We also make use of various supporting libraries and

software such as OpenCV for video and image processing.

Development

The approach described above offers the advantage of starting from state-of-the-art architectures,

such as YOLOv4 for object detection, and from these apply modifications to achieve a better

performance for the specific use case. This can be done using a transfer learning or a fine-tuning

approach, or even a combination of them, or/and by intervening directly in the structure of the

network, by modifying the layers depending on the strategy that must be followed.

Deployment

Thinking about the end use of the solution and the original use case scenario, the final deployment is

planned to be done on an embedded platform. The type of the algorithm chosen requires the use of
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platforms equipped with GPUs or, alternatively, FPGA architectures. The most suitable target platform

will be chosen accordingly with the use case provider, depending on the achieved results.

2.2.5 AI/ML Technical Contribution of a2k-depman (ITI)

Contribution

The goal of the a2k-depman component is to provide deployment assistance in heterogeneous,

distributed real-time systems using AI driven multi-objective optimisation combined with machine

learning. The component will enable the design space exploration, in terms of performance analysis

and resource usage, of different system configurations.

This component realises the Engagement and Analysis part of the AIOPS framework in AIDOaRt. At

run-time, the a2k/optimiser service will be able to choose different system configurations (mode

changes) according to the current environmental conditions (e.g., resources available, load

demanded, etc.). The a2k/optimiser service will also employ run-time activity timing analysis to

compute the task schedulability of a distributed system.

Novelty

The novelty of this work is the development of new monitoring and multi-objective optimization

algorithms which will provide enhanced tools for automatic system performance monitoring and

reconfiguration under dynamic conditions. These tools will improve resource management activities

in complex systems operating in changing environments in real time.

AI/ML Innovation

AI may be defined as the use of techniques to implement adaptive behaviors in dynamic

environments to achieve some desired goal. The a2k/depman component provides such adaptive

behaviour by enabling run-time system configuration changes according to the current environmental

state.

Moreover, the a2k/optimiser service is driven by the outputs from the a2k/detection service which

uses AI/ML algorithms for the detection of fault conditions and anomalies in monitored data streams.

2.2.6 AI/ML Technical Contribution of a2k-runman (ITI)

Contribution

The a2k-runman component is an AI driven run-time manager. The goal of this component is to

employ novel AI and ML algorithms to detect anomalies in both system performance and incoming

data streams. The overall aim is to use this information at run-time to provide warnings and advice
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about abnormal conditions, and to effect automatic system configuration mode changes when these

are detected.

This component realises the Engagement & Analysis part of the AIOPS framework by providing new

AI/ML driven algorithms for anomaly detection. This is implemented by the a2k/detection service.

Novelty

We are developing novel AI algorithms able to perform anomaly detection and determine the root

cause in the temporal behaviour of safety and performance-critical complex systems. We are also

building new AI driven modules which will guide the engineer in the Design Space Exploration (DSE)

of complex cyber-physical systems.

Therefore, the novelty of this work is the development of new monitoring and multi-objective

optimization algorithms which will provide enhanced tools for automatic system performance

monitoring and reconfiguration under dynamic conditions. These tools will improve resource

management activities in complex systems operating in changing environments in real time.

AI/ML Innovation

We are using AI algorithms for pattern recognition and classification to monitor complex systems to

determine root causes of critical situations. We are also developing prediction methods that can

foresee potential critical situations before they arise, and perhaps suggesting solutions.

For this purpose, we have planned to evaluate/develop and compare different anomaly detection

methods for time series. We are first making use of some of the most commonly used techniques

during the past years, such as distance-based techniques, clustering, density-based or isolation-based

methods, among others. We are also studying unsupervised anomaly detection methods based on

deep learning, such as recurrent neural networks, autoencoders, generative adversarial networks or

we might develop hybrid variants. We will also study change point detection algorithms on streaming

data, for example developing methods based on Bayesian Online Change Point Detection or

Hierarchical Temporal Memory algorithms. These techniques might vary depending on the evolution

of the project.

Tools used

We are not planning to use existing software for anomaly detection, we have planned to develop our

own scripts comparing different methods and selecting the pipeline with the best overall

performance.

Development

We are currently evaluating several existing algorithms but also developing hybrid variants and,

depending on the algorithm, combine them with a dynamic thresholding approach to perform the

anomaly detection in order to select the most efficient approach. All the algorithms are being
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developed in python and we are setting up a python environment for machine learning and deep

learning using Anaconda.

Deployment

No special hardware is used for implementation of our new algorithms.

2.2.7 AI/ML Technical Contribution of SoSIM (UCAN)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

The solution component envisioned by UCAN in support of Prediction for Performance and resource

utilization has been targeted to speed-up the estimation of the number of caches misses and worst

case response time violations in situations when these circumstances are of interest for the quality

assurance of the final product. It is arguable whether the solution component we are trying to

implement should be more adequate for AI Verification than testing. As long as it becomes clear that

we envision the solution to work with Run Time data, this data can be retrieved from the test phase

(comparing the virtual model results with the implementation results) as long as from the operational

phases (comparing the operational results with the results used during test/verification phases).

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

The intended objective of applying these techniques at Run Time was the opportunity to have less

invasive and more performing means to monitor and eventually detect features that might out rate at

run time the operating conditions upon which the promised performance is offline certified. Products

subject to critical timing responses require along the development process the utilization of analysis

models for various design sub-processes. The techniques used for timing analysis using such models

are applied under the assurance (theoretical or practical) of a number of assumptions (for the values

of independent model elements and for the structure of the models) that are supposed to be met at

run time. Even if the end-to-end response times (which are usually assessed by traditional means) are

not compromised. Having information at plain exploitation of modelling assumptions potentially not

guaranteed would help to improve/refine the analysis models used for future versions of the product.

AI/ML Innovation

Until now, UCAN has explored the use of neural networks for the detection of misbehaving event

traces (subject to timing constraints) with some limited success. So, in the incoming period the

research effort will be driven to decide the continuation of such a line or the tailoring of our

model-based strategy to improve the DEVOPS processes with more traditional means to get feedback

from operational phases into the offline analysis models validation. All these in the broad frame of

embedded and time critical products.

Tools Used

We are going to use the following software tools for our machine learning workflow:
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Tensorflow+Keras as our main platform for machine learning model creation and training. We choose

the Python variant of these tools for its ability to process, organize, analyse and visualize data. We will

be changing to C++ and TensorRT for the deployment phase. TensorRT is a C++ library that facilitates

high performance inference on NVIDIA GPUs. We will be using TF-TRT to do the conversion and the

network subgraph optimizations.

Coding with Spyder and Jupyter notebooks on Google’s cloud computing service, Google Colab, to

use their cloud GPUs and compare them to our own hardware.

Libraries like Pandas, Scikit, Numpy and Matplotlib are being used for various needs.

Data generation and labelling: The Gem5 simulator, our own Vippe native simulation tool to label

data, Intel performance counters and Papi API, benchmarks like MiBench, NU-MineBench, SD-VBS,

SPEC, CPU2006 and the ACM ICPC database...

So far UCAN has used very broadly known AI regression models like densely connected NN but we

don’t discard the use of more complex algorithms like convolutional, recurrent networks, lstm’s or

even transformers. We won’t be developing any new model architecture. We are in a reflective stage

and will decide whether to continue with them or look back to more ad-hoc means to monitor

worst-case execution times and shared resource usages.

Development

UCAN has explored two strategies to apply neural networks to event traces monitoring, one based on

the usage of times between traces and another based on the utilization of event detection in a grid of

data with a timing resolution. But no new AI algorithms have been proposed or explored yet.

Deployment

Initial experiments were performed on Google Colab using their cloud GPUs. We are using our own

server now, equipped with a quadro RTX4000. We have recently started experimenting inference

latency performance on the AI-accelerated processors of various NVIDIA development kits like the

Jetson AGX Xabier and the Jetson NX Xabier.

We also have at our disposal two Xilinx FPGAs, U50 and A200. We have no plans at the moment but

there is the possibility of using them if we find out that performance requirements are needed.

2.2.8 AI/ML Technical Contribution of UNISS_SOL_02 (UNISS)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

UNISS_SOL_02 provides automated verification of Neural Networks (NNs) using AI/ML techniques. It

relates to the Engagement and analysis component since the solution focuses on verification based

on ML and Automated Reasoning approaches.
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Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

We are developing a tool able to provide automated verification of Neural Networks (NNs).

UNISS_SOL_02 could enhance the adoption of artificial neural networks in safety-related applications

in which a key problem is often represented by the difficulty to rule out possible misbehaviors. If the

model cannot pass the verification phase, the engineers should redesign the model, recheck the data,

and retrain the model by launching a new DevOps life-cycle.

AI/ML Innovation

The novelty of our contribution lies in the integration of ML and Automated Reasoning approaches.

The synergy between these communities can be very fruitful, since automated verification of NNs

could be the new driving force for theoretical and practical advancements in Automated Reasoning

and, at the same time, ML could benefit from powerful verification techniques to generate proofs of

correctness for NNs.

Tool used

We are planning to partially use existing software (https://gitlab.sagelab.it/luca/never).

Development

UNISS_SOL_02 will be developed using Python and Java languages.

Deployment

Any specific hardware is used for the implementation of UNISS_SOL_02.

2.2.9 AI/ML Technical Contribution of UNISS_SOL_04 (UNISS)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

The main goal of UNISS_SOL_04 is to provide consistency verification of technical specifications using

AI. This solution relates to the AI for Engagement and Analysis component since it will integrate

analysis capabilities such as verification and consistency check based on AI/ML techniques.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

Currently, the first version of UNISS_SOL_04 will be designed to operate only at design-time.

AI/ML Innovation

We intend to leverage on formal verification with the support of SMT solvers to check system-level

properties and to explore alternative architectural solutions for the same set of

requirements. Moreover, an ontology-based approach for the verification of system models is under

consideration due to the formal semantic of the ontology languages which enables consistency

checking process. 
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Tool used

We are planning to partially use existing software (https://git.idea-researchlab.org/tools/Fit2SMT).

Development

UNISS_SOL_04 will be developed using Python and Java languages.

Deployment

Any specific hardware is used for the implementation of UNISS_SOL_04.

2.2.10 AI/ML Technical Contribution of FOCUS (UNIVAQ)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

To provide relevant recommendations, the FOCUS encodes a list of API function calls extracted from
Java projects in a graph-based structure. Afterward, the graph is transformed into a 3D matrix that
embodies the relationship between the projects and the API methods.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

We plan to adapt the FOCUS parser to enable the recommendation of code snippets used in the
DevOps architecture. Moreover, this strategy can be used at run-time to parse the project under
development

AI/ML Innovation

To preprocess the input data, we use a 3D matrix to extract relevant data from Java projects. This can
enable the underpinning context-aware collaborative filtering algorithm to produce the results.

Tools Used

To preprocess create the 3D matrices, we employ a Guava Java library.

Development

We can improve the preprocessing steps by introducing additional parsing techniques, e.g.,
lemmatization strategy. Moreover, we can adapt FOCUS to different context different from the Java
projects

Deployment

No special hardware is used for implementation of our new algorithms.
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2.2.11 AI/ML Technical Contribution of HEPSYCODE (UNIVAQ)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

UNIVAQ contributes to the use of ML and AI for correlation/aggregation of processor execution times,

power consumption, and resource utilization. Analysis will be used to predict functional/component

timing, energy/power consumption patterns, and resource utilization (e.g., FPGA area, memory

allocation, bus utilization). Other non-functional metrics will be analyzed to improve system

development at various levels of abstraction. UNIVAQ will integrate offline exploration of the design

space to find alternative patterns using metrics and data useful for system improvements.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

We propose to further automate the various stages of the HW/SW co-design flow. Requirements

tracks, simulation and versioning tools, and continuous monitoring to identify and collect information

about system behavioral are introduced in the whole proposed methodology.

AI/ML Innovation

Several AI paradigms and approaches (e.g., metaheuristics, evolutionary algorithms, swarm particle

algorithms) will be analyzed to check best configuration and methods to find better solutions for

multi-objectives optimization algorithms. ML techniques are introduced to estimate system

performance and to find system configuration, by means of novel ML paradigms and algorithms (e.g.,

hybrid supervised learning approaches, Convolutional Neural Network used as feature extraction for

several regression approaches such as Support Vector Machine, Regression Trees, Linear and

non-Linear Regression).

Tools Used

Python, Matlab, and Eclipse C/C++/SystemC proprietary and custom libraries, with Eclipse EMF and

IDEs for modelling and coding activities.

Development

Innovative approaches and AI/ML algorithms for system analysis, prediction, and performance

evaluation. Novel design space exploration activities to check and find best alternative solution, to

prune system design space, and to improve final implementation solutions.

Deployment

Currently, no special hardware is used to implement AI/ML algorithms.

2.2.12 AI/ML Technical Contribution of MORGAN (UNIVAQ)
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Contribution to the task's global objectives

To provide relevant recommendation, the tool encodes the models by using standard natural
processing language techniques, i.e, stemming, lemmatization, and dash-removal.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

We plan to use a tailored Python library to extract relevant features from models. Moreover, this
strategy can be used at run-time to parse the context of the developer during the modeling activity.

AI/ML Innovation

To preprocess the input data, we use the Porter stemmer based on Wordnet thesaurus to extract
relevant terms. Afterward, a corpus of words is created from scratch by inserting the preprocessed
model elements iteratively. It is worth noting that a single element is not inserted if it is already
included in the dictionary. In such a way, MORGAN encodes relevant information related to the
application domain by embedding key features extracted from actual models.

Tools Used:

To preprocess the input data, we use the Porter stemmer provided by the NLTK library while
NetworkX has been employed to produce the graphs.

Development

We can improve the preprocessing steps by introducing additional NLP technique, e.g., lemmatization
strategy. This technique considers the context and extracts the lemma of each word, i.e., its base
form.

Deployment

No special hardware is used for implementation of our new algorithms.

2.2.13 AI/ML Technical Contribution of TWIMO (UNIVAQ)

Contribution to the task's global objectives:

UNIVAQ proposes to define a solution that partially realizes the “Engagement & Analysis”

component. This solution is called TWIMO (digital TWin for MOdeling and analysis). It offers

advanced modelling and AI/ML analysis and validation capabilities.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS:

The solution (part of the tool TWIMO) will be able to predict the human behavior of the driver on the

basis of the real dataset available and derive features and parameters that can be employed by AVL in

their simulation tools to achieve real driving conditions. Also, it defines a domain-specific language
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for the specification of Human driver behavior in the automotive domain, to offer advanced

modelling and ML analysis capabilities (AVL). Moreover, it extends standard domain system language

to offer advanced modelling and validation capabilities in the automotive domain (UNISS-ABI). The

Figure on the right represents how the solution will implement the AIDOaRt architecture.

Figure 1 TWIMO linked to the AIDOaRt general architecture

AI/ML Innovation:

We are using a supervised ML algorithm to build prediction model using the time series data for

different routes. These datasets are provided by AVL. The generated prediction model is used predict

driver behavior (velocity) in different new routes. For this purpose, we investigated the results of

different ML algorithms to decide which algorithm is fit to our case. The best results are achieved by

using the RandomForest machine algorithm. Also, we are using XText language (a domain specific

language) to build a driver behavior model.
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2.3 Mapping to Automation

In this section, we present the list of solution components realizing the "Automation" component of

the AI-Augmented Tool Set.

The solutions names displayed in the cells of the "Solution Name" column are clickable and redirect

to the corresponding detailed information sections in the Appendix. Each solution name is followed

by the partner acronym between parentheses. The full partners names can be found in the Partners

Acronyms table in the preamble of this document.

Solution Name Rationale
Cloud expertise
(AND)

AND offers their cloud expertise for every cloud related tasks that others might
have. Most of the time when it comes to the cloud, automation is a huge part
of the architecture. Creating an architecture that can automatically scale and
change on demand is crucial when creating cloud native applications.

Infrastructure as
Code (IaC)
expertise (AND)

AND offers their expertise in IaC by providing help with building your
infrastructure in a unified way. We have experts with knowledge in Terraform,
Ansible and Puppet.

Kolga (AND) Kólgas main use-case is for automating CI/CD pipelines that include building,
testing and deploying applications. It can be used with many underlying CI
platforms such as GitHub Actions, GitLab CI and Azure pipelines (and more on
request).

It helps projects deliver value faster and in a more effective manner. It can take
care of deploying, scaling and managing applications. It let's developers have a
fast way to go from commit to running code in production. It has sane defaults
and is easy to set up for someone that has worked with CI platforms before.

keptn (DT) Keptn – pronounced captain – is a control-plane for DevOps automation of
cloud-native applications.
Keptn uses a declarative approach to build scalable automation for delivery
and operations which can be scaled to a large number of services.

Scriptless delivery for maintenance

Keptn uses a simple, declarative approach that allows specifying DevOps
automation flows like delivery or operations automation without scripting all
the details. This definition can be shared across any number of micro services
without the need to build individual pipelines and scripts.

Separation of concerns for higher compliance

Keptn separates the process defined by SREs from the actual tooling defined by
DevOps engineers and the information about the artefacts.
These definitions can be managed independently compared to traditional
pipelines where everything is stored in a single file. This ensures that people
cannot mistakenly break workflows and as they are managed in Git you will
also have a full history of changes.
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Event-based automation for easy extensibility

Keptn acts as a central control plane and uses well-defined CloudEvents for
pretty much everything that can happen during continuous delivery and
operations automation. Small services register for these events which makes
the integration of tools simple and fast.

Micro-service based tool integrations avoiding lock-in

Keptn integrations translate well-defined CloudEvents into proprietary vendor
APIs and hide complex automation for advanced tasks.
This makes exchanging tools a simple configuration change rather than
touching each individual pipeline.

See all details at https://keptn.sh/ .
a2k-runman (ITI) Output from the anomaly detection algorithms may be used to perform

changes in the system to recover from faults and/or to optimise performance.

TATAT (PRO) Thanks to TATAT, it is possible to automate the validation of a deployment. For
each deployment a set of test can be executed
Table 11 Solutions Mapping to the "Automation" Component

2.3.1 AI/ML Technical Contribution of Cloud expertise (AND)

Contribution to the task’s global objectives

Anders has collaborated with Åbo Akademi and built a cloud native data pipeline for enriching data

collected by Anders Innovation’s Kólga DevOps tool. Åbo Akademi is interested in developing AI/ML

models for predicting team performance based on metrics from the CI/CD pipelines, version control

and project management software.

Kólga collects raw data from the CI/CD pipeline and loads it into Google Cloud Trace. The data

pipeline that has been built for this case works on that data and enriches it with data from version

control (Gitlab) and project management software (Jira). The resulting dataset contains all the

relevant data for training AI/ML models.

The data pipeline is implemented using serverless and cloud native solutions. The pipeline itself is

implemented using Google Cloud Workflows and Google Cloud Functions, while the data is stored in

Google BigQuery.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

The data pipeline is mostly serverless and pricing is based on actual usage. This means that the

maintenance costs and energy usage can be kept minimal.
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AI/ML Innovation

The data pipeline itself does not utilize AI/ML, but its purpose is to create a dataset that is suitable for

training AI/ML models to predict development team performance and the impact of different kinds of

tasks on the performance of the team.

2.3.2 AI/ML Technical Contribution of Infrastructure as Code (IaC) expertise (AND)

Contribution to the task’s global objectives

AND can provide IaC solutions for things like Cloud infrastructure, Kubernetes setups, database

setups, CI/CD providers, and other services. We have provided these services for several customers

and are confident in providing a robust solution for the leading cloud providers. The primary tool we

use to create infrastructure as code solutions are Hashicorp Terraform. We also have expertise with

Ansible and Puppet.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

Infrastructure as codes’ core benefits is that it removes the need to keep knowledge about your

infrastructure inside someone’s head. It instead is placed inside configuration or code files that also

serve as documentation for your infrastructure. This also enables people without complete

knowledge about the infrastructure to make smaller changes and then have them applied across your

infrastructure. This allows a DevOps workflow for service personnel, developers, and infrastructure

engineers. It also makes it easier to migrate to new platforms, such as moving from one cloud

provider to another and setting up multi-cloud infrastructures. Another benefit is that it unifies how

infrastructure is created by having a single language to configure everything.

Use cases:

● Create infrastructures based on code instead of documents and “in-head-knowledge.”

● Manage all infrastructure in the same way for everyone

● Allow for changes to be made by developers without needing to know how all of the

infrastructure works

● For instance, changing how many instances a database should have can be changed by

changing a 2 to a 3 in a file instead of knowing the ins and outs of the actual database

service.

AI/ML Innovation

None.

2.3.3 AI/ML Technical Contribution of Kolga (AND)
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Contribution to the task’s global objectives

Kólgas main use-case is for automating CI/CD pipelines that include building, testing and deploying

applications. It can be used with many underlying CI platforms such as GitHub Actions, GitLab CI and

Azure pipelines (and more on request).

It helps projects deliver value faster and in a more effective manner. It can take care of deploying,

scaling and managing applications. It lets developers have a fast way to go from commit to running

code in production. It has sane defaults and is easy to set up for someone that has worked with CI

platforms before.

Kólga has been extended to collect data from the CI/CD pipeline where it is running. The collected

data is sent to a backend (we have been testing it with Google Cloud Trace) and can be enriched and

processed to be used to train AI/ML models for various purposes, for example predicting team

performance and the real-world impact of different types of development tasks.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

Kólga streamlines the development process for common development flows and is CI/CD service

agnostic.

The data collection is integrated into Kólga as a plugin, using the OpenTelemetry library to send the

data to a backend service. This allows data to be collected in a service agnostic manner. In other

words, the data collection works the same way across all CI/CD services supported by Kólga.

AI/ML Innovation

The purpose of data collection in Kòlga is to enable training AI/ML models with project data, by

providing detailed data from the CI/CD pipeline. The raw data collected by Kòlga can be combined

with other project data, producing a usable dataset for many different purposes.

2.3.4 AI/ML Technical Contribution of keptn (DT)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

Keptn will be embedded and extended to support MDE and DevOps in the CPS domain and we apply

MDE on Keptn artefacts.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

Keptn helps in leveraging cloud-computing technology to scale simulation and modelling

performances and can easily be used out of the box to validate and verify models.
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Keptn  is driven by the needs of dev ops automation in cloud environments. As one can see a

convergence of CPS and cloud technologies (cf. https://fmi-standard.org as well as

https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-030-54997-8_17 ):

Keptn acts as a central control plane and uses well-defined CloudEvents for pretty much everything;

small services register for these events which makes the integration of tools simple and fast. Keptn

integrations translate well-defined CloudEvents into proprietary vendor APIs and hide complex

automation for advanced tasks.

Keptn separates the process from the actual tooling and the information about the artefacts, which

eases the integration of a diverse tools set. The definitions can be managed independently compared

to traditional pipelines where everything is stored in a single file. This ensures that people cannot

mistakenly break workflows and as they are managed in Git you will also have a full history of

changes.

It is important to deal with quality aspects in modelling and model driven engineering.
In this sense, Keptn could be the means to assure, predict, measure, improve, control and manage

the quality of a model. This potentially can be achieved by linking the update or the run of a model to

a keptn sequence with defined quality gate.

AI/ML Innovation

No contribution by Keptn here.

Tools Used/Development

We plan to use Keptn as is, applied in the MDE/CPS domain. The case scenarios should show gaps

and limitations, which are topics of further research, innovation and developments again to be

aligned with the general use cases from the cloud environments.

Deployment

Keptn requires a k8s cluster to be deployed in.
As a rule of thumb, Keptn control plane will run with 2 vCPUs, 4 GB of memory and roughly 10 GB of
additional disk space (Docker Images + Persistent Volumes).
There are no other HW requirements.

https://keptn.sh/docs/install/k8s/

2.3.5 AI/ML Technical Contribution of a2k-runman (ITI)

Contribution

The a2k-runman component is an AI driven run-time manager. The goal of this component is to

employ novel AI and ML algorithms to detect anomalies in both system performance and incoming

data streams. The overall aim is to use this information at run-time to provide warnings and advice
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about abnormal conditions, and to effect automatic system configuration mode changes when these

are detected.

This component realises the Automation part of the AIOPS framework. It does this by using detected

anomaly or environmental changes to automatically change the system configuration or mode at

run-time. This is implemented by the a2k/tunning service

Novelty

We are developing novel AI algorithms able to perform anomaly detection and determine the root

cause in the temporal behaviour of safety and performance-critical complex systems. We are also

building new AI driven modules which will guide the engineer in the Design Space Exploration (DSE)

of complex cyber-physical systems.

Therefore, the novelty of this work is the development of new monitoring and multi-objective

optimization algorithms which will provide enhanced tools for automatic system performance

monitoring and reconfiguration under dynamic conditions. These tools will improve resource

management activities in complex systems operating in changing environments in real time.

AI/ML Innovation

We are using AI algorithms for pattern recognition and classification to monitor complex systems to

determine root causes of critical situations. We are also developing prediction methods that can

foresee potential critical situations before they arise, and perhaps suggesting solutions.

For this purpose, we have planned to evaluate/develop and compare different anomaly detection

methods for time series. We are first making use of some of the most commonly used techniques

during the past years, such as distance-based techniques, clustering, density-based or isolation-based

methods, among others. We are also studying unsupervised anomaly detection methods based on

deep learning, such as recurrent neural networks, autoencoders, generative adversarial networks or

we might develop hybrid variants. We will also study change point detection algorithms on streaming

data, for example developing methods based on Bayesian Online Change Point Detection or

Hierarchical Temporal Memory algorithms. These techniques might vary depending on the evolution

of the project.

Tools used

We are not planning to use existing software for anomaly detection, we have planned to develop our

own scripts comparing different methods and selecting the pipeline with the best overall

performance.

Development

We are currently evaluating several existing algorithms but also developing hybrid variants and,

depending on the algorithm, combine them with a dynamic thresholding approach to perform the

anomaly detection in order to select the most efficient approach. All the algorithms are being
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developed in python and we are setting up a python environment for machine learning and deep

learning using Anaconda.

Deployment

No special hardware is used for implementation of our new algorithms.

2.3.6 AI/ML Technical Contribution of TATAT (PRO)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

Prodevelop’s TATAT is a tool that helps automate the execution of tests in order to validate the

deployed infrastructure. In this way, every time a solution is deployed, it can be tested automatically.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

The novelty is that thanks to TATAT, developers do not have to be tied to a single testing tool, as TATAT

is intended to orchestrate the execution of automatic tests independently of the testing tool used. In

this way users can schedule their automatic tests using different tools and TATAT is able to execute

scheduled tests using different tools, as long as these tests can be invoked via command line.  On the

other hand, the selection of tests to run can vary depending on the deployment.

AI/ML Innovation

TATAT is a tool that aims to automate the execution of tests independently of the testing tool. This

tool will not use AI directly to optimise the tests to be executed.

Tools Used

TATAT is a tool that drives the  automatic execution of tests using different automation tools. This tool

uses the open source Testlink tool that allows to define the list of use cases. The use cases are defined

using Testlink and TATAT queries these use cases to perform the automatic tests.

Development

First of all, testlink will have to be configured and adapted by means of custom fields in order to

define how to automate the different use cases (automation tool, automation script). In this way the

TATAT tool will be able to define which test to run each time and how to run it. Furthermore, TATAT

will be able to interpret the results and store them in TATAT. The TATAT tool will be programmed in

JAVA and each time a deployment is performed it will be able to determine the tests to be performed

and decide if the deployment was correct or if it would be necessary to go back to the previous

version.

Deployment
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TATAT could be deployed in any machine with java and it needs access to the URL where Testlink is

running (web access)

2.4 Mapping to AI for Requirements Engineering

In this section, we present the list of solution components realizing the "AI for Requirements

Engineering" component of the AI-Augmented Tool Set.

The solutions names displayed in the cells of the "Solution Name" column are clickable and redirect

to the corresponding detailed information sections in the Appendix. Each solution name is followed

by the partner acronym between parentheses. The full partners names can be found in the Partners

Acronyms table in the preamble of this document.

Solution Name Rationale
VARA (RISE) VARA automatically analyzes natural language text requirements using NLP

technique to identify similar requirements across various projects, and their
corresponding implemented components.

Modelio (SOFT) Modelio would contribute to this component with eventual Natural Language
Processing for Requirements Engineering (NLP4RE) capabilities, planned for
development within AIDOaRt. For example, to identify, extract and classify (func,
non-func) requirements from textual documents with NLP & AI/ML techniques.

UNISS_SOL_01
(UNISS)

This solution allows us to support the requirement phase by checking the
consistency of technical specifications using AI techniques.

UNISS_SOL_04
(UNISS)

This solution allows us to verify the consistency of a set of properties’ system
design by using AI techniques with the purpose of identifying inconsistency to
pre-defined specifications.

UNISS_SOL_05
(UNISS)

This solution enables AI/ML based capabilities to support the requirements phase
of the system development.

Table 12 Solutions Mapping to the "AI for Requirements Engineering" Component

2.4.1 AI/ML Technical Contribution of VARA (RISE)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

In most safety-critical domains the development of new systems starts with natural language

requirements. The VARA toolchain uses Natural Language Processing algorithms for feature vectors

extraction from those requirements to conduct several tasks as follows: first the tool uses pattern

matching to compute quality metrics, secondly, it uses clustering on the feature vectors to

recommend reuse of existing software, and finally, it fine-tunes state-of-art language models for

assignments of requirements to different team within the company. In addition, the tool is also

extended to group log files of test execution for failure assignment and root cause analysis.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

We plan to extend the requirement quality metrics for the product over time. That means that with

evolution of requirements we would be able to visualize the quality of requirements over different
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versions of the requirements in a DevOps environment. Furthermore, the Log grouping part of the

toolchain would allow to make sense of failure log by clustering them into meaningful groups. This

would enable batch processing of log files and would aid root cause analysis and failure assignment.

AI/ML Innovation

We mainly use existing algorithms and retrain them for our particular tasks. However, in some cases,

such as classification (for requirement assignment), we fine-tune existing language models that might

lead to innovative pipelines based for particular problem domains based on existing algorithms.

Tools Used

We use spaCy for tokenization and pattern matching to compute quality metrics. Furthermore, we

use scipy and TensorFlow for feature vector extraction, classification and clustering.

Development

We plan to implement these pipelines based on existing ML algorithms in the form of an API

deployed as a Flask server in Python 3. We may also implement some parts in the Django framework

for better management of authentication and user data.

Deployment

We will deploy our algorithms on local servers at our partner’s site. However, for development, no

special hardware is being utilized.

2.4.2 AI/ML Technical Contribution of Modelio (SOFT)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

Requirements engineering (RE) is the first cornerstone activity in systems engineering. Thus, it is

crucial to providing engineers with support to better achieve this phase of the systems development

life cycle. SOFT is working on the development of AI-augmented solutions for various requirements

engineering tasks, such as the identification and extraction of requirements, the classification of

requirements (functional, security, performance…), similarity and dependency check between pairs

of requirement statements, as well as automated team allocation of requirements.

These solutions typically use Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques, combined with other

statistical and ML techniques for classification and clustering. Zhao et. al 2020 shows the great

potential of NLP4RE and pinpoints the large open window left for new contributions in the field,

namely on providing more RE-specific language resources and on driving practical industrial

validation of NLP4RE techniques and solutions.
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In AIDOaRt, we focus on requirements similarity check. We also aim at validating our proposed

solutions with real life use cases. In fact, we collaborate with several industrial partners form the

AIDOaRt consortium to provide RE-specific data sets to better evaluate and validate our NLP4RE

approaches.

Novelty of this contribution in DevOps

Identifying similar requirements allows CPS engineers to handle requirements of new projects based

on prior knowledge accumulated from previous ones. For pairs of requirements with relatively low

but not null similarity rate, CPS engineers can identify potential interdependencies. For pairs of

requirements within the same project, similarity indicates potential redundancy or correlation

between different pairs of similar or closely related requirements.

AI/ML Innovation

To check text similarity for pairs of requirements, we use state of the art sentence encoders and

language model transformers, precisely those that are based on Microsoft MPNet which combines

the advantages of both Masked Language Modeling (MLM), adopted in BERT, and Permuted

Language Modeling (PLM), adopted in XLNet.

Tools Used

Pre-trained sentence transformers models, and various known Python ML and NLP libraries.

Development

The module is developed using Python.

Deployment

Being at prototype phase, it is still hosted on SOFT dev local machines.

2.4.3 AI/ML Technical Contribution of UNISS_SOL_01 (UNISS)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

UNISS_SOL_01 relates to the AI for Requirement component since it supports the requirement phase

by checking the consistency of technical specifications using AI techniques.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

We are developing a tool able to provide automated consistency verification of technical

specifications, currently only at design-time. The main goal of the tool is to provide an easy-to-use

environment for the verification of requirements in Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS). UNISS_SOL_01

could improve the requirement phase.
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AI/ML Innovation

We are using formal methods and automated reasoning to develop UNISS_SOL_01.

Tool used

We are planning to partially use existing software (https://www.sagelab.it/reqv/).

Development

UNISS_SOL_01 will be developed using Python and Java languages.

Deployment

Any specific hardware is used for the implementation of UNISS_SOL_01.

2.4.4 AI/ML Technical Contribution of UNISS_SOL_04 (UNISS)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

This solution will support and improve the requirement phase by checking the consistency of

properties specifications using AI techniques. The main goal is to formally verify the consistency of

the system design with respect to some given property constraints, with the purpose to reduce

inconsistencies during the system development process.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

The goal of this solution is to formally verify the design of safety-critical systems only at the design

stage by enhancing the entire development of systems and supporting the prediction of new

scenarios that might be considered as safety critical. The novelty of our contribution lies in the

development of an extended version of an expressive logic-based language suitable for early

requirements modeling and analysis that take into consideration also a formal representation of

temporal constraints.

AI/ML Innovation

We intend to leverage on formal verification with the support of SMT solvers to check system-level

properties and to explore alternative architectural solutions for the same set of properties

specifications. Moreover, an ontology-based approach for the verification of system models is under

consideration due to the formal semantic of the ontology languages which enables consistency

checking process. 

Tool used

We are planning to partially use existing software (https://git.idea-researchlab.org/tools/Fit2SMT).

Development
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UNISS_SOL_04 will be developed using Python and Java languages.

Deployment

Any specific hardware is used for the implementation of UNISS_SOL_04.

2.4.5 AI/ML Technical Contribution of UNISS_SOL_05 (UNISS)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

UNISS_SOL_05 will support and improve the requirement phase through consistency verification of
technical specifications with respect to a guideline (e.g. ISO standard guidelines) by using AI
techniques. This kind of consistency verification is particularly important in the context of
safety-critical systems that must be developed in accordance with standards and guidelines.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

Currently, UNISS_SOL_05 will operate only at design-time. Formally verify the consistency of the
system design with respect to some given property constraints has a great potential since it allows to
reduce inconsistencies during the system development process.

AI/ML Innovation

UNISS_SOL_05 enables AI/ML based capabilities to support the requirements phase of the system

development. In particular, we will use formal methods combined with NLP techniques.

Tool used

We are not planning to use existing software.

Development

UNISS_SOL_05 will be developed using Python and Java languages.

Deployment

Any specific hardware is used for the implementation of UNISS_SOL_05.

2.5 Mapping to AI for Modeling

In this section, we present the list of solution components realizing the "AI for Modeling" component

of the AI-Augmented Tool Set.

The solutions names displayed in the cells of the "Solution Name" column are clickable and redirect

to the corresponding detailed information sections in the Appendix. Each solution name is followed

by the partner acronym between parentheses. The full partners names can be found in the Partners

Acronyms table in the preamble of this document.
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Solution Name Rationale
DTsynth (AIT) DTsynth uses AI learning techniques to build a model
Active DoE (AVL) Active DoE is designed to model the unit under test using only a small amount

of data.
EMF Views (IMTA) EMF Views, that we plan to enhance thanks to the use of AI / Machine

Learning techniques in the context of the AIDOaRt project, can be used in
order to assist users during their modeling activities (e.g. by allowing to
produce specific views on their models according to their needs and current
tasks).

a2k-depman (ITI) AI/ML methods are used to enhance multiobjective optimisation algorithms
for design space exploration.

GAN-Based
Instance Model
Generator (JKU)

GAN-Based Instance Model Generator is a framework that allows its users to
generate new realistic models. It receives an ecore metamodel plus one big
instance model as inputs and is able to create a new instance model in each
run based on the inputs.

MOMOT (JKU) MOMOT improves the performance of in-place model transformations by
finding an optimal solution for orchestrating the transformation rules w.r.t.
given user-specified metrics. The optimization process will be extended in
order to support reinforcement learning algorithms.

AALpy (TUG) AALpy allows to extract deterministic, non-deterministic and stochastic
behavioral models from black-box systems.

HEPSYCODE
(UNIVAQ)

HEPSYCODE model-based AI/ML approach integrated with DevOps and
standard MDE principles.

MORGAN (UNIVAQ) MORGAN will provide relevant model and metamodel artifacts that can be
used to complete the model under construction. In particular it can retrieve
both classes and structural features i.e. atrtibutes and relationships using a
GNN as engine.

Table 13 Solutions Mapping to the "AI for Modeling" Component

2.5.1 AI/ML Technical Contribution of DTsynth (AIT)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

DTsynth may be used to generate a digital twin of a device (or a system) based on a model of its
behaviour. AI may be used for this if enough data is provided.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

The developed tool will reduce the resources needed to run the real device. Instead, the digital twin
may be used to analyse behaviour or test extreme conditions.

AI/ML Innovation

AI/ML innovation will become clearer during the development of the algorithms.

Tools Used
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We are checking whether existing tools should be integrated or not, and which python libraries are
most useful.

Development

We are planning to develop algorithms in python.

Deployment

No special hardware is used for implementation.

2.5.2 AI/ML Technical Contribution of Active DoE (AVL)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

Our component is a tool that contributes to the Automation of the modelling process of a system.

The component observes the system response and continuously assesses the model’s predictive

performance. To model the system, our component automatically selects the next observation point

to reduce the number of observations needed to model the system for the requested accuracy.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

Our contribution to the devops/ML process is that a potentially large observational space can be

reduced to the critical/relevant set of observations by predicting the outcome beforehand. Moreover,

the method will generate a request for a new observation point during each iteration, focussing the

observation cases in the interesting/critical areas.

Especially interesting for the DevOps/ML approach, is the capability to start with already given

experiences (data or models) and add tests in order to check these models in their predictability

quality in the area of interest - until the model adaptation is sufficient. So, feedback loops from field

experiences should be supported with lowest possible adaptation effort.

AI/ML Innovation

We train static neural networks of the system responses during the test. We then use a home-made

Monte-Carlo-type particle filtering algorithm in order to “invert” the neural network, i.e. find the

critical input regions that create critical test cases.

Tools Used:

We use specialized neural networks, but we also support all models from the scikit-learn library,

which is commonly used in machine learning.

Development
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We are currently working on extending the methods from black-box neural networks to more

physics-based models. Using physical knowledge should reduce the required testing effort even

further. It seems that tensorflow/keras will be an appropriate platform to do this.

Deployment

Our method runs on local windows machines, and we also provide a docker image for running

simulation tests in the cloud.

2.5.3 AI/ML Technical Contribution of EMF Views (IMTA)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

Currently, IMTA’s EMF Views solution is planned to be extended by integrating the use of Machine

Learning techniques in order to make more efficient the automated synchronization between model

views and corresponding contributing models (and vice-versa). In such a way, AI will be considered to

globally improve modeling activities consisting in dealing with several possibly large and

heterogeneous interrelated models. Such integrated views can also be practically useful in different

phases of the CPS continuous development process (cf. the answer hereafter).

Novelty of this contribution in DevOps

In the context of AIDOaRt, we intend to focus on supporting large-scale views in which models of

runtime data (coming from CPSs execution traces, logs, etc.) are essential parts. In particular, we are

interested in views in which these runtime models are also strongly related to other models from the

CPS continuous development process (requirement models, design models, code model, test models,

etc.). This way, we more generally intend to improve the model-based support of different

consecutive phases of the CPS continuous development process (e.g., in terms of traceability from

one phase to another).

AI/ML Innovation

After a first study of the state-of-the-art and based on our internal knowledge, we have identified

Graph Neural Networks (GNNs) as potential good candidates for the kind of modeling problems (in

the MDE sense) we are trying to address. However, we are also open to other possible families of

techniques and algorithms in case our needs evolve during the project.

Tools Used

At this stage of the project, we have not yet identified from the state-of-the-art the particular AI/ML

solution(s) that we will use and that we will eventually adapt and/or customize according to our

needs.

Development
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At this stage of the project, we do plan to develop any new AI/ML algorithm but rather to rely on

already existing ones that we will identify from the state-of-the-art (cf. previous answer).

Deployment

As mentioned before, we do not plan to implement new AI/ML components. However, if possible, we

may rely on computing capabilities provided with available solutions. Otherwise, we plan to run our

experiments either on in-house facilities (i.e., local grids) or eventually on publicly available

resources.

2.5.4 AI/ML Technical Contribution of a2k-depman (ITI)

Contribution

The goal of the a2k-depman component is to provide deployment assistance in heterogeneous,

distributed real-time systems using AI driven multi-objective optimisation combined with machine

learning. The component will enable the design space exploration, in terms of performance analysis

and resource usage, of different system configurations.

This component realises the AI for Modelling part of the AI DevOps toolkit in AIDOaRt. It does this by

using AI driven multi-objective optimisation algorithms for design space exploration. The application

of this will enable the designer to investigate and analyse the performances of different system

configurations, particularly regarding the allocation of computing tasks to processing elements

(scheduling) under competing performance objectives. For example, tasks executed on processors

close to sensor devices (edge computing) will experience shorter latencies than tasks executed on a

central cloud service. Whereas, the cloud service might offer significantly faster execution times than

the edge device.

Novelty

The novelty of this work is the development of new monitoring and multi-objective optimization

algorithms which will provide enhanced tools for automatic system performance monitoring and

reconfiguration under dynamic conditions. These tools will improve resource management activities

in complex systems operating in changing environments in real time.

AI/ML Innovation

AI may be defined as the use of techniques to implement adaptive behaviors in dynamic

environments to achieve some desired goal. The a2k/depman component provides such adaptive

behaviour by enabling run-time system configuration changes according to the current environmental

state.

Moreover, the a2k/optimiser service is driven by the outputs from the a2k/detection service which

uses AI/ML algorithms for the detection of fault conditions and anomalies in monitored data streams.
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2.5.5 AI/ML Technical Contribution of GAN-Based Instance Model Generator (JKU)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

The main goal of the GAN-Based Instance Model Generator is leveraging Generative Deep Learning

capabilities to generate new instance models out of the given input metamodel and a compliant

instance model. It is going to be used for data augmentation in the context of MDE. This component

has not been implemented yet.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

This component has not a direct contribution to DEVOPS but it can be used as a data augmentation

solution for tools (like MORGAN) used in different DevOps phases.

AI/ML Innovation

In this component, the concepts of Deep Learning and, in particular, generative adversarial networks

(GANs), will be used to present an intelligent framework for generating new realistic instance models

for domain-specific languages.

The neural network (NN) is going to learn the main structural patterns of the input model. Then, the

trained NN will be able to generate new instance models using its learned information. Due to GANs

characteristics, the most important feature of the generated models would be mimicking the real

models.

2.5.6 AI/ML Technical Contribution of MOMOT (JKU)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

MOMoT is developed for addressing search-based model transformations to define models optimized

w.r.t. a given (multi-)objective function, by applying in-place model transformation. Its first version

makes use of meta-heuristic methods, like Genetic algorithms, as its search algorithm. In AIDOaRt, we

are working on a newer AI-augmented version adopting deep learning methods, particularly

reinforcement learning, to automatize the discovery of the best orchestration of in place model

transformation rules to obtain the optimized model. Benefits in adopting AI include a potential lower

number of executed rules and a shorter execution time.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS
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MOMOT does not provide a direct contribution to the DEVOPS dimension. However, if the domain(s)

of the optimized model(s) concern(s) DEVOPS (e.g., the workflow model of a continuous delivery

pipeline), then the MOMOT tool can be beneficial in MDE for DEVOPS scenarios.

AI/ML Innovation

To leverage Reinforcement Learning methods, the problem of finding a suitable orchestration of

transformation rules has been formulated as a Markov Decision Process (MDP). Fig.1 represents the

MDP adopted to rule-based in-place model transformations. The agent interacts with the

environment selecting the rule a to which the environment responds with the transformed model 𝑠'

resulting from the application of rule a on the previous model state.

A one-hot encoding is used to prepare the proper input for feeding a neural network. Finally,

Q-Learning algorithm has been adopted as a learning method.

Fig. 1. Integration of RL into MT Frameworks

Tools Used

MOMOT uses the open-source library DeepLearning4J together with ND4J to implement the

approach.

Development

We are not going to develop new AI/ML algorithms, rather, we aim to combine search and learning

approaches.

Deployment

For the sake of measurements of achieved improvements, MOMOT has been tested on a virtual

machine of type E2 on the Google Cloud Platform running an Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU @ 2.20GHz with

up to 16 cores on a Debian GNU/Linux 10 OS, and 128GB physical memory.

2.5.7 AI/ML Technical Contribution of AALpy (TUG)

Contribution to the task's global objectives
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AALpy allows learning behavioral models from a given black-box system and helps in visualizing

models. This allows modeling internal structure of unknown components (e.g. provided by a third

party). The approach can also be used to generate models by generalizing from a set of examples or

recorded data. AALpy can also help in model validation by extracting abstractions of complex models

and models of reference systems.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

AALpy can assist in the creation of models and their validation. Expanding AALpy’s capabilities will

therefore also benefit the modeling stage.

AI/ML Innovation

AALpy is a library for learning behavioral models, centered around (but not limited to) active learning

of automata models. It uses a variety of active and passive learning algorithms for deterministic /

non-deterministic / stochastic models.

Tools Used

While AALpy does not rely on other AI/ML tools for model learning, the combination of AALpy with

other AI/ML tools has great potential, especially in the context of cyber-physical systems (CPS). In this

regard, regression techniques are of particular interest. For model checking, AALpy mostly relies on

external tools. For example, AALpy can interface with the PRISM model checker for model checking

stochastic models.

Development

Depending on the needs of our partners, AALpy may be expanded to support learning additional

model types that better suit the structure of the system under learning.

Deployment

AALpy can be used on any machine on which python can be run.

2.5.8 AI/ML Technical Contribution of HEPSYCODE (UNIVAQ)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

HEPSYCODE is a prototyping tool for improving the design time of embedded applications. It is based

on a system-level methodology for HW /SW co-design of heterogeneous parallel dedicated systems.

The system behavior modeling language introduced in HEPSYCODE, called HML (HEPSY Modeling

Language), is based on the Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) Model of Computation (MoC).

It allows system behavior to be modeled as a network of processes communicating through

unidirectional synchronous channels. Using HML, it is possible to specify the system behavior model
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(SBM), an executable model of the system behavior, a set of non-functional constraints (NFC), and a

set of reference inputs (RI) used for simulation-based activities.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

HEPSYCODE will integrate DevOps practices and lifecycle phases into the overall HW /SW co-design

methodology and framework for continuous improvement and automation of embedded and

cyber-physical systems.

AI/ML Innovation

HEPSYCODE will introduce AI/ML algorithms for model-based support, tracking, and improvement of

code generation. At the modeling level, model improvement algorithms using runtime tracking will be

used to support and guide the designer throughout the modeling process.

Tools Used

HEPSYCODE uses Eclipse MDE technologies (Eclipse EMF plugins, XML data exchange files, Sirius for

GUI and XText for M2M transformation).

Development

We are thinking of developing new hybrid ML approaches capable of predicting user and designer

modelling activities while extracting patterns and possible suggestions for reducing modelling effort.

Deployment

No special hardware is used for implementation of AI/ML algorithms.

2.5.9 AI/ML Technical Contribution of MORGAN (UNIVAQ)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

UNIVAQ's MORGAN will provide relevant recommendations given a model under construction. Being
trained using existing models, the tool employs the underpinning graph neural network algorithm to
compute the recommendations and retrieve the most similar model artifacts.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

We plan to use an AI-based recommender system that can assist the user during the modeling
activity. Depending on the application domain, we can train the graph neural network used by
MORGAN to retrieve the proper model elements, such as classes, attributes, or model operations.

AI/ML Innovation

MORGAN employs a particular class of neural networks, namely graph neural network (GNN). This
technique allows the encoding of the input data in a graph data structure without losing the semantic
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connection among the considered elements. To support AI for modeling, we use this strategy to
preserve the links among model elements, e.g, between classes and their attributes. MORGAN
compares the obtained graphs using the Vertex Histogram kernel similarity to retrieve the most
similar graphs compared to the input one.

Tools Used

We make use of the Grakel Python library to develop the GNN module and the kernel
similarity function.

Development

We are thinking about extending the existing GNN with a new similarity function. Moreover, we can
evaluate the MORGAN's outcomes by using a user-based evaluation to discuss the qualitative aspects.

Deployment

No special hardware is used for implementation of our new algorithms.

2.6 Mapping to AI for Code

In this section, we present the list of solution components realizing the "AI for Code" component of

the AI-Augmented Tool Set.

The solutions names displayed in the cells of the "Solution Name" column are clickable and redirect

to the corresponding detailed information sections in the Appendix. Each solution name is followed

by the partner acronym between parentheses. The full partners names can be found in the Partners

Acronyms table in the preamble of this document.

Solution Name Rationale
devmate (AST) Devmate could contribute to this component through its core functionality

"Testcode Generator" which takes AI assisted advice into account.
FOCUS
(UNIVAQ)

Given the active context of the developer, Focus can provide relevant code snippets
by using context-aware collaborative filtering techniques. Focus calculates the
similarity of the context with a dataset of java projects. The tool eventually
retrieves a ranked list of similar snippets/function calls that the user will select.

HEPSYCODE
(UNIVAQ)

HEPSYCODE automatic code generation and AI/ML analysis starting from DSL/UML
models.

Table 14 Solutions Mapping to the "AI for Code" Component

2.6.1 AI/ML Technical Contribution of devmate (AST)

Contribution to the task's global objectives
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The tools provided by Engagement & Analysis and Automation can use programming code as data

and generate Unit Test Code semi-automatically in the target programming language and testing

framework.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

The internal test model is independent of specific implementations, as it is solely based on the

interfaces. The tools try to predict new test cases based on input during run-time. Newly generated

test code is easily readable and can be modified.

AI/ML Innovation

We are evaluating AI methods for test data prediction based on used data types or semantic meaning

of symbol names.

Tools Used

We are evaluating various tools that aid in analysation of test models.

Development

We collaborate with researchers to improve upon our existing and develop new algorithms. Our tools

use C# and Java, but Devmate tools are modular and communicate through a webservice. The UI is an

extension to major IDE’s.

Deployment

Our tools run locally and don’t have a special requirement.

2.6.2 AI/ML Technical Contribution of FOCUS (UNIVAQ)

Contribution to the task's global objectives
FOCUS will provide relevant recommendations given a software project. Being trained using existing
Java projects, the tool employs a context-aware collaborative filtering technique to compute the
recommendations and retrieve the relevant API function calls.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

We plan to use an AI-based recommender system that can assist the user during the programming
task. Depending on the application domain, we can use collaborative filtering to retrieve a ranked list
of API method declarations and invocations.

AI/ML Innovation

FOCUS employs a particular class of collaborative filtering, namely context aware. This technique
allows the encoding of the input data in a graph data structure without losing the semantic
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connection among the considered elements. To support AI for modeling, we use this strategy to
preserve the links among software projects and APIs employed during their development. Once the
3D matrix is extracted, FOCUS compares the obtained API function calls using the Cosine similarity to
retrieve the most similar code snippets compared to the input ones.

Tools Used

We make use of the Java Math utilities to perform the cosine similarity

Development

We are thinking about extending collaborative filtering techniques with a new similarity function.
Moreover, we can evaluate the  FOCUS’s outcomes using different software projects as a training set.

Deployment

No special hardware is used for implementation of our new algorithms.

2.6.3 AI/ML Technical Contribution of HEPSYCODE (UNIVAQ)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

Based on the HEPSYCODE metamodel (in accordance with the EMF Ecore metamodel specification)

and its graphical modeling workbench implemented as part of the Sirius project, an M2M

transformation incorporating the Xtext framework and enabling translation of the HML model into a

simulatable CSP/SystemC model was used in the system-level HW/SW co-design methodology.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

We introduce software design and code generation starting from system specifications and models.

AI/ML Innovation

AI/ML techniques are introduced to select appropriate algorithms starting from the specification and

the definition of the analysis (e.g., performance evaluation, function execution time estimation, area

and/or size evaluation).

sed

Examples of tools include GitHub, GitLab, Bitbucket, or Stash.

Development

Eclipse Xtext and ATL plugins are used for M2M transformation and code transformation.

Deployment

Currently, no special hardware is used to implement AI/ML algorithms.
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2.7 Mapping to AI for Testing

In this section, we present the list of solution components realizing the "AI for Testing" component of

the AI-Augmented Tool Set.

The solutions names displayed in the cells of the "Solution Name" column are clickable and redirect

to the corresponding detailed information sections in the Appendix. Each solution name is followed

by the partner acronym between parentheses. The full partners names can be found in the Partners

Acronyms table in the preamble of this document.

Solution Name Rationale
STGEM (ABO) STGEM uses AI/ML techniques to automate and improve test generation, test

selection, and test scheduling and execution components.
ESDE (ACO) AI/ML helping to ensure that nightly tests can be completed in time with the

maximum chances to find bugs and/or ensure the stability of the developed
releases, applying techniques that enable the smart selection of relevant tests,
either found in the SoA performed in the project or from innovations provided
by AIDOaRt partners.

devmate (AST) Devmate contributes to this component through its core functionality "Testcase
Evaluation" by providing evaluation and reduction of test cases.

Active DoE (AVL) Active DoE is designed to select a small amount of data necessary to characterize
the unit under the test and calibrate the control systems. As such, it can be used
to create and manage AI-driven tests.

CRTQI (QEN) DevOps emphasizes the importance of feedback loops that allow you to see the
problems as they occur.  Measuring progress & quality in DevOps is essential but
a challenge as setting up measuring system is expensive, finding useful and
actionable metrics is hard and there is an information overload – hard to see
forest from trees.

Quality Intelligence for DevOps is a new cloud-based analytics solution that
allows CRT users to measure and optimize DevOps

- Enables generation of the essential metrics based on Agile, DevOps and Flow
Framework best practices with one click
- Copado and Qentinel has pioneered using system dynamics modeling to predict
quality of information systems based on patented Value Creation Model
- CRT can present a summary of “everything” in one screen

Deeper (RISE) Deeper is a tool based on machine learning for testing and simulation of ADAS
functions, in particular lane keeping.

RELOAD (RISE) RELOAD is a reinforcement learning based solution for load testing and
generation of effective and efficient workloads.

SaFReL (RISE) SaFReL is a solution based on reinforcement learning for performance evaluation
of resource sensitive software systems
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Solution Name Rationale
STGEM (ABO) STGEM uses AI/ML techniques to automate and improve test generation, test

selection, and test scheduling and execution components.
ESDE (ACO) AI/ML helping to ensure that nightly tests can be completed in time with the

maximum chances to find bugs and/or ensure the stability of the developed
releases, applying techniques that enable the smart selection of relevant tests,
either found in the SoA performed in the project or from innovations provided
by AIDOaRt partners.

devmate (AST) Devmate contributes to this component through its core functionality "Testcase
Evaluation" by providing evaluation and reduction of test cases.

DataAggregator
(ROTECH)

It offers testing capabilities by performing the test automation processes using
AI techniques

AALpy (TUG) AALpy allows to extract deterministic, non-deterministic and stochastic
behavioral models from black-box systems, which can be used to model-check
properties of the system under test which can be derived from its specification
or an abstract model of the system.

UNISS_SOL_03
(UNISS)

This solution allows to support the testing phase by using AI/ML techniques.

TWIMO (UNIVAQ) It offers validation capabilities.
Table 15 Solutions Mapping to the "AI for Testing" Component

2.7.1 AI/ML Technical Contribution of STGEM (ABO)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

We are developing AI methods for automatic testing and validation of cyber-physical systems. Our

aim is to automatically create test suites using minimal domain knowledge and provide as diverse test

suites as possible in order to expose a varied set of faults and help development in a continuous

integration setting.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

The novelty of our approach is to bring in true machine learning (neural networks, generative

adversarial networks etc.) into DEVOPS processes concerning the validation of cyber-physical systems

in place of more traditional optimization-based methods.

AI/ML Innovation

We are using state-of-the-art machine learning methods such as generative adversarial networks

(GANs) and Wasserstein generative adversarial networks (WGANs) in our automatic test generation.

These methods are not directly usable as such, so we are developing novel online versions of them

more suitable for test suite creation.

Tools Used
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We are mainly using PyTorch and standard Python data science libraries such as NumPy in our

software development. The tools are used to define and train the machine learning models needed in

GANs and WGANs.

Development

As discussed above, we are developing versions of GANs and WGANs that are trainable online. These

algorithms are general purpose and can be used to learn any probability distribution in an online

fashion. However, we are using them to learn the distribution of challenging tests for a cyber-physical

system under test. The algorithms are developed in Python using the PyTorch library. This ensures

multi-platform support.

Deployment

Currently we use desktop machines with high-end GPUs for the machine learning components. We

plan to scale our algorithm and training to work in a network of several computers.

2.7.2 AI/ML Technical Contribution of ESDE (ACO)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

ACORDE has long expertise in embedded system development, and this is a common activity in the

company, e.g., for the monitoring and control of its RF equipment and for other developments, e.g.

positioning and customized solutions offered to partners. There is a growing pressure on the testing

of these systems, as they are becoming more complex, and the validation requirements become

more stringent, especially if associated with certification. ACORDE will contribute by exploring AI/ML

supported techniques and procedures making the testing of developed firmware more effective and

efficient

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

In the latter times, ACORDE is updating its development processes, e.g., pushing the migration from

traditional version control (SVN) to more powerful version control (GIT) and even to environment

with DevOps capabilities. While this is being achieved, the ambition is to get an actual implantation

of DevOps practices. However, for embedded development, testing can be challenging, as long as,

firmware might require physical prototyping. An interesting solution foreseen for this is relying on

virtual platforms models. They could facilitate the integration of development tests. Moreover, with

the help of sufficiently sophisticated environmental models, the emulation of operational tests.

AI/ML Innovation

After its collaboration in the systematic literature map yielding in D3.1, ACORDE concludes that some

relevant works can be applied, e.g., for the selection of relevant tests. The objective is AI/ML helping

to ensure that nightly tests can be completed in time with the maximum chances to find bugs and/or

ensure the stability of the developed releases.
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Tools Used

ACORDE has already some experience with TensorFlow. Therefore, a former logical step for ACORDE is

to explore if this framework can be used for this task. In any case, ACORDE plans to make a more

extensive analysis of other alternatives in this regard, including other well-known frameworks,

outcomes from D3.1 work, and feedback for AIDOaRt partners.

Development
In principle, ACORDE does not plan to develop new AI/ML algorithms, but mostly to apply and

explore existing AI/ML techniques in this regard. In relation to the starting point (TensorFlow) we will

rely in principle on Python, without discarding other languages, depending on if another environment

is selected.

Deployment

For the AI/ML helped testing solutions posed in AIDOaRt it should be feasible to run AI/ML

components in the data centres in ACORDE premises. It could be interesting to assess if a

conventional PC set up by an ACORDE engineer can support it too.

2.7.3 AI/ML Technical Contribution of DTsynth (AIT)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

DTsynth may be used to generate test cases and / or to guide testing activities for a specified
scenario.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

The developed tool will reduce the resources needed in testing complex situations.

AI/ML Innovation

AI/ML innovation will become clearer during the development of the algorithms.

Tools Used

We are checking whether existing tools should be integrated or not, and which python libraries are
most useful.

Development

We are planning to develop algorithms in python.

Deployment

No special hardware is used for implementation.
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2.7.4 AI/ML Technical Contribution of devmate (AST)

AST technical contribution – AI for Testing (AI DevOps Engineering)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

The tools provided by Engagement & Analysis and Automation generate an internal test model using

equivalence classes. AI methods are used to reduce test cases and predict new equivalence classes of

the system under test during run-time. While novel approaches for test case reduction and test data

prediction are evaluated.

The test model can be exported or used to generate unit test code in a target programming language.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

The model only uses interfaces to generate an initial test model and uses further (manual) input of

test data to complete it. The test model changes during run-time based on input, is being optimized

and predicts new equivalence classes. Test code can be generated or updated independently of actual

implementation (as long as the interfaces don’t change).

AI/ML Innovation

We currently use minor AI algorithms for reduction and predition of equivalence classes respectively.

We are also evaluating AI methods for test data prediction based on used data types or semantic

meaning of symbol names.

Tools Used

We are evaluating various tools that aid in analysation of test models.

Development

We collaborate with researchers to improve upon our existing and develop new algorithms. Our tools

use C# and Java, but Devmate tools are modular and communicate through a webservice. The UI is an

extension to major IDE’s.

Deployment

Our tools run locally and don’t have a special requirement.

2.7.5 AI/ML Technical Contribution of Active DoE (AVL)

Contribution to the task's global objectives
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Our component is a tool that contributes to the Automation of the testing process by modelling the

system response while the test is active. The component observes the system response and

continuously assesses the model’s predictive performance. Once the system response can be reliably

predicted then further testing becomes unnecessary, which means that the procedure reduces the

required testing effort.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

Our contribution to the devops process is that a potentially large test suite can be reduced to the

critical/relevant test cases by predicting the test outcome beforehand. Moreover, the method will

create new test cases during each iteration, focussing the test cases in the interesting/critical areas.

Especially interesting for the DevOps approach, is the capability to start with already given

experiences (data or models) and add tests in order to check these models in their predictability

quality in the area of interest - until the model adaptation is sufficient. So, feedback loops from field

experiences should be supported with lowest possible adaptation effort.

AI/ML Innovation

We train static neural networks of the system responses during the test. We then use a home-made

Monte-Carlo-type particle filtering algorithm in order to “invert” the neural network, i.e. find the

critical input regions that create critical test cases.

Tools Used:

Our neural networks are homemade, but we also support all models from the scikit-learn library,

which is commonly used in machine learning.

Development

We are currently working on extending the methods from black-box neural networks to more

physics-based models. Using physical knowledge should reduce the required testing effort even

further. It seems that tensorflow/keras will be an appropriate platform to do this.

Deployment

Our method runs on local windows machines, and we also provide a docker image for running

simulation tests in the cloud.

2.7.6 AI/ML Technical Contribution of CRT (QEN)

Contribution to the task's global objectives
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QEN test automation platform will be strengthened in testing graphical user interfaces with text and

graphics including not only static images but videos as well. Various methods of computer vision are

being applied.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

Graphical user interfaces are intuitive as testing interfaces for humans and testing through GUI’s is a

very popular approach to testing. GUI’s contain increasing amounts of styling and multimedia and

therefore a need for a mechanism for efficient handling of rich GUI’s is increasing. QEN tackles this

topic with the CRT platform by innovating around various computer vision algorithms and approaches

to bring state-of-the-art testing support for rich GUI’s.

AI/ML Innovation

To support testing of rich GUI’s, we study and analyse various advanced computer vision algorithms.

Algorithms leveraging neural networks for text recognition are one of the main topics for QEN while

semantic testing of images and videos through neural networks is another.

2.7.7 AI/ML Technical Contribution of CRTQI (QEN)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

QEN test automation platform will be extended mainly to help in understanding the testing trends

over time targeting to for example reveal changes that require actions. These include changes in the

test execution results, test execution times, and more. In addition, further detailed analysis of the

changes is targeted by the support where a special attention is given to root cause analysis.

We have modelled the essential DevOps artifacts and their relationships and implemented a data

platform as a foundation for predictive DevOps analytics and Value Stream Management (VSM)

applications.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

We are developing AI and especially ML algorithms to help in analysis of the testing trends which aim

to improve the productivity, quality, robustness, and turn-around time of the testing. The target is to

increase the productivity of the testing process while at the same time significantly increasing the

quality of testing by providing the user details not only about changes in testing trends that require

further action but also about how to resolve these issues.

We have developed an approach to find impactful DevOps metrics and collect such events that allow

accurate measurement and data correlation with ML approaches. We have developed DevOps Value

Creation Model and ways to link DevOps and VSM metrics as well as Flow Metrics to the factors that

affect the Flow of Value created and Quality in Use i.e. customer perceived quality. The modelled
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artifact relationships and assumed casualties modelled in the Value Creation Model can be leveraged

in building predictive analytics.

AI/ML Innovation

We are developing AI / ML algorithms for various purposes. We are firstly intelligently detecting

changes in the trends notifying the user about changes that require actions in such a fashion that

one-offs will not trigger alarms. Time series modelling is widely applied here but we also consider

other methods for analytics. A cornerstone to all this is efficient searches to vast amounts of data

through state-of-the-art database systems and algorithms. Clear and intuitive visualization of complex

data is important in helping the user to see the forest from the trees. Root cause analysis will help the

user to identify the essential pieces of the puzzle to solve the encountered issues.

We have built a demonstrator of using the legacy analytics platform, but we haven't yet ported that

to the new analytics platform. The demonstrator used the Random Forest algorithm to analyse the

metrics organized into a tree structure, but we tried various other algorithms, too.

2.7.8 AI/ML Technical Contribution of QEDITOR (QEN)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

QEN test automation platform will be extended mainly to guide the user in the test creation and

authoring process that aims to speed up testing and to improve the quality of it. To realize this, we

are developing new ML algorithms for various purposes that tackle the main objective from multiple

different angles. In addition, a special focus is also given to test maintenance aspect where the goal is

to automatically detect discrepancies between revisions and to automatically mitigate changes.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

We are developing AI and especially ML algorithms to guide the user through test creation process

and to help in test maintenance. The target is to increase the productivity of the testing process while

at the same time significantly increasing the quality of testing.

AI/ML Innovation

To support the user in the test creation process, we are developing AI / ML algorithms for various

purposes. We are guiding the user to a “normative” testing style through time series predictions

while at the same time we are flagging aspects that are unexpected helping the user to stay away

from the “thin ice”. On test execution failure, we use semantic models to infer the failure reason and

to propose fix suggestions. We leverage computer vision and corresponding ML techniques to test

graphical user interfaces.

2.7.9 AI/ML Technical Contribution of Deeper (RISE)
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Contribution to the task's global objectives

Deeper is a simulation-integrated bio-inspired search-based test generator that generates

failure-revealing test scenarios to test a Deep Neural Network (DNN)-based lane keeping system in

the BeamNG driving simulator. In Deeper, a failure is defined in terms of episodes in which the ego

car---augmented with steering angle prediction ML model (Lane keeping functionality)---drives

partially outside the lane w.r.t a certain tolerance threshold. The tolerance threshold determines the

percentage of the car’s bounding box that needs to be outside the lane to be regarded as a failure.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

Deeper uses different forms of computational intelligence algorithms, i.e., swarm and evolutionary

algorithms, to generate failure-revealing test scenarios. The generated test scenarios resulting from

different test generators are evaluated w.r.t a couple of quality criteria, i.e., number of detected

failures, failure diversity, and test generation effectiveness and efficiency. The bio-inspired

search-based test generation techniques in Deeper prove to be effective and efficient in provoking a

considerable number of diverse failure-revealing test scenarios w.r.t different target failure severity,

test budget, and driving style constraints (e.g, speed limits). They act as reliable test generators for

provoking diverse failures under a limited test budget and strict constraints.

AI/ML Innovation

Deeper uses different types of bio-inspired search-based algorithms such as Non-dominated Sorting

Genetic Algorithm-II (NSGA-II), genetic algorithm (GA), (µ + λ) and (µ, λ) evolution strategies (ES), and

particle swarm optimization (PSO) to search through the space of possible test scenarios and find

those leading to the emergence of failures. In Deeper, the problem is basically regarded as an

optimization problem, and in order to generate the test scenarios that are of interest, we evaluate

the quality of the test scenarios using a fitness (objective) function that guides the search process to

maximize the detected distance of the car from the center of the lane during driving of the car on the

lane. We leverage an initial quality population seed to boost the search process regarding the fact

that the search is done at a fixed test budget. We also develop a domain-specific \textit{one-point

crossover} operation and a polynomial bounded mutation operation for the presentation model used

for modeling the test scenarios.

Tools Used

Deeper has been integrated into and evaluated within the BeamNG driving simulator, and the test

subject for the current Deeper has been BeamNG.AI, the built-in ML-driven driving agent in the

BeamNG simulator.

Development

The first version of Deeper was a contribution to the cyber-physical testing competition 2021 at the

IEEE/ACM 14th International Workshop on Search-Based Software Testing (SBST). It was based on the

use of Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm-II (NSGA-II). The extended version of Deeper

benefits from four new GA-, (µ + λ) and (µ, λ) ES-, and PSO-driven test generators to generate
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failure-revealing test scenarios. Implementing further test generators based on other types of

evolutionary or swarm intelligence algorithms and besides the bio-inspired search-based algorithms,

using ML algorithms to create test generators within Deeper are some plans for further development

of the tool.  All the algorithms have been developed in Python.

Deployment

No special hardware is used for implementation of the new algorithms.

2.7.10 AI/ML Technical Contribution of RELOAD (RISE)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

RELOAD introduces an intelligent RL-assisted load testing agent which learns how to generate an

effective test workload to meet a test objective---finding an intended performance breaking

point---efficiently and is able to reuse the learned policy for further testing objectives. The RL-driven

load test agent identifies the effects of different transactions involved in the workload and learns how

to adjust the transactions to meet the robustness test objective.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

RELOAD learns how to meet the test objective with a more accurate and fine-tuned workload and

subsequently leads to test cost saving in comparison to the random and baseline approaches, i.e.,

accomplishes the test objective using a more efficient workload with less virtual users. It assumes

two learning phases: initial and transfer learning phases. It learns the optimal policy to generate an

effective workload for a certain objective in the initial learning. Then, in the transfer learning it reuses

adaptively the learned policy for meeting further different test objectives. The test agent after the

initial learning is able to reuse the learned policy for further test objectives on the SUT, fairly keep its

efficiency across them, and results in test cost saving in the transfer learning as well. The

pay-as-you-go cost for many of the load generation tools on the market is proportional to the number

of generated virtual users. Therefore, the efficient generation of an effective workload by RELOAD

could lead to saving cost and time in the testing process. RELOAD is well-suited to the testing contexts

where the source code, system models, and behavior specifications are not available. These smart

test agents have the capability of reusing the learned policy, while keeping the learning running to

adapt the learned policy to changes in the environment. This feature is particularly beneficial to

DevOps continuous testing activities such as performance regression testing where performance

testing must be repeated for the SUT in a continuous integration process.

AI/ML Innovation

The test agent, RELOAD, benefits from model-free reinforcement learning and has been developed

and evaluated based on both Q-learning and Deep Q-learning (DQN), as the core learning procedures.

It uses an adaptive action selection strategy to reuse the learned policy in the transfer learning.
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Tools Used

RELOAD uses a well-known load test actuator, namely Apache JMeter, to execute the designed

workload on the SUT.

Development

A twin version of RELOAD based on evolutionary computing algorithms has been also developed and

we are also thinking of developing and incorporating more advanced RL algorithms, e.g., policy

gradients, into the tool to support environments (SUTs) with more complexity and/or using

multi-agent learning techniques to speed up the learning process. All the algorithms have being

developed in Java.

Deployment

No special hardware is used for implementation of our new algorithms.

2.7.11 AI/ML Technical Contribution of DataAggregator (ROTECH)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

ROTECH’s suite tool will perform test automation processes such as unit test, integration test and
system test to collect real time behaviour of the system using AI techniques.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

We will integrate the tools which already exist in the Devops paradigm in their functionalities (Jira,
Jenkins, docker, git). In particular, they are tools used in Devops in an integrated manner to
implement the Devops process in the best productive and performative way.

AI/ML Innovation

We will implement algorithms capable of performing prediction or a level of estimation for any event
that could happen with more accuracy.

Tools Used

We are planning to use existing software for unit test automation.

Development

We are thinking about evaluating several existing algorithms. All the algorithms will be developed in
python.

Deployment

No special hardware is used for implementation of our algorithms.
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2.7.12 AI/ML Technical Contribution of AALpy (TUG)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

AALpy’s capability to extract behavioral models from a given black-box system can be used in

learning-based testing (LBT) approaches. A possible application is as follows: First learn a model of an

implementation and then use model checking (via another tool) to verify that this model satisfies

properties derived from the requirements or modeling stages. If a violation is found, it can be used to

derive test cases that cause faults in the implementation. Alternatively, the model can be directly

checked for equivalence with a model of the system if such a model exists.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

The approach outlined above can be used to automatically verify implementations using automata

learning and model checking, as well as creating new test cases from faulty implementations. In

general, the plan is to improve LBT capabilities by enhancing the learning algorithms e.g. by

supporting more versatile models.

AI/ML Innovation

AALpy is a library for learning behavioral models, centered around (but not limited to) active learning

of automata models. It uses a variety of active and passive learning algorithms for deterministic /

non-deterministic / stochastic models.

Tools Used

While AALpy does not rely on other AI/ML tools for model learning, the combination of AALpy with

other AI/ML tools has great potential, especially in the context of cyber-physical systems (CPS). In this

regard, regression techniques are of particular interest. For model checking, AALpy mostly relies on

external tools. For example, AALpy can interface with the PRISM model checker for model checking

stochastic models.

Development

Depending on the needs of our partners, AALpy may be expanded to support learning additional

model types that better suit the structure of the system under learning.

Deployment

AALpy can be used on any machine on which python can be run.

2.7.13 AI/ML Technical Contribution of UNISS_SOL_03 (UNISS)

Contribution to the task's global objectives
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UNISS_SOL_03 provides automatic test suite generation. It relates AI for testing components since the

solutions enable the employment of AI/ML techniques to support the testing phase of the system

development.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS?

The definition of a formal specification is a key phase in the design of safety-critical systems, since the

specification defines behaviors and constraints that the system under development is required to

satisfy. Depending on the system dimension, the specification can be used to verify its correctness or

the correctness of its abstract model. In some cases, the system can also be directly synthesized from

the specification. However, when the system is too complex for a full verification or for synthesis,

automatic test suites generation can be the optimal solution in order to demonstrate the correctness

of the system. We are developing a service able to provide automatic test suites generation in order

to show conformance of the system model with respect to the actual implementation.

AI/ML Innovation

We are using formal methods and automated reasoning since they play an important role in

increasing the quality, reliability of safety-critical systems, by helping in the early detection of errors

and failures that will reduce the cost and effort involved in testing.

Tool used

We are planning to partially use existing software (https://gitlab.sagelab.it/sage/reqt).

Development

UNISS_SOL_03 will be developed using Python and Java languages.

Deployment

Any specific hardware is used for the implementation of UNISS_SOL_03.

2.7.14 AI/ML Technical Contribution of TWIMO (UNIVAQ)

2.8 Mapping to AI for Monitoring

In this section, we present the list of solution components realizing the "AI for Monitoring"

component of the AI-Augmented Tool Set.

The solutions names displayed in the cells of the "Solution Name" column are clickable and redirect

to the corresponding detailed information sections in the Appendix. Each solution name is followed

by the partner acronym between parentheses. The full partners names can be found in the Partners

Acronyms table in the preamble of this document.
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Solution Name Rationale
ESDE (ACO) AI/ML analysis on the log and traces associated to the several implementation

layers of an embedded system virtual model, in order to detect bugs or
performance issues. The use of virtual model enables the integration in the
DevOps flow.

HIB_logAnalyzer
(HIB)

New AI algorithms to analyze system logs to find anomalies and alerts during
the execution of the regular monitoring for the application.

a2k-runman (ITI) New AI/ML algorithms for anomaly detection are being investigated for
development in a2k.

Table 16 Solutions Mapping to the "AI for Monitoring" Component

2.8.1 AI/ML Technical Contribution of ESDE (ACO)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

ACORDE has long expertise in embedded system development, and this is a common activity in the

company, e.g., for the monitoring and control of its RF equipment, and for other developments for its

positioning or customized solutions offered to partners. There is a growing pressure on the testing of

these systems, as they are becoming more complex, and the validation requirements become more

stringent, e.g., if associated with certification. ACORDE will contribute by extracting data monitored at

the simulation of a virtual platform prototype, i.e., at design time, that can be exploited in the further

development of the system firmware.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

In the latter times, ACORDE is updating its development processes, e.g., pushing the migration from

traditional version control (SVN) to more powerful version control (GIT) and even to an environment

with DevOps capabilities (e.g., GitLab). While this is being achieved, the ambition is to get an actual

implantation of DevOps practices. However, for embedded development, testing can be challenging,

as long as firmware might require physical prototyping. An interesting solution foreseen for this is

relying on virtual platforms models. They could facilitate the integration of development tests.

Moreover, with the help of sufficiently sophisticated environmental models, the emulation of

operational tests.

AI/ML Innovation

ACORDE foresees a potential, beneficial innovation in applying AI/ML analysis, specifically, time-series

analysis to the log and traces associated to the several implementation layers of an embedded

system. Moreover, to rely on virtual platform-based models seems suitable for the gained

introspection, and reproducibility of the tests where anomalies and bugs are found, maybe helping in

explainability too. In this sense, this has certain parallelisms with what ACORDE wants to explore on

monitoring networks, at the Systems-of-Systems level. A nice innovation would be the reusability of

these types of analysis at both levels, embedded and SoS, in a kind of modular way.
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Tools Used

ACORDE already has some experience with TensorFlow and TensorFlowLite. Therefore, a former

logical step for ACORDE is to explore the capabilities for time-series analysis of this framework (e.g.,

https://www.tensorflow.org/tutorials/structured_data/time_series). In any case, ACORDE plans to

make a more extensive analysis of other alternatives in this regard, including other well-known

frameworks, D3.1 work, and feedback from AIDOaRt partners

Development

In principle, ACORDE does not plan to develop new AI/ML algorithms, but mostly to apply and

explore existing AI/ML techniques on time-series, for trends predictions and anomalies detection in

relation to the functionality and performance of embedded systems in general, and in particular to

those developments in relation to the smart port use case. In relation to the starting point

(TensorFlow and TensorFlowLite) we rely mostly on Python, C++ and ARMNN.

Deployment

For the analysis of the AI/ML log and traces from the embedded virtual model posed in AIDOaRt it

should be feasible to run AI/ML components in the workstations used for development. In this sense

it is interesting to see if a medium set up available at ACORDE premises can cope of this type of

analysis and/or if a GPU set up is required and/or provides a significant productivity gain.

2.8.2 AI/ML Technical Contribution of HIB_logAnalyzer (HIB)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

HIB_logAnalyzer uses AI to analyze system logs to find anomalies and alerts that might have been lost

to human operators during the execution of the regular monitoring for the application.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

The novelty is limited as there are several competing applications using AI for monitoring system logs

(e.g., Coralogix2, Data Dog3, Logic Monitor4). These solutions are nevertheless commercial and not

linked to a full AIOps Stack offering from Requirements Analysis to Monitoring Analytics such as

AIDOaRt. So, the main innovation offered will be that it will be offered as part of the overall AIDOaRt

design approach.

AI/ML Innovation

The system will integrate the analysis of raw logs with more qualitative analytics (e.g., responses from

customers to short questionnaires on system responsiveness) and other complex factors that a

4 https://www.logicmonitor.com/ - Logic Monitor AI log analysis

3 https://www.datadoghq.com/ - Data Dog Cloud Monitoring as a service

2 https://coralogix.com/ - Coralogix AI log analysis
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human operator can perceive but not quantify or link to objective system monitoring events (e.g.,

system may be less responsive when several tables are using the payment system).

Tools Used

Regular text analytics tools such as RapidMiner5 for the large scale log analysis, combined with

custom neural networks (e.g., LSTM) for event processing and time series analysis with custom

prioritization on events based on human responses to e.g., questionnaires or short feedback

requests.

Development

This will be developed by HI Iberia in-house integrating the finally selected open-source solutions

with the custom neural networks.

Deployment

This will be deployed on the local gateway machines used by TAMUS installations (one per simulated

restaurant). The system will be initially deployed at the demo installation deployed currently at

https://aidoart.tamus.io/.

2.8.3 AI/ML Technical Contribution of a2k-runman (ITI)

Contribution

The a2k-runman component is an AI driven run-time manager. The goal of this component is to

employ novel AI and ML algorithms to detect anomalies in both system performance and incoming

data streams. The overall aim is to use this information at run-time to provide warnings and advice

about abnormal conditions, and to effect automatic system configuration mode changes when these

are detected.

This component realises the AI for monitoring part of the AI DevOps toolset through continuous

observation of system performance metrics as well as sensor input data. It then uses AI/ML

algorithms for detection of anomalies.

Novelty

We are developing novel AI algorithms able to perform anomaly detection and determine the root

cause in the temporal behaviour of safety and performance-critical complex systems. We are also

building new AI driven modules which will guide the engineer in the Design Space Exploration (DSE)

of complex cyber-physical systems.

5 https://rapidminer.com/ - RapidMiner text mining engine
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Therefore, the novelty of this work is the development of new monitoring and multi-objective

optimization algorithms which will provide enhanced tools for automatic system performance

monitoring and reconfiguration under dynamic conditions. These tools will improve resource

management activities in complex systems operating in changing environments in real time.

AI/ML Innovation

We are using AI algorithms for pattern recognition and classification to monitor complex systems to

determine root causes of critical situations. We are also developing prediction methods that can

foresee potential critical situations before they arise, and perhaps suggesting solutions.

For this purpose, we have planned to evaluate/develop and compare different anomaly detection

methods for time series. We are first making use of some of the most commonly used techniques

during the past years, such as distance-based techniques, clustering, density-based or isolation-based

methods, among others. We are also studying unsupervised anomaly detection methods based on

deep learning, such as recurrent neural networks, autoencoders, generative adversarial networks or

we might develop hybrid variants. We will also study change point detection algorithms on streaming

data, for example developing methods based on Bayesian Online Change Point Detection or

Hierarchical Temporal Memory algorithms. These techniques might vary depending on the evolution

of the project.

Tools used

We are not planning to use existing software for anomaly detection, we have planned to develop our

own scripts comparing different methods and selecting the pipeline with the best overall

performance.

Development

We are currently evaluating several existing algorithms but also developing hybrid variants and,

depending on the algorithm, combine them with a dynamic thresholding approach to perform the

anomaly detection in order to select the most efficient approach. All the algorithms are being

developed in python and we are setting up a python environment for machine learning and deep

learning using Anaconda.

Deployment

No special hardware is used for implementation of our new algorithms.

References

[1] D4.1 - AIDOaRt AI-Augmented toolkit
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3 Mapping Use Case Requirements to AIDOaRt
AI-Augmented Tool Set Components

In this section, we describe the second mapping we have performed based on the previously defined

and presented AIDOaRt AI-augmented Tool Set components. This time, we rely on the set of use case

requirements that have been assigned to WP4 by the use case partners, cf. deliverables D1.1

(AIDOART-D1.1) and D1.3 (AIDOART-D1.3).

In this section, we present the mapping of the use case requirements and data requirements to the

AI-Augmented Tool Set components. This mapping has been defined by the Use Case Providers based

on the potential of each component of the AIDOaRt Framework Architecture in satisfying each of

their use case requirements and data requirements.

For the sake of clarity, we present these mappings per component. For each component, we list the

correlated requirements in a separate section for each component, grouped in two tables. The first

table lists the related use case requirements, and the second table lists the related use case data

requirements.

Note that each requirement identifier is prefixed by the partner acronym. The full partners names can

be found in the Partners Acronyms table in the preamble of this document.

The objective is, for each one of the main components of the AIDOaRt Core AI-augmented Tool Set, to

have a better understanding of the current situation in terms of expectations from the perspective of

the various AIDOaRt Use Case Providers.

3.1 Mapping to Ingestion & Handling

In this section, we present the mapping of the use case requirements and data requirements to the

"Ingestion & Handling" component of the AI-Augmented Tool Set.

Requirement
ID

Requirement Description Rationale

VCE_R02 AI/ML method for auto-adjusting model
parameters w.r.t. similarity of execution
traces of a Digital Twin with a CPS

AIOPS for Ingestion & handling
component is expected to ensure
continuous monitoring.
VCE would use Ingestion & handling
to provide the possibility of a
continuous monitoring of data for
AI/ML analysis tools.

AVL_RDE_R03 Automated multi-source data analysis of the
real driving test data such that the relevant
features of the driver behaviour can be
clustered (e.g. highway driving, low speed

The Ingestion & Handling
component is expected to ensure
that relevant features can be
extracted from massive, redundant,
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driving, cornering, braking, acceleration,…).
To be used for understanding the driving
conditions.

and noisy dataset.
AVL would use Ingestion & Handling
solution to cluster the extract
features of the driver’s behavior in
order to better understand the
driving conditions.

AVL_RDE_R05 Basic driver attributes can be analyzed,
including: - acceleration / deceleration
histogram

- braking behavior (preference of
coast down vs active braking)

- cornering behavior (speed per
curvature)

- max speed preference

The Ingestion & Handling
component is expected to ensure
that the extracted features can be
analyzed and visually presented in a
user-friendly way.
AVL would use Ingestion & Handling
solution to analyze basic driver
attributes including acceleration,
braking, cornering behavior or max
speed preference.

BT_R02 ML aided control model parameterization
during propulsion system testing

Alstom will use the Ingestion &
Handling Component during the
online use of the parametrization
model.

CSY_R02 Use reinforcement and deep learning
techniques on proof theory and solving

CSY can use Ingestion and handling
to manage real-time suggestions in
or beside the Interactive prover
tool. This would require to analyse
the stack of the prover while the
user is manipulating it.

AVL_SEC_R05 Use AI (ML) methods to learn on the normal
behavior on a powertrain CAN

AVL_SEC_R06 Use AI (ML) methods to learn detect
abnormal behavior on a CAN

W_R_3 Extract data from steps in DevOps process. The large amounts of log data from
the DevOps process requires more
than trivial ingestion, handling and
storage in order to support e.g.
search and retrieval of log files and
logged data.

HIB_R01 The AIDOaRt AI algorithms must be able to
analyze log files (text) from the restaurant
application.

Since considerable amounts of logs
will be processed by the system, it
needs to collect and ingest all of
this data for future operations.

Table 17 Use Case Requirements Mapping to Ingestion & Handling
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Data Requirement
ID

Data Requirement Description Rationale

TEK_Data_01 Monitoring data of test execution and processing of results. Data
processing.

TEK_Data_02 Monitoring data of test execution and processing of results. Data
processing.

TEK_Data_03 Monitoring data for AI models for diagnostics and
prognostics.

Data
processing.

Table 18 Use Case Data Requirements Mapping to Ingestion & Handling

3.2 Mapping to Engagement & Analysis

In this section, we present the mapping of the use case requirements and data requirements to the

"Engagement & Analysis" component of the AI-Augmented Tool Set.

Requirement
ID

Requirement Description Rationale

VCE_R03 Use ML for predicting values which are actually
not measurable

AIOPS for Engagement &
analysis component is expected
to predict values which are not
measurable in the VCE context
based on AI/ML techniques.
VCE would use engagement &
analysis to support monitoring
activities in cases where
monitoring is not feasible of
certain values in the system.

AVL_RDE_R04 ML methodology for identifying parameters of
the worst case conditions. Emission
simulation/testing is time consuming, therefore
only the most critical experiments should be
evaluated. ML methodology should identify the
critical experiments based on the provided
driving profiles.

The Engagement & Analysis
component is expected to
ensure prediction capability in
identifying critical parameters
of the system.
AVL would use Engagement &
Analysis solution to identify
parameters of the worst-case
driving profile in terms of
emission.

AVL_MBT_R01 Toolkit to generate test cases based on an Unified
Modeling Language (UML) model in order to
make initial measurements to generate a
surrogate model for large (dynamic and or
combinatorial) systems. For example, uniform or
Sobol sampling for continuous regression models

The Engagement & Analysis
component is expected to
ensure design space
exploration.
AVL would use Engagement &
Analysis solution to generate
test case parameters based on
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or Amplitude Modulated Pseudo-Random Bit
Sequences (APRBS) for dynamic models.

the Unified Modeling Language
model in order to perform
initial measurements when
generating a surrogate model
for a large system.

AVL_TCV_R03 The new parameter values given by the SCENIUS
parameter recommender must lead to critical
situations which are not covered by the
generated Tests from the SCENIUS test case
generator.

The Engagement & Analysis
component is expected to
provide predictability in
identifying critical system
parameters.
AVL would use Engagement &
Analysis solution to identify
parameters that are critical but
not included in the initial set of
training parameters.

AVL_ODP_R03 Implement approaches of data-driven models
based on project data (especially Key
Performance Index (KPI) and parameter value
evolution) provided by AVL. The models are
utilized to assess the information gain for specific
experiments in order to identify experiments that
provide little information gain and can thus be
e.g. skipped in future projects.

The Engagement & Analysis
component is expected to
ensure analysis capabilities
including root cause analysis,
inference and deduction based
on ML techniques.
AVL would use Engagement &
Analysis solution to access
experiments that provide little
information gain and may be
left out in future projects.

ABI_R02 Use automated reasoning for verification of Deep
Neural Network models.

The Engagement & Analysis
component is expected to
ensure the automated
verification of Neural Networks
(NN) using AI/ML techniques.
ABI would use AI/ML-based
solutions for the verification of
Deep Neural Network models.

ABI_R04 Use ML for video elaboration. The Engagement & Analysis
component is expected to
provide solutions for intelligent
driving assistance, by using
AI/ML techniques.
ABI would use AI/ML-based
solutions for video elaboration
in the context of intelligent
driving assistance.
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ABI_R09 Soiling detection to recognize if the camera is
dirty.

The Engagement & Analysis
component is expected to
provide solutions for soiling
detection, by using AI/ML
techniques.
ABI would use AI/ML-based
solutions for video elaboration
in the context of intelligent
driving assistance.

ABI_R10 The system shall adapt when driving into/out of a
tunnel.

The Engagement & Analysis
component is expected to
provide solutions for intelligent
driving assistance, as light
adaptation, by using AI/ML
techniques.
ABI would use AI/ML-based
solutions for video elaboration
in the context of intelligent
driving assistance.

ABI_R11 The system shall detect relevant objects while
backing up.

The Engagement & Analysis
component is expected to
provide solutions for intelligent
driving assistance, such as
explainable object detection
module.
ABI would use AI/ML-based
solutions for video elaboration
in the context of intelligent
driving assistance.

ABI_R12 The system shall estimate the vehicles
approaching speed.

The Engagement & Analysis
component is expected to
provide solutions for intelligent
driving assistance, such as
explainable object detection
module and depth estimation.
ABI would use AI/ML-based
solutions for video elaboration
in the context of intelligent
driving assistance.

AVL_SEC_R01 Use automata learning and ML techniques to
derive SUT models

Engagement & Analysis is
expected to provide solutions
for identifying particular spots
in a model for plausibility and
formal model checking.
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AVL_SEC_R02 Use an ANN to perform plausiblity checks on
models

Engagement & Analysis is
expected to provide solutions
for identifying particular spots
in a model for plausibility and
formal model checking.

AVL_SEC_R03 Train ANN on SUT topology discovery using test
observation

Engagement & Analysis is
expected to provide solutions
for identifying particular spots
in a model for plausibility and
formal model checking.

AVL_SEC_R04 Use formal model checking methods to derive
test cases out of a system model

Engagement & Analysis is
expected to provide solutions
for identifying particular spots
in a model for plausibility and
formal model checking.

AVL_SEC_R05 Use AI (ML) methods to learn on the normal
behavior on a powertrain CAN

Engagement & Analysis is
expected to provide solutions
for identifying particular spots
in the data to facilitate anomaly
detection.

AVL_SEC_R06 Use AI (ML) methods to learn detect abnormal
behavior on a CAN

Engagement & Analysis is
expected to provide solutions
for identifying particular spots
in the data to facilitate anomaly
detection

AVL_SEC_R07 Use intelligent fuzzing techniques on a CAN bus Engagement & Analysis is
expected to provide feedback
from learned models to a
fuzzer in the form of rewards to
the learner on successfully
going towards anormal
behavior when fuzzing.

W_R_1 AI/ML-powered monitoring/automation of
devops process

In order to support Westermo's
use cases, some inferences,
deductions or predictions are
required.

W_R_2 Quality monitoring and predictions in devops
process

In order to support Westermo's
use cases, some inferences,
deductions or predictions are
required.

W_R_3 Extract data from steps in DevOps process. In order to support Westermo's
use cases, some inferences,
deductions or predictions are
required.

W_R_4 Log file storing, indexing, searching, clustering
and comparing

In order to support Westermo's
use cases, some inferences,
deductions or predictions are
required.
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Table 19 Use Case Requirements Mapping to Engagement & Analysis

Data
Requirement ID

Data Requirement Description Rationale

W_DR_02 To identify non-trivial indicators for quality
shortcomings, the test cases could be
parsed with NLP.

For some artifacts it could be
beneficial to ingest them with natural
language processing.

TEK_Data_01 Monitoring data of test execution and
processing of results.

Data processing.

TEK_Data_02 Monitoring data of test execution and
processing of results.

Data processing.

TEK_Data_03 Monitoring data for AI models for
diagnostics and prognostics.

Data processing.

Table 20 Use Case Data Requirements Mapping to Engagement & Analysis

3.3 Mapping to Automation

In this section, we present the mapping of the use case requirements and data requirements to the

"Automation" component of the AI-Augmented Tool Set.

Requirement
ID

Requirement Description Rationale

VCE_R01 Use automated reasoning and
ML techniques for verification
of specifications and high-level
models

AIOPS for automation component is expected to
ensure that user defined evaluation criteria can be
used to perform automated evaluation analysis on
models and generate reports with the results.
VCE would use automation to improve modeling
workflows and is vital to VCE_UCS_2 regarding
architecture verification and validation.

VCE_R02 AI/ML method for
auto-adjusting model
parameters w.r.t. similarity of
execution traces of a Digital
Twin with a CPS

AIOPS for automation component is expected to
realize the auto-adjusting capabilities required to
meet the use case requirement.
VCE would use automation to provide the
capability of auto adjustment during run-time.

VCE_R04 Use of automated tools for
compliance verification

AIOPS for automation component is expected to
ensure that compliance verification is performed
manually.
VCE would use automation to improve the involved
workflow of compliance verification.

BT_R02 ML aided control model
parameterization during
propulsion system testing

Alstom will use the Automation Component to
provide the capability of auto adjustment of
temperature model during run-time.
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CSY_R02 Use reinforcement and deep
learning techniques on proof
theory and solving

CSY can use Automation capabilities to
automatically solve proof obligation as soon as the
B-model is created. this can also lead to early
detection of errors (unprovable PO).

TEK_R_104 The AIDOaRt Framework
interprets in a semi-automatic
manner the results of the
design time verification.

TEK_R_104 asks for the following functionality:
semi-automatic interpretation of the results of the
design-time verification.
The functionality is supposed to be provided (and
TEK_R_102 to be satisfied) conjointly by the
components of the AIDOaRt Framework
"Automation" and "AI for Testing".
Between "Automation" and other components,
there can be interfaces that the former needs in
order to provide such a functionality. Other than
the interface with "AI for Testing", which is
explicitly pointed out, those with the components
"AI for Modelling", "AI for Requirements", and
"Model-Based Capabilities" could be the most
likely ones.
Notes:
• It could be worth to read, as introduction, the
flow recap in the comment to the relationship
«satisfy» between "AI for Modelling" and
TEK_R_103.
• The Use Case Scenario TEK_UCS_01 "Design
choices verification" uses this functionality in the
step № 7 "Interpret the results of the design-time
tests" (Case Story TEK_CS_06
"InterpretDesignTimeResults").

W_R_1 AI/ML-powered
monitoring/automation of
devops process

Automation and/or AI for monitoring will be
central for implementing Westermo's use case.

TEK_R_203 The AIDOaRt Framework
interprets, in a semi-automatic
manner, the results of the run
time verification.

TEK_R_203 asks for the following functionality:
semi-automatic interpretation of the results of the
run-time verification.
The functionality is supposed to be provided (and
TEK_R_203 to be satisfied) conjointly by the
AIDOaRt Framework components "Automation"
and "AI for Testing".
Between "AI for Testing" and other components,
there can be interfaces that the former needs in
order to provide such a functionality. Other than
the interface with " AI for Testing", which is
explicitly pointed out, those with the components
"AI for Modelling", "AI for Requirements", and
"Model-Based Capabilities" could be the most
likely ones.
Notes:
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• It could be worth to read, as introduction, the
flow recap in the comment to the relationship
«satisfy» between "AI for Modelling" and
TEK_R_202.
• The Use Case Scenario TEK_UCS_02 "Run-time
verification" uses this functionality in the step № 6
"Interpret the results of the run time tests" (Case
Story TEK_CS_11 "InterpretRunTimeResults").

TEK_R_301 The AIDOaRt Framework
interprets, in a semi-automatic
manner, the state of health of
the software system on the
basis of the data that this
produces.

TEK_R_301 asks for the following functionality:
semi-automatic interpretation of the state of
health of the system based on the data that the
latter produces.
The functionality is supposed to be provided (and
TEK_R_301 to be satisfied) conjointly by the
components of the AIDOaRt Framework
"Automation" and "AI for Monitoring".
Between " Automation" and other components,
there can be interfaces that the former needs in
order to provide such a functionality. Other than
the interface with " AI for Monitoring", which is
explicitly pointed out, the most likely ones could be
those with the data processing components, such
as "Engagement & Analysis", "Ingestion &
Handling", and "Data Management".
Notes:
• The Use Case Scenario TEK_UCS_03 "Operating
life monitoring" uses this functionality.

HIB_R03 The AIDOaRT solution must be
able to analyze the continuous
integration process and detect
anomalies.

Automation of the update process is the key of the
HIB_R03. The AI system will need to decide on the
relevance of an update operation on any of the
modules in the Case Study.

HIB_R04 The AIDOaRT AI algorithms will
enable to analyze the success
of deploying a new version of
the POS application.

In combination with the Update, the AI system
needs to decide on the pertinence of deployment
of parts of the Case Study (module versions, data)
if necessary.

HIB_R02 The AIDOaRT solution will
enable to process requirements
expressed in natural language
in Trello boards

The requirements management takes inputs from
the available requirements repository and uses AI
to assign tasks to developers.

PRO_R04 Automatically test the
architecture (infrastructure
tests)

the objective of this requirement is to
automatically test the deployed platform for each
release

Table 21 Use Case Requirements Mapping to Automation
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3.4 Mapping to AI for Requirements Engineering

In this section, we present the mapping of the use case requirements and data requirements to the

"AI for Requirements Engineering" component of the AI-Augmented Tool Set.

Requirement
ID

Requirement Description Rationale

VCE_R04 Use of automated tools for
compliance verification

AI for requirements component is expected to
ensure consistency of user requirements.
VCE would use AI for requirements to verify
consistency of requirements so that further
automated verification and analysis is based on
consistent requirements.

BT_R01 NLP contextual analysis of
requirements and match
against database of
responses/solutions

The AI for Requirements component is expected to
analyze requirements, evaluate them, and
recommend actions that are should be done by the
requirements engineer. The component should be
interoperable with third-party tools (for example,
IBM Rational DoorsOORS) and provide
data-exchange capabilities. Alstom would use AI for
Requirements to enhance the capabilities of
requirements engineers and automate the
requirements engineering process.

ABI_R01 Use automated reasoning
and ML techniques for
verification of specifications
and high-level models.

The AI for Requirements component is expected to
ensure the consistency check of technical
specifications and of a set of properties’ system
design, by using AI/ML techniques.
ABI would use AI/ML-based solutions for the
verification of specifications and high-level models.

ABI_R05 Use of automatic tools for
compliance verification.

The AI for Requirement component is expected to
enable AI/ML based capabilities to support the
requirements phase of the system development.

ABI would use AI/ML-based solutions for consistency
verification of technical specifications.

HIB_R02 The AIDOaRT solution will
enable to process
requirements expressed in
natural language in Trello
boards

The proposed AI extension of the HIB requirements
management process requires that AI is used during
the whole requirements phase of DevOps (i.e.,
detecting relevant topics from inserted requirements
and assigning tasks to relevant developers).

Table 22 Use Case Requirements Mapping to AI for Requirements Engineering
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3.5 Mapping to AI for Modeling

In this section, we present the mapping of the use case requirements and data requirements to the

"AI for Modeling" component of the AI-Augmented Tool Set.

Requirement
ID

Requirement Description Rationale

VCE_R01 Use automated reasoning and ML
techniques for verification of
specifications and high-level
models

AI for modeling component is expected to
capture and described the necessary details of
the architecture model which allows for
verification by applying AI techniques.
VCE would use AI for modeling to verify high
level models from specific evaluation criteria.

VCE_R02 AI/ML method for auto-adjusting
model parameters w.r.t. similarity
of execution traces of a Digital
Twin with a CPS

AI for modeling component is expected to
ensure model configuration during run-time.
VCE would use AI for modeling to configure the
digital twin models based on the AI/ML
methods analysis from data gathered and
analyzed.

VCE_R05 Customize standards based
modeling frameworks (e.g. UAF,
SysML, UML) and metamodels to
develop system, software, data
architecture models

AI for modeling component is expected to
ensure instantiation of templates based on
customized standards with different
views/traceability/descriptions. All models
should be interoperable with third party-tools
and provide data-exchange capabilities.
VCE would use AI for modeling to develop
models meeting the traceability and
interoperability demands of the internal
process and existing standards.

VCE_R06 Integration of DevOps workflows
and continuous integration/
configuration of models and
corresponding technical solutions

AI for modeling component is expected to
enable modeling of DevOps workflows and
continuous integration/continuous
configuration of models.
VCE would use AI for modeling to harmonize
the digital twin solution(s) with DevOps
workflows.

VCE_R07 Development of standard data
classification, reusable definition,
representation, usage

AI for modeling is expected to ensure a
model-based approach can capture the AI/ML
methods and process represented in the
AIDOaRt project or external sources.
VCE would use AI for modeling to facilitate
reuse and enable interoperable artifacts that
can interact with different environments/tools.

AVL_RDE_R01 Based on the real driving
recordings (time based data on
vehicle speed, throttle/brake
pedals, curvature, road gradient,

The AI for Modeling component is expected to
ensure that a human behavior while driving can
be modeled from data records of driving cycles
using AI techniques.
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GPS coordinates…) the ML model
is trained to simulate human-like
driving given a target route,
vehicle and traffic conditions.
During the training of the ML
model vehicle characteristics are
known. Traffic conditions have to
be extracted from the recorded
data based on the speed profile.
Additionally, traffic condition can
be estimated based on traffic
data provided by AVL partners
(digital map service). Thus, driver
behaviour in constant speed limit
areas can be simulated by
augmenting the AI based model
on top of a dynamics simulator.

AVL would use AI/ML solution to simulate
human behavior while driving to create a
driving profile on an arbitrarily defined driving
route.

AVL_RDE_R02 AI method that will provide better
statistics of the environment
based on the statistics of the real
driving recording and data from
digital map service

The AI for Modeling component is expected to
ensure that a traffic/environmental condition
of the road can be extracted and then modeled
from data records of driving cycles using AI
techniques.
AVL would use AI/ML solution to simulate
traffic/environmental condition an arbitrarily
defined driving route.

AVL_TCR_R01 Implement approaches of data
driven models based on AVL
provided testbed data with the
aim to do online diagnostics and
anomaly detection. Use the
generated  model when running
future tests as a reference model
for identifying error prone
behaviors.

The AI for Modeling component is expected to
capture the behavior of the unit under the test
(UUT) during run-time using AI/ML techniques
to create a digital twin.
AVL would use AI/ML for Modeling to identify
forbidden working conditions.

AVL_TCR_R02 Implement approaches of data
driven models based on AVL
provided testbed data with the
aim to do simulation.

The AI for Modeling component is expected to
capture and described the necessary details of
the system component or the entire system
using AI / ML techniques.
AVL would use AI/ML for Modeling to create
digital tween of a system component or the
entire unit under the test (UUT) that can be
used in the simulation.

AVL_TCR_R03 Finding new AI/ML technologies
to increase and extend the model
efficiency and capabilities of the
current modeling solutions.

The AI for Modeling component is expected to
improve upon physical-based models by
extending them with data-driven technologies.
AVL would use AI/ML for Modeling to create a
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(hybrid) digital tween of a component used in
the simulation.

AVL_MBT_R02 An ML toolkit to generate
surrogate models for system
structures with a lot of binary or
combinatorial inputs. Particularly
we want to focus on large system
structures that can be partitioned
into several sub-systems which
can be modeled independently.

The AI for Modeling component is expected to
capture and describe the necessary details of
the complex system using the data-driven
methods that require only a limited amount of
experimental data.
AVL would use AI/ML for Modeling to generate
models of the complex unit under the tests
systems.

AVL_ODP_R01 Implement approaches of
learning data-driven models
based on project data (especially
Key Performance Index (KPI) and
parameter value evolution)
provided by AVL. The models are
utilized to compute the maturity
of a specific KPI result in a specific
project at a specific point in time
in a standardized and objective
way.

The AI for Modeling component is expected to
capture the details of the project necessary to
define and estimate Key Performance Index
(KPI) value using the AI/ML approaches.
AVL would use AI/ML for Modeling to use to
standardized and objectively estimate compute
the maturity of a specific KPI result of project in
a specific point in time.

AVL_ODP_R02 Implement approaches of
data-driven models based on
project data (especially Key
Performance Index (KPI) and
parameter value evolution)
provided by AVL. The models are
utilized to forecast the KPI (and
parameter) value evolution in the
project.

The AI for Modeling component is expected to
capture the details of the project necessary to
estimate Key Performance Index (KPI)
parameters using the AI/ML approaches.
AVL would use AI/ML for Modeling to forecast
the KPI value evaluation in the projects.

BT_R02 ML aided control model
parameterization during
propulsion system testing

Alstom will use the AI for Modeling Component
to support the modeling of the temperature
model.

CSY_R03 Use classification on project PO to
predict the best tool for
automatic proving

CSY can use AI-Modelling for classification of
models of proof obligations.

CSY_R04 Use deep learning to write
abstraction of implementation

CSY can use AI-Modelling  to transform models,
especially implementations into their
abstractions

ABI_R04 Use ML for video elaboration. The AI for Modelling component is expected to
provide solutions for intelligent driving
assistance, by using AI/ML techniques.
ABI would use AI/ML-based solutions for video
elaboration in the context of intelligent driving
assistance.
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ABI_R11 The system shall detect relevant
objects while backing up.

The AI for Modelling component is expected to
provide solutions for intelligent driving
assistance, such as explainable object detection
module, in order to obtain humanly
interpretable reasons for the model decision.
ABI would use AI/ML-based solutions for video
elaboration in the context of intelligent driving
assistance.

ABI_R12 The system shall estimate the
vehicles approaching speed.

The AI for Modelling component is expected to
provide solutions for intelligent driving
assistance, such as explainable object detection
module and depth estimation, with improved
tracking capabilities.
ABI would use AI/ML-based solutions for video
elaboration in the context of intelligent driving
assistance.

AVL_SEC_R04 Use formal model checking
methods to derive test cases out
of a system model

The AI for Modeling component should deliver
a proper model that could be used for formal
model checking. This could be used to assure
correctness during the modeling phase.

TEK_R_103 The AIDOaRt Framework
synthesizes in a semi-automatic
manner the models needed for
the verification at design time
(the models that define both the
tests and the results, i.e. the
pass/fail criteria).

TEK_R_103 asks for the following functionality:
semi-automatic synthesis of extended models
that define the design-time verification tests,
included the pass/fail criteria.
The functionality is supposed to be provided
(and TEK_R_103 to be satisfied) by the
component "AI for Modelling" of the AIDOaRt
Framework.
Between "AI for Modelling" and other
components, there can be interfaces that the
former needs in order to provide such a
functionality: those with the components “AI
for Requirements", "AI for Testing",
"Model-Based Capabilities”, could be the most
likely ones.
Notes:
• The Use Case Scenario TEK_UCS_01 "Design
choices verification" uses this functionality in
the step № 4 "Extend the models" (Case Story
TEK_CS_04 "ExtendModels").
• We consider two types of design choices.
These can be described through their global
results: (1) the models and (2) the selection of
target components on-which/with-which to
map/realize the models and that, at
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design-time, can be simulated or obtained by
rapid prototyping. "Design choices verification"
considers both: it verifies that the models'
"COVERAGE" (whether the models work and
comply with the requirements), as well as the
"RESPONSE" of the target components
(performance and the resources demand). The
verification of the selected target components
(prototypes, simulated) is among the design
activities even if it has many parts in common
with the run-time verification (Use Case
Scenario TEK_UCS_02 "Run-time verification"),
parts that can be exploited during the project.
• Flow recap:

(1) TEK_R_103 — TEK_R_103 asks for a
semi-automatic synthesis of the extended
models.

(2) TEK_R_101 and TEK_R_102 — The
extended models are used by two
functionalities: (i) semi-automatic test of the
COVERAGE of the models as requested by
TEK_R_101, and (ii) semi-automatic test of
RESPONSE of the target components as
requested by TEK_R_102.
Please, note that both tests are carried out in
the single step № 6 (Case Story TEK_CS_05).

(4) TEK_R_104 — The results of both tests
are analysed in a semi-automatic manner by
the functionality requested by TEK_R_04 in the
single step № 7 (Case Story TEK_CS_06).

(5) TEK_UCS_01 — The Use Case Scenario
TEK_UCS_01 ends successfully when no error is
detected.

TEK_R_202 The AIDOaRt Framework
synthesizes, in a semi-automatic
manner, the models needed for
the verification at run time (the
models that define the tests and
the tests results).

TEK_R_202 asks for the following functionality:
semi-automatic synthesis of extended models
that define the run-time verification tests,
included the pass/fail criteria.
The functionality is supposed to be provided
(and TEK_R_202 to be satisfied) by the
component "AI for Modelling" of the AIDOaRt
Framework.
Between "AI for Modelling" and other
components, there can be interfaces that the
former needs in order to provide such a
functionality: the components “AI for
Requirements", "AI for Testing", "Model-Based
Capabilities”, could be the most likely ones.
Notes:
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• The Use Case Scenario TEK_UCS_02
"Run-time verification" uses this functionality
in the step № 3 "Design the test models" (Case
Story TEK_CS_09 "DesignTestModels").
• Flow recap:

(1) TEK_R_202 — TEK_R_202 asks for a
semi-automatic synthesis of the extended
models.

(2) TEK_R_201 — The extended models are
used by the semi-automatic run-time test that
is a functionality requested by TEK_R_201.

(3) TEK_R_203 — The results of the test are
analysed in a semi-automatic manner by the
functionality requested by TEK_R_203.

(4) TEK_UCS_02 — The Use Case Scenario
TEK_UCS_02 ends successfully when no error is
detected.

Table 23 Use Case Requirements Mapping to AI for Modeling

3.6 Mapping to AI for Code

In this section, we present the mapping of the use case requirements and data requirements to the

"AI for Code" component of the AI-Augmented Tool Set.

Requirement
ID

Requirement Description Rationale

CSY_R05 Use deep learning to write refinement
of specification

CSY can use AI for code to transform
models into code, B-speciffication into
B-implementation.

TEK_R_001 The AIDOaRt Framework
imports/exports variables/procedures
between code and models.

TEK_R_001 asks for the following
functionality: importing and exporting
variables and procedures between code
and models.
The functionality is supposed to be
provided (and TEK_R_001 to be satisfied)
by the component "AI for Code" of the
AIDOaRt Framework.
Between "AI for Code" and other
components, there can be interfaces that
the former needs in order to provide such
a functionality: those with the components
"AI for Modelling" and "Model-Based
Capabilities" could be the most likely ones.
Notes:
• The functionality that TEK_R_001
requires can be used in everyone of the
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Use Case Scenarios TEK_UCS_01,
TEK_UCS_02, and TEK_UCS_03.

PRO_R01 Use an Infrastructure as Code Language
able to deploy the solution in different
cloud providers and using different
architectures / approaches ( Containers
& virtual machines)

Provide the ideal hardware infrastructure
depending on the client requirements. An
IaC will be used to define the infrastructure

Table 24 Use Case Requirements Mapping to AI for Code

3.7 Mapping to AI for Testing

In this section, we present the mapping of the use case requirements and data requirements to the

"AI for Testing" component of the AI-Augmented Tool Set.

Requirement
ID

Requirement Description Rationale

CAM_R02 Use AI-based methods for
tuning of parameters of
system's configuration (e.g. for
lower power consumption)

The AI for Testing component is expected to
generate wide set of potentially suitable
configurations for reduction of power
consumption of embedded radar device. As well,
it will evaluate and helps find the best candidate.

VCE_R04 Use of automated tools for
compliance verification

AI for testing component is expected to ensure
automatic verification of system architecture is
applicable for system architecture regarding the
various customizable standards involved.
VCE would use AI for requirements to verify
compliance to the applied standards.

AVL_TCV_R01 The SCENIUS Test Case Selection
Validator must determine with a
given accuracy, if a given test
case selection is adequate.

BT_R02 ML aided control model
parameterization during
propulsion system testing

Alstom will use the AI for Testing Component to
support the testing of the parametrization model.

ABI_R03 Use automated reasoning and
ML techniques for generation of
optimal test suites.

The AI for Testing component is expected to
provide support for the testing phase by using
AI/ML techniques.
ABI would use AI/ML-based solutions for
generation of optimal test suites.

AVL_SEC_R02 Use an ANN to perform
plausiblity checks on models
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AVL_SEC_R01 Use automata learning and ML
techniques to derive SUT
models

The AI for Testing component should be able to
generate suitable models to be used for
generating test cases.

AVL_SEC_R03 Train ANN on SUT topology
discovery using test observation

The AI for Testing component should be able to
generate suitable models to be used for
generating test cases of the whole-system model.

AVL_SEC_R04 Use formal model checking
methods to derive test cases out
of a system model

The AI for Testing component should be able to
generate suitable models to be used for model
checking, where the results will be used for
generating test cases.

AVL_SEC_R07 Use intelligent fuzzing
techniques on a CAN bus

The AI for Testing component should be able to
generate suitable models to be used for model
checking, where the results will be used for
guiding fuzz tests.

TEK_R_101 The AIDOaRt Framework
verifies, in a semi-automatic
manner, at design time, with
respect to the requirements, the
coverage of the architectural
models.

TEK_R_101 asks for the following functionality:
semi-automatic design-time verification of the
models.
The functionality is supposed to be provided (and
TEK_R_101 to be satisfied) by the component "AI
for Testing" of the AIDOaRt Framework.
Between "AI for Testing" and other components,
there can be interfaces that the former needs in
order to provide such a functionality: those with
the components "AI for Modelling", "AI for
Monitoring", and "Model-Based Capabilities"
could be the most likely ones.
Notes:
• It could be worth to read, as introduction, the
flow recap in the comment to the relationship
«satisfy» between "AI for Modelling" and
TEK_R_103.
• The Use Case Scenario TEK_UCS_01 "Design
choices verification" uses this functionality in the
step № 6 "Execute the design-time tests" (Case
Story TEK_CS_05 "TestResponseAndCoverage").

TEK_R_102 The AIDOaRt Framework verifies
in a semi-automatic manner, at
design time, with respect to the
requirements, the adequacy
(the response versus the
resources) of the real
components
on-which/with-which the
system architect has in mind to
map/realize the architecture.

TEK_R_102 asks for the following functionality:
semi-automatic design-time verification of the
target components that the design selects to
map/realize the models, and which are
prototypes or simulated at this stage, in terms of
performance and resources request.
The functionality is supposed to be provided (and
TEK_R_102 to be satisfied) by the component "AI
for Testing" of the AIDOaRt Framework.
Between "AI for Testing" and other components,
there can be interfaces that the former needs in
order to provide such a functionality: those with
the components "AI for Modelling", "AI for
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Monitoring", and "Model-Based Capabilities"
could be the most likely ones.
Notes:
• It could be worth to read, as introduction, the
flow recap in the comment to the relationship
«satisfy» between "AI for Modelling" and
TEK_R_103.
• The Use Case Scenario TEK_UCS_01 "Design
choices verification" uses this functionality in the
step № 6 "Execute the design-time tests" (Case
Story TEK_CS_05 "TestResponseAndCoverage").

TEK_R_104 The AIDOaRt Framework
interprets in a semi-automatic
manner the results of the design
time verification.

TEK_R_104 asks for the following functionality:
semi-automatic interpretation the results of the
design-time verification.
The functionality is supposed to be provided (and
TEK_R_104 to be satisfied) conjointly by the
AIDOaRt Framework components "AI for Testing"
and "Automation".
Between "AI for Testing" and other components,
there can be interfaces that the former needs in
order to provide such a functionality. Other than
the interface with "Automation", which is
explicitly pointed out, those with the components
"AI for Modelling", "AI for Requirements", and
"Model-Based Capabilities" could be the most
likely ones.
Notes:
• It could be worth to read, as introduction, the
flow recap in the comment to the relationship
«satisfy» between "AI for Modelling" and
TEK_R_103.
• The Use Case Scenario TEK_UCS_01 "Design
choices verification" uses this functionality in the
step № 7 "Interpret the results of the design-time
tests" (Case Story TEK_CS_06
"InterpretDesignTimeResults").

TEK_R_201 The AIDOaRt Framework verifies
in a semi-automatic manner the
implemented software artefact
(system, sub-system,
component) with respect to the
requirements as well as with
respects to the architectural and
detailed models.

TEK_R_201 asks for the following functionality:
semi-automatic run-time verification.
The functionality is supposed to be provided (and
TEK_R_201 to be satisfied) by the component "AI
for Testing" of the AIDOaRt Framework.
Between "AI for Testing" and other components,
there can be interfaces that the former needs in
order to provide such a functionality: those with
the components "AI for Modelling", "AI for
Monitoring", and "Model-Based Capabilities"
could be the most likely ones.
Notes:
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• It could be worth to read, as introduction, the
flow recap in the comment to the relationship
«satisfy» between "AI for Modelling" and
TEK_R_202.
• The Use Case Scenario TEK_UCS_02 "Run-time
verification" uses this functionality in the step №
5 "Execute the run-time tests" (Case Story
TEK_CS_10 "TestRunTimeSystem").

TEK_R_203 The AIDOaRt Framework
interprets, in a semi-automatic
manner, the results of the run
time verification.

TEK_R_203 asks for the following functionality:
semi-automatic interpretation the results of the
run-time verification.
The functionality is supposed to be provided (and
TEK_R_203 to be satisfied) conjointly by the
AIDOaRt Framework components "AI for Testing"
and "Automation".
Between "AI for Testing" and other components,
there can be interfaces that the former needs in
order to provide such a functionality. Other than
the interface with "Automation", which is
explicitly pointed out, those with the components
"AI for Modelling", "AI for Requirements", and
"Model-Based Capabilities" could be the most
likely ones.
Notes:
• It could be worth to read, as introduction, the
flow recap in the comment to the relationship
«satisfy» between "AI for Modelling" and
TEK_R_202.
• The Use Case Scenario TEK_UCS_02 "Run-time
verification" uses this functionality in the step №
6 "Interpret the results of the run time tests"
(Case Story TEK_CS_11
"InterpretRunTimeResults").

PRO_R04 Automatically test the
architecture (infrastructure
tests)

The objective of this requirement is to validate
that the platform has been correctly deployed for
each release

Table 25 Use Case Requirements Mapping to AI for Testing

3.8 Mapping to AI for Monitoring

In this section, we present the mapping of the use case requirements and data requirements to the

"AI for Monitoring" component of the AI-Augmented Tool Set.

Requirement
ID

Requirement Description Rationale
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VCE_R02 AI/ML method for auto-adjusting model
parameters w.r.t. similarity of execution
traces of a Digital Twin with a CPS

AI for monitoring component is
expected to ensure monitoring of
the system is performed correctly on
all involved sources and identifies
potential deviations from expected
behavior.
VCE would use AI for monitoring to
provide other components necessary
input to perform auto-adjustment of
involved models.

VCE_R03 Use ML for predicting values which are
actually not measurable

AI for monitoring component is
expected to provide predictions of
future unwanted behaviors based on
other observed features using AI/ML
techniques.
VCE would use AI for monitoring to
guide the user with automated
predictions or use automation to
update models if required.

AVL_MBT_R03 An AI method to generate new test cases
based on 1) calibration demands 2)
information from previous measurements 3)
the ML model from MBT_R_2. New test
cases should be generated in order to
improve model quality of the ML model,
while avoiding similar measurements
throughout the procedure and fulfilling
calibration demands, for example given by
constraints.

BT_R02 ML aided control model parameterization
during propulsion system testing

Alstom will use the AI for Monitoring
Component to support the online
use of the parametrization model.

AVL_SEC_R05 Use AI (ML) methods to learn on the normal
behavior on a powertrain CAN

The monitoring component should
be suitable to allow for anomaly
detection.

AVL_SEC_R06 Use AI (ML) methods to learn detect
abnormal behavior on a CAN

The monitoring component should
be suitable to allow for anomaly
detection.

W_R_1 AI/ML-powered monitoring/automation of
devops process

Automation and/or AI for monitoring
will be central for implementing
Westermo's use case.

W_R_2 Quality monitoring and predictions in
devops process

Automation and/or AI for monitoring
will be central for implementing
Westermo's use case.

W_R_3 Extract data from steps in DevOps process. Automation and/or AI for monitoring
will be central for implementing
Westermo's use case.
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W_R_4 Log file storing, indexing, searching,
clustering and comparing

Automation and/or AI for monitoring
will be central for implementing
Westermo's use case.

TEK_R_301 The AIDOaRt Framework interprets, in a
semi-automatic manner, the state of health
of the software system on the basis of the
data that this produces.

TEK_R_301 asks for the following
functionality: semi-automatic
interpretation of the state of health
of the system based on the data that
the latter produces.
The functionality is supposed to be
provided (and TEK_R_301 to be
satisfied) conjointly by the
components of the AIDOaRt
Framework "Automation" and "AI for
Monitoring".
Between " Automation" and other
components, there can be interfaces
that the former needs in order to
provide such a functionality. Other
than the interface with " AI for
Monitoring", which is explicitly
pointed out, the most likely ones
could be those with the data
processing components, such as
"Engagement & Analysis", "Ingestion
& Handling", and "Data
Management".
Notes:
• The Use Case Scenario
TEK_UCS_03 "Operating life
monitoring" uses this functionality.

HIB_R01 The AIDOaRt AI algorithms must be able to
analyze log files (text) from the restaurant
application.

The analysis of logs is the
cornerstone of the proposed AIOps
extension of the Case Study
restaurants. It requires that AI is
used to analyze the logs in search of
anomalies and that reports are
generated for developers and the
management team.

HIB_R03 The AIDOaRT solution must be able to
analyze the continuous integration process
and detect anomalies.

The Updating that is presented in
HIB_R03 is based on the analysis of
the Monitoring phase of DevOps for
the Case Study restaurants system.

HIB_R04 The AIDOaRT AI algorithms will enable to
analyze the success of deploying a new
version of the POS application.

The Deployment of assets that is
presented in HIB_R04 is based on the
analysis of the Monitoring phase of
DevOps for the Case Study
restaurants system.
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PRO_R05 Detect automatically Anomalies in the
solution during the execution based on AI

Use AI for detecting automatically
Anomalies in the solution during the
execution

PRO_R06 Detect and predict high/low resources
demand based on AI

Use AI for detecting high/low
resources demand in the solution
during the execution

PRO_R07 Monitor the platform in real time to reduce
the downtime and the data lost

Monitor the platform in real time to
reduce the downtime and the data
lost based on the anomalies and
predictions.

PRO_R08 Self-healing and self learning solution to
minimize the downtime of the platform by
detecting and correcting the problems
automatically. Avoiding the manual recovery
of the problems

Apply Self-healing and self learning
techniques  to minimize the
downtime of the platform by
detecting and correcting the
problems automatically.

Table 26 Use Case Requirements Mapping to AI for Monitoring

Data
Requirement ID

Data Requirement Description Rationale

W_DR_02 To identify non-trivial indicators for quality
shortcomings, the test cases could be
parsed with NLP.

For some artifacts it could be
beneficial to ingest them with natural
language processing.

Table 27 Use Case Data Requirements Mapping to AI for Monitoring
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4 Gap Analysis and Roadmap

This section presents an overview of the current status from the activities carried out in WP4, and the

next steps required to successfully advance in the following phases of the project. As discussed in

previous sections, we already have defined and obtained:

● The initial set of components for the AIDOaRt AI-Augmented Tool Set, with their provided

and required interfaces.

● The first mapping between specific tools from Solution providers to the AIDOaRt

AI-Augmented Tool Set components.

● The first mapping between requirements (both Use Case and data requirements) to the

AIDOaRt AI-Augmented Tool Set components.

● Further definition of detailed/new functional interfaces in the framework architecture and

solution mapping refinement to these functional interfaces.

The following implementation plan is synchronised with the different milestones of the AIDOaRt

project, as defined in the AIDOaRt full project proposal (FPP). These milestones are:

● MS1 - Architecture specification and foundations (M6): for definition of the use case

requirements and validation scenarios, and preliminary specification of the global AIDOaRt

architecture and methodology;

● MS2 - Initial framework release and initial evaluation (M12): for initial development of the

AIDOaRt Data Framework and the AIDOaRt Core Infrastructure & Framework, definition of

the integration strategy and initial evaluation;

● MS3 - Initial toolkit release (M16):  for  initial development of toolkit;

● MS4 - Intermediate framework release and initial use cases development (M20): for

intermediate development of Data Framework and Core Infrastructure and Framework, and

the initial development of use cases;

● MS5 - Intermediate toolkit release and initial use cases development (M24): for intermediate

development of toolkit and intermediate version of evaluation;

● MS6 - Final framework release (M28): for final development of Data Framework and Core

Infrastructure and Framework;

● MS7 - Final toolkit and final uc development (M32): for final development of toolkit;

● MS8 - Final integration and use case evaluation (M36): for final versions of integration, use

case development and evaluation.

In the table below, we first present a different view of tool component mapping by adding a temporal

dimension. This time, the information was obtained directly from the tool providers, based on their

current work plan and expectations for the project (collected in our internal Modelio model).

Therefore, we consider:

MS1 (M6) to MS3 (M16) = Baseline

MS4 (M20) to MS5 (M24) = Intermediate

MS6 (M28) to MS8 (M36) = Final
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Tool Set
Component

Name

Baseline Intermediate Final

Ingestion &
Handling

HIB_logAnalyzer (HIB):
HIB-LA

a2k-runman (ITI):
a2k/tunning
HEPSYCODE
(UNIVAQ):
Performance
Simulation and
Predictions, Design
Space Alternatives
Exploration,
Model-Driven DevOps
approach for HW/SW
Co-Design
FOCUS (UNIVAQ):
Source code and API
function call
recommenders
MORGAN (UNIVAQ):
Recommender of
model and metamodel
elements

Engagement &
Analysis

TWIMO (UNIVAQ):
Domain-specific modeling,
MLAnalysis

devmate (AST): Code
Parser, Testcode
Generator
INT-DET (INT): Real-Time
Object Detection
INT-DEPTH (INT): Depth
Estimation
Monitoring and Control
Systems Design Expertise
(ACO): Monitoring System
Design and Development,
AI/ML based analysis of
monitored data

a2k-runman (ITI):
a2k/tunning
a2k-depman (ITI):
a2k/optimiser
UNISS_SOL_02
(UNISS): NN
verification
UNISS_SOL_04
(UNISS): Property
verification
devmate (AST):
Testmodel Editor,
Testcase Generator,
Testcase Evaluation,
Testdata prediction
system, Model Parser
HEPSYCODE
(UNIVAQ):
Performance
Simulation and
Predictions, Design
Space Alternatives
Exploration,
Model-Driven DevOps
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approach for HW/SW
Co-Design
FOCUS (UNIVAQ):
Source code and API
function call
recommenders
MORGAN (UNIVAQ):
Recommender of
model and metamodel
elements
SoSIM (UCAN): SoSIM
S3D (UCAN): S3D

Automation Modelio (SOFT): Modelling,
Meta-Modeling, Model
Exchange (Export / Import),
Model Transformation, Code
Generation, Reverse
engineering, Documentation
Generation, Model Update
from Edited Documentation,
Traceability, Model
Consistency Checking
Constellation (SOFT): Model
Distributivity, Version
Control, Collaboration
(access control, parallel
editing, synchronization...)

Modelio (SOFT):
Automated Requirements
Identification, Extraction
& Classification
Constellation (SOFT):
Collaboration Workflow
TATAT (PRO):
TestAutomationlink

a2k-runman (ITI):
a2k/tunning
Modelio (SOFT): CPS
Simulation, Process
Execution, DevOps
Connector, AI-Assisted
Modelling,
AI-Optimized Model
Checking, AI-Enhanced
Test Generation
Kolga (AND): Kólga
Cloud expertise
(AND): Cloud expertise
Infratructure as Code
(IaC) expertise (AND):
IaC expertise
keptn (DT): Keptn
CloudEvents, Keptn
Control-Plane, Keptn
Quality Gates

AI for
Requirements
Engineering

Modelio (SOFT): Modelling,
Meta-Modeling, Model
Exchange (Export / Import),
Model Transformation, Code
Generation, Reverse
engineering, Documentation
Generation, Model Update
from Edited Documentation,
Traceability, Model
Consistency Checking
Constellation (SOFT): Model
Distributivity, Version
Control, Collaboration
(access control, parallel
editing, synchronization...)

Modelio (SOFT):
Automated Requirements
Identification, Extraction
& Classification
Constellation (SOFT):
Collaboration Workflow

UNISS_SOL_01
(UNISS): Requirements
consistency
verification
UNISS_SOL_04
(UNISS): Property
verification
UNISS_SOL_05
(UNISS): Consistency
verification wrt a
guideline
Modelio (SOFT): CPS
Simulation, Process
Execution, DevOps
Connector, AI-Assisted
Modelling,
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VARA (RISE): Requirements-
based reuse analysis and
feature reuse
recommendation

AI-Optimized Model
Checking, AI-Enhanced
Test Generation

AI for
Modeling

Modelio (SOFT): Modelling,
Meta-Modeling, Model
Exchange (Export / Import),
Model Transformation, Code
Generation, Reverse
engineering, Documentation
Generation, Model Update
from Edited Documentation,
Traceability, Model
Consistency Checking
Constellation (SOFT): Model
Distributivity, Version
Control, Collaboration
(access control, parallel
editing, synchronization...)
MOMOT (JKU): MOMOT
TWIMO (UNIVAQ):
Domain-specific modeling,
MLAnalysis

Active DoE (AVL): Active
DoE
EMF Views (IMTA): Model
Viewpoint and View
specification, Model
Viewpoint and View
navigation and query
Modelio (SOFT):
Automated Requirements
Identification, Extraction
& Classification
Constellation (SOFT):
Collaboration Workflow

AALpy (TUG): Active
automata learning of
deterministic systems,
Active automata
learning of
non-deterministic
systems, Active
automata learning of
stochastic systems
a2k-depman (ITI):
a2k/optimiser
EMF Views (IMTA):
Model Viewpoint and
View computation,
Model Viewpoint and
View update
Modelio (SOFT): CPS
Simulation, Process
Execution, DevOps
Connector, AI-Assisted
Modelling,
AI-Optimized Model
Checking, AI-Enhanced
Test Generation
MOMOT (JKU):
AI-augmented
MOMOT
HEPSYCODE
(UNIVAQ):
Performance
Simulation and
Predictions, Design
Space Alternatives
Exploration,
Model-Driven DevOps
approach for HW/SW
Co-Design
MORGAN (UNIVAQ):
Recommender of
model and metamodel
elements
DTsynth (AIT): Digital
Twin Learning, Digital
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Twin Learning-Data
Derivation

AI for Code Modelio (SOFT): Modelling,
Meta-Modeling, Model
Exchange (Export / Import),
Model Transformation, Code
Generation, Reverse
engineering, Documentation
Generation, Model Update
from Edited Documentation,
Traceability, Model
Consistency Checking
Constellation (SOFT): Model
Distributivity, Version
Control, Collaboration
(access control, parallel
editing, synchronization...)

Modelio (SOFT):
Automated Requirements
Identification, Extraction
& Classification
Constellation (SOFT):
Collaboration Workflow
devmate (AST): Code
Parser, Testcode
Generator

Modelio (SOFT): CPS
Simulation, Process
Execution, DevOps
Connector, AI-Assisted
Modelling,
AI-Optimized Model
Checking, AI-Enhanced
Test Generation
devmate (AST):
Testmodel Editor,
Testcase Generator,
Testcase Evaluation,
Testdata prediction
system, Model Parser
HEPSYCODE
(UNIVAQ):
Performance
Simulation and
Predictions, Design
Space Alternatives
Exploration,
Model-Driven DevOps
approach for HW/SW
Co-Design
FOCUS (UNIVAQ):
Source code and API
function call
recommenders

AI for Testing Modelio (SOFT): Modelling,
Meta-Modeling, Model
Exchange (Export / Import),
Model Transformation, Code
Generation, Reverse
engineering, Documentation
Generation, Model Update
from Edited Documentation,
Traceability, Model
Consistency Checking
Constellation (SOFT): Model
Distributivity, Version
Control, Collaboration
(access control, parallel
editing, synchronization...)
RELOAD (RISE): Testcase
Generation

Active DoE (AVL): Active
DoE
ESDE (ACO): Multi-level
functional and
performance logs and
traces, Automated (or
semiautomated) bug
detection/prediction
CRTQI (QEN): QI for
DevOps
QEDITOR (QEN): QEditor -
AI-assisted test authoring
Modelio (SOFT):
Automated Requirements
Identification, Extraction
& Classification
Constellation (SOFT):
Collaboration Workflow

AALpy (TUG): Active
automata learning of
deterministic systems,
Active automata
learning of
non-deterministic
systems, Active
automata learning of
stochastic systems
STGEM (ABO): Test
generation and
prioritization
CRT (QEN): Cloud test
execution platform
UNISS_SOL_03
(UNISS): Test
generation
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SaFReL (RISE): Testcase
Generation
Deeper (RISE): Testcase
Generation
TWIMO (UNIVAQ):
Domain-specific modeling,
MLAnalysis

devmate (AST): Code
Parser, Testcode
Generator

Modelio (SOFT): CPS
Simulation, Process
Execution, DevOps
Connector, AI-Assisted
Modelling,
AI-Optimized Model
Checking, AI-Enhanced
Test Generation
devmate (AST):
Testmodel Editor,
Testcase Generator,
Testcase Evaluation,
Testdata prediction
system, Model Parser
DTsynth (AIT): Digital
Twin Learning, Digital
Twin Learning-Data
Derivation
DataAggregator
(ROTECH): Data
aggregation

AI for
Monitoring

HIB_logAnalyzer (HIB):
HIB-LA

ESDE (ACO): Multi-level
functional and
performance logs and
traces, Automated (or
semiautomated) bug
detection/prediction

a2k-runman (ITI):
a2k/tunning

Table 28 AIDOaRt AI-Augmented Tool Set roadmap

Looking at this table from a global perspective, we can make some initial informative assumptions:

● Assumption 1 - Most solutions will be in the "Intermediate" and "Final" time dimension,

meaning that most AI-Augmented tool vendors will want to complete and release their

solutions in the middle or end of project.

● Assumption 2 - Fewer solutions will be found for Ingestion & Handling and AI for Monitoring,

while these gaps are related to data handling and collections, mostly associated with WP2

topics.

● Assumption 3 - More solutions will be found for Engagement & Analysis, AI for Modelling,

and AI for Testing where many partners are involved in modelling, testing and AI/ML analysis.

In all cases, a deeper and more customised analysis needs to be done in the coming months in

collaboration between the tool providers and those responsible for the AIDOaRt framework

architecture (see WP1). An important issue is the organisation and synchronisation of the

development efforts to optimise the step-by-step coverage of the requirements from the use cases

and finally complete them with the integration of other tools into the AIDOaRt AI-Augmented tool

set. This will be done in collaboration with those responsible for the integration of the AIDOaRt

framework (WP5).
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In addition, during this phase we have already been able to specify an initial consolidated set of

components for the AIDOaRt AI-Augmented tool set and map these components to both the current

solution and use case requirements of the project, as shown in Fig. XX. We have also collected

relevant information from solution providers and use case vendors on the rationale behind their

proposed mappings for their respective solutions/use cases.

Figure XX AI-Augmented tool set Use Case Requirements (REQs in blue horizontal bars) and Solution (red

horizontal bars) capabilities mapping.

In this section, based on the contents of the previous sections, we go a step further and perform an

aggregate analysis. The main goal is to extract useful WP4-level information that will drive the

development of the AIDOaRt AI-Augmented tool set in the next phases of the project: Which

components of the AIDOaRt AI-Augmented Tool Set are already supported (at least partially) and

which need further development (and when)? Are there missing solutions to cover specific

components of the AIDOaRt AI-Augmented Tool Set that are needed to provide the capabilities

expected by use case partners? Etc.

Complementary to the overview presented before, the following figures provides, for each individual

component from the AIDOaRt AI-Augmented Tool Set, the complete trace from the concerned Tool

Component purposes to the targeted Use Case requirements. In what follows, we try to extract

relevant information on available and (eventually) restricted/limited feature support.

4.1 Mappings Traceability for Ingestion & Handling

The first component considered is the "Ingestion & Handling" component. There are 6 solutions

assigned to this component, distributed as follows:

● IF- CONTINUOUS-MONITORING: HIB_logAnalizer, A2k_runman

● IF- DATA-SELECTION: HEPSYCODE, MORGAN
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● IF- PATTERN-DISCOVERY: FOCUS

The specific functional interfaces are quite balanced while there are some missing paths between the

solutions and use case requirements.

Figure 10 Ingestion & Handling Traceability Diagram

The UC requirements associated with this component are 12, from VCE, AVL, BT, CSY, WESTERMO, HIB

and TEKNE partners, as shown in Fig. 10. HEPSYCODE is associated with TEK_UCS_01 (i.e., 3

requirements), MORGAN with VCE_UCS_01 (i.e., 1 requirement), HIB_logAnalizer with HIB_UCS1 (i.e.,

1 requirement). Two tools (a2k_runman and FOCUS) are not linked to use case scenarios, while AVL,

BT, CSY and WESTERMO have no solution linked to this component (i.e., 6 uncovered requirements).

This component appears to be balanced in terms of solution and use case requirements, while the

uncovered solutions and requirements will be analysed in the next deliverable.
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4.2 Mappings Traceability for Engagement & Analysis

The second component considered is the Engagement and Analysis component. There are 14

solutions assigned to this component, as shown in Fig. 11, distributed as follows:

● IF- INSIGHT-ANALYSIS: a2k-runman, a2k-depman, FOCUS, UNISS_SOL_02, UNISS_SOL_04,

Monitoring and Control Systems Design Expertices.

● IF- PREDICTIVE-ANALYSIS: INT-DEPTH, INT-DET, a2k-runman, S3D, HEPSYCODE, MORGAN,

TWIMO, devmate, SOSIM,

● IF- COLLABORATION-SERVICE: a2k-runman

The specific functional interfaces are not balanced as we have many solutions for insights and

predictive analytics and only one solution for collaborative services. There are also some missing

paths between the solutions and the use case requirements.

Figure 11 Engagement & Analysis Traceability Diagram - Realizing Components

The UC requirements associated with this component are 26, from ABI, AVL, VCE, TEKNE and

WESTERMO partners, as shown in Fig. 12. HEPSYCODE, S3D and SOSIM are associated with

TEK_UCS_01 (i.e., 3 requirements), MORGAN with VCE_UCS_01 (i.e., 1 requirement), INT-DEPTH,

INT-DET, UNISS_SOL_02 and UNISS_SOL_04 with ABI (i.e., 6 requirements), and TWIMO with AVL (i.e.,

11 requirements, but the solution will cover only parts of these requirements)
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Figure 12 Engagement & Analysis Traceability Diagram - Satisfied Requirements

Three tools (a2k-runman, a2k-depman and Monitoring and Control Systems Design Expertise) are

linked to PRO use case scenario, but there is no requirement from PRO linked to this component.

ESDE tool is not linked to use case scenarios, so ACORDE will try to find a collaboration in the next

months. WESTERMO has no solution linked to this component (i.e., 2 uncovered requirements), while

AVL has a lot of requirements that will be covered by other solutions different from TWIMO.
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This component appears to be unbalanced in terms of solution and use case requirements numbers,

while the uncovered solutions and requirements will be analysed in the next deliverable

4.3 Mappings Traceability for Automation

The last component considered in the AIOps engineering tool set is the Automation component.

There are 9 solutions assigned to this component, distributed as follows:

● IF-REMEDIATON: keptn

● IF-RESPONSE-AUTOMATION: Modelio, Constellation, a2k-runman, Kolga, Cloud Expertise,

Infrastructure as a Code, keptn, TATAT

The specific functional interfaces are not balanced as we have many solutions for response

automation and only one solution for remediation. There are also some missing paths between the

solutions and the use case requirements.

Figure 13 Automation Traceability Diagram
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The UC requirements associated with this component are 13, from VCE, BT, CSY, HIB, TEKNE,

WESTERMO and PRO, as shown in Fig. 13. The solution keptn is associated with VCE use case scenario

(i.e., 3 requirements), a2k-runman and TATAT with PRO (i.e., 1 requirement), Modelio has several use

case scenarios from BT, HIB and VCE (i.e., 7 requirements), and kolga with HIB (i.e., 3 requirements).

Three tools (Constellation, Cloud Expertise and Infrastructure as a Code) are not linked to use case

scenarios, while CSY, TEKNE and WESTERMO have no solution linked to this component (i.e., 5

uncovered requirements).

This component appears to be unbalanced in terms of solution and use case requirements numbers,

while the uncovered solutions and requirements will be analysed in the next deliverable.

4.4 Mappings Traceability for AI for Requirements Engineering

The first component considered in the AI DevOps Engineering tool set is the “AI for Requirement

Engineering” component. There are 5 solutions and 5 requirements assigned to this component.

Figure 14 AI for Requirements Traceability Diagram

The UC requirements associated with this component are from VCE, BT, ABI and HIB, as shown in Fig.

14. Modelio has several use case scenarios from BT and VCE (i.e., 2 requirements), UNISS covers ABI

use case scenarios (i.e., 1 requirement), VARA is linked to BT use case (i.e., 1 requirement). While HIB

has no solution linked to this component (i.e., 1 uncovered requirement).
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This component appears to be balanced in terms of solution and use case requirements numbers,

while the uncovered solution and requirement will be analysed in the next deliverable.

4.5 Mappings Traceability for AI for Modeling

The second component considered in the AI DevOps Engineering tool set is the “AI for Modeling”.

There are 11 solutions and 22 requirements assigned to this component.

Figure 15 AI for Modeling Traceability Diagram - Realizing Components

The UC requirements associated with this component are from ABI, AVL, BT, CSY, TEKNE and VCE, as

shown in Fig. XX. Modelio has several use case scenarios from  BT and VCE (i.e., 22 requirements),

HEPSYCODE is associated with TEK_UCS_01 (i.e., 2 requirements), MORGAN and EMF Views with VCE

(i.e., 5 requirements), INT-XAI with ABI (i.e., 3 requirements), Active DoE with BT (i.e., 1 requirement),

TWIMO, DTsynch and AALpy with AVL (i.e., 8 requirements, but the solution will cover only parts of

these requirements). One tool (MOMOT) is not linked to use case scenarios, while HIB has no solution

linked to this component (i.e., 1 uncovered requirement). CSY requirements are not covered by any

solution.
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Figure 16 AI for Modeling Traceability Diagram - Satified Requirements

This component appears to be quite balanced in terms of solution and use case requirements

numbers, while the uncovered solutions and requirements will be analysed in the next deliverable

4.6 Mappings Traceability for AI for Code

The third component considered in the AI DevOps Engineering tool set is the “AI for Code”. There are

5 solutions and 3 requirements assigned to this component.
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Figure 17 AI for Code Traceability Diagram

HEPSYCODE and devmate are linked to TEK use cases, while the other solutions and requirements are

not linked to each other, and this could lead to some deviation for traceability. These components

and unbalanced connections will be analysed in the next deliverable.

4.7 Mappings Traceability for AI for Testing

The fourth component considered in the AI DevOps Engineering tool set is the “AI for Testing”.This is

the component with the higher number of solutions. There are 16 solutions and 16 requirements

assigned to this component.
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Figure 18 AI for Testing Traceability Diagram

The UC requirements associated with this component are from CAM, ABI, AVL, BT, PRO and TEKNE, as

shown in Fig. XX. Modelio and  Active DoE has link to BT (i.e., 1 requirement), Modelio also for VCE

(i.e., 1 requirement), DTsynch, TWIMO, STGEM and AALpy with AVL (i.e., 6 requirements, but the

solution will cover only parts of these requirements), STGEM also for CAMEA (i.e., 1 requirement),

UNISS_SOL_03  with ABI, and devmate and DataAggregator with TEKNE (i.e., 4 requirements). 7 tools

(ESDE, CRT, CRTQI, QEDITOR, RELOAD, SaFRel and Deeper) are not linked to use case scenarios, while

PRO has no solution linked to this component (i.e., 1 uncovered requirement). This component
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appears to be balanced in terms of solution and use case requirements numbers, while the

uncovered solutions and requirements will be analysed in the next deliverable.

4.8 Mappings Traceability for AI for Monitoring

The last component considered in the AI DevOps Engineering tool set is the “AI for Monitoring”. There

are 4 solutions and 19 requirements assigned to this component.

Figure 19 AI for Monitoring Traceability Diagram
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The UC requirements associated with this component are from AVL, BT, PRO, HIB, WESTERMO, VCE

and TEKNE, as shown in Fig. 19. 2 tools (a2k-runman and Monitoring and Control Systems Design

Expertise) are linked to PRO use case scenario (i.e., 4 requirements), while HIB_logAnalyzer has a link

to HIB (i.e., 3 requirements). All the other requirements are not covered, while less solutions are

mapped on “AI for Monitoring”. This component is unbalanced in terms of solution and use case

requirements numbers, while the uncovered requirements will be analysed in the next deliverable.

Based on this detailed analysis in terms of solutions and requirements links, we can conclude that:

● Some components should be balanced by refining the solutions and requirements linkages

and by analysing the results of other work packages (i.e. WP1, WP2, WP3).

● Some requirements are not covered by solutions, so we want to find a way of collaboration

between partners, including using hackathon events

● Some solutions are not linked to application scenarios, so they meet requirements that are

not included in the mapping; further analysis will be done in the future to close the gap

between solutions and requirements

● 3 components (engagement and analysis, AI for modelling, AI for testing) have a high number

of links, although they are among the most important components in the overall AIDOaRT

project.

Based on this gap analysis, the roadmap for the next months and the next iteration/version of this

deliverable (i.e. D4.2) will be created, while the improvement of this analysis will be ensured by the

partners collaboration and working groups through the assignment of micro-tasks.
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5 AIDOaRt Collaborations

In this section, we present the solutions proposed by research and industrial partners to address the

use case scenarios of the AIDOaRt's case studies and to fulfil their requirements, as per the third

milestone of the project (MS3) on the sixteenth month from its start (M16). Note that, as can be

deduced from the correspondent descriptions, some mappings are still in the preliminary phase, as

the UC development started at M15.

For a better presentation, we group the collaborations by case study and use case scenario, and we

present them in alphabetical order based on partner acronyms, to easily identify the sources of the

contributions.

UCS Name Description Solution Components
ABI_UCS1 Verify functionality already in the requirement and

modelling phase
INT-DEPTH (INT), INT-DET
(INT), INT-XAI (INT),
UNISS_SOL_02 (UNISS),
UNISS_SOL_04 (UNISS),
UNISS_SOL_01 (UNISS)

ABI_UCS2 Reduce required tests to an optimal amount INT-DEPTH (INT), INT-DET
(INT), INT-XAI (INT),
UNISS_SOL_03 (UNISS)

ABI_UCS3 Verify compliance to standard and regulation INT-DEPTH (INT), INT-DET
(INT), INT-XAI (INT),
UNISS_SOL_05 (UNISS)

AVL_TCV_UCS2 A component that can provide the user with a set of
parameters that lead to yet uncovered critical
situations.

STGEM (ABO), DTsynth
(AIT)

AVL_RDE_UCS1 A vehicle has to be tested to accurately estimate real
emissions/FC on the road. Without the need of
performing real road tests, a simulation can
reproduce accurate driving conditions including
specific driver behavior, traffic and environment
conditions. Real world measurements typically
contain time vs vehicle speed, acceleration, road
geometry. Some of these depend on the vehicle
dynamics that these measurements taken on. These
measurements should be normalized against a
reference vehicle model.

TWIMO (UNIVAQ)

AVL_RDE_UCS2 A function that identifies basic driver attributes i.e.
acceleration histogram, breaking behavior, cornering
behavior, and max. speed.

AALpy (TUG), TWIMO
(UNIVAQ)

AVL_RDE_UCS3 Modeling of driver's behavior patterns in constant
speed limit motorway area in terms of speed profile.

TWIMO (UNIVAQ)
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AVL_RDE_UCS4 Variations of relevant factors (driver behavior, traffic,
routes) are used to identify the worst-case emission
scenarios. This can be done in a two steps approach.
In the first step a full factorial evaluation of the
driving scenarios is generated. The generated data is
fed to an emission simulation. From these results  ML
methodology is used for selecting the critical
emission simulation experiments. In the second step
the critical cases are tested on a real engine testbed.
This step is used to enhance engine calibration.

TWIMO (UNIVAQ)

AVL_MBT_UCS1 A large system structure is a system consisting of
several sub-components, each of which can be
modeled individually, e.g. using dynamic ML
methods - for now we consider the ML training as
not the primary task, as there are a lot of ML
methods available to model the components. The
number of test measurements (test cases) should be
kept as small but informative as possible because it is
assumed that creating measurements is expensive in
any environment, e.g. test beds or simulation
environments. The test cases are assumed to fulfil
certain constraints on the system level - e.g. some
measurements are not relevant for the underlying
calibration task. The methodology to create new test
cases will be applied in an online learning fashion -
i.e. new test cases improve the model. The model
can e.g. be used to generate new test cases based on
the latest information.

STGEM (ABO), AALpy
(TUG)

BT_UCS1 Requirements analysis and recommendation of most
suitable action per requirement

VARA (RISE), Modelio
(SOFT)

BT_UCS2 ML aided control model parametrization during
propulsion system testing

Active DoE (AVL)

CAMEA_UCS3 Enable device configuration adjustment based on
power consumption requirements

STGEM (ABO)

HIB_UCS1 Automated log analysis HIB_logAnalyzer (HIB)
HIB_UCS2 Management and verification of the requirements Modelio (SOFT)
HIB_UCS3 Continuous integration
HIB_UCS4 Automated updates of the code to the POS system Kolga (AND)
PRO_UCS2 Platform validation TATAT (PRO)

PRO_UCS3 Anomaly detection Monitoring and Control
Systems Design Expertise
(ACO), a2k-runman (ITI),
a2k-modev (ITI), AsyncAPI
Toolkit (UOC)
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PRO_UCS4 Self healing Monitoring and Control
Systems Design Expertise
(ACO)

PRO_UCS5 Platform dynamic adaptation Monitoring and Control
Systems Design Expertise
(ACO)

TEK_UCS_01 Design choices verification — Before the
implementation; on models and/or with rapid
prototyping; environment: simulated/emulated.

S3D (UCAN), HEPSYCODE
(UNIVAQ)

TEK_UCS_02 Run time verification — On the implemented
module/component/sub-system/system;
environment: high fidelity near real, real.

devmate (AST), SoSIM
(UCAN)

TEK_UCS_03 Operating life monitoring (optional) — On the
product that carries out its services; environment:
operating.

DataAggregator (ROTECH),
Bridger (ROTECH),
ConvHandler (ROTECH)

VCE_UCS_01 Model based architecture (framework) development EMF Views (IMTA), ATL
(IMTA), AutomationML
Modeling (JKU), Modeling
Process Mining Tool (JKU),
Modelio (SOFT), MORGAN
(UNIVAQ)

VCE_UCS_02 Verification and validation of architecture models keptn (DT), JSON Schema
DSL (or MDE4JSON) (JKU)

VCE_UCS_03 AI-Augmented DevOps workflow and data analytics keptn (DT)
W_UCS_1 AI-Augmented devops development process
W_UCS_2 AI-powered root cause analysis w.r.t. functional

issues
W_UCS_3 AI-powered root cause analysis w.r.t. non-functional

quality
W_UCS_4 AI-powered log analysis/root cause analysis

Table 29 Recap on Collaborations between Case Study Providers and Solution Providers

5.1 Collaboration on ABI_UCS1

The long-term goal of Abinsula Case Study is to formally verify, at the design stage, the consistency of

the system design with respect to some given property constraints, with the purpose to reduce

inconsistencies during the system development process. We intend to leverage on models at higher

levels of abstraction which are able to capture systems’ properties. These models can then be used to

check system-level properties or to explore alternative architectural solutions for the same set of

requirements.  Therefore, the case study is divided in:

● Methodology:  consisting of three main parts that correspond to Abinsula use case scenario.

● Proof of Concept: implementation of the system keeping into account a subset of

requirements.
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While the methodology can be directly linked to Abinsula use case scenario, the implementation is

transversally related to all of them. Currently, the activities on the methodology are carried out with

the University of Sassari (UNISS) and related collaborations are reported under each ABI UCS; the

activities related to the implementation are carried out with INTECS (INT) and are reported directly

under ABI_UCS3. Open discussions that have not turned into concrete activities yet are currently not

reported. Updates on current or future activities will be reported in the next deliverables.

A common step to all the Abinsula use case scenarios, is related to the requirements definition. With

reference to UCS1 (Figure 20), which corresponds to the Functionality Verification of the

methodology, the Requirement Definition step is necessary to create a Requirement Matrix suitable

for being used in an Automated Requirement Verification step.

Figure 20 - Functionality Verification Overview

In this regard, Abinsula collaborated with UNISS in studying an extended set of requirements for the

case study and translating them in a controlled natural language suitable for encoding them in formal

language. The results of activities directly related to UCS1, will be then exploited in UCS2 (Test

Definition). This collaboration involves UNISS solutions UNISS_SOL_01, UNISS_SOL_04. Other

collaborations on UCS1 involve UNISS_SOL_02.

5.1.1 Contribution of INT-DEPTH, INT-DET, INT-XAI (INT)

These solutions contribute to all Abinsula use case scenarios. The description of the ongoing

collaboration applies to all of them and is reported directly under UCS3.

5.1.2 Contribution of UNISS_SOL_02 (UNISS)

Neural networks are one of the most investigated and widely used techniques in Machine Learning. In

spite of their success, they still find limited application in safety-critical related contexts, wherein

assurance about networks' performances must be provided.

UNISS_SOL_02 is aimed at providing automated verification of Neural Networks (NN) with the goal of

striking a balance between maintaining accuracy and robustness while making the resulting networks
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amenable to formal analysis. This solution could be particularly useful in safety-oriented applications.

The properties for the verification and abstraction of the networks should be defined in Python

language.

UNISS_SOL_02 realizes the specific requirements of the Abinsula UCS1 scenario related to the use of

automated reasoning for verification of Deep Neural Network models.

The collaboration with Abinsula on UCS1 is going forward. Open discussions that have not turned into

concrete activities yet are currently not reported. Updates on current or future activities will be

reported in the next deliverables.

5.1.3 Contribution of UNISS_SOL_04 (UNISS)

Automated Test Suite Generation addresses the problem of automatizing the process of generating

sets of testcases given a particular testing goal, such as structural, functional, non-functional and

state- based properties.

UNISS_SOL_04 is aimed at providing automated formal consistency verification (at the design stage)

of a system design expressed in a given Domain System Language (DSL). This kind of verification

process, implemented through the application of formal methods, has a great potential in reinforcing

the design of safety of critical systems.

UNISS_SOL_04 realizes the specific requirements of the Abinsula UCS1 related to the use of

automated reasoning and AI techniques for verification of technical specifications.

The collaboration with Abinsula on UCS1 is going forward. Starting from a set of properties

constraints of the Abinsula UC expressed in natural language, UNISS is working on modeling them by

using a specific language with formal semantics which will allow to make use of formal methods to

check the consistency of properties. Furthermore, an ontology-based approach for the verification of

system models is under consideration due to the formal semantic of the ontology languages which

enables consistency checking process. 

5.1.4 Contribution of UNISS_SOL_01 (UNISS)

Safety-critical systems are complex systems often combining physical, mechanical components and

software. This kind of systems are frequently used in the aerospace, rail, automotive and medical

domains. Effectively designing such systems requires a complex modeling process since it is necessary

to deal with diverse components and various aspects of the same component, such as their function,

constraint, structure and behavior.

UNISS_SOL_01 is aimed at providing automated consistency verification of technical specifications of

safety-critical systems. Given a set of system’s technical specifications in natural language, the

solution performs a consistency verification process over it in order to detect inconsistencies.
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UNISS_SOL_01 meets the need expressed by Abinsula of formally verifying, at the design stage, the

consistency of the system design with respect to some given property constraints, with the purpose

to reduce inconsistencies during the system development process. In particular, this solution

leverages AI techniques and automated reasoning in order to verify technical specifications.

The collaboration with Abinsula on UCS1 is going forward. The current activity is focusing on studying

an extended set of requirements for the case study and translating them in a controlled natural

language suitable for encoding them in formal language.

5.2 Collaboration on ABI_UCS2

Another step, in common to both UCS1 and UCS2, is the Model Definition step. Starting from High

Level (HL) Architecture of the system, this step defines the System Model. In UCS1, the System Model

is meant to be used together with the Requirement Matrix, to run an automatic verification of the

system consistency against its properties. With reference to UCS2 in Figure 21 (Test Definition), the

System Model and the Requirement Matrix defined in UCS1 are meant to be used to generate a suite

of tests for the system.

Figure 21 - Test Definition Overview

Abinsula provided to UNISS team a preliminary HL Architecture of the system and the already

mentioned set of requirements. UNISS proposed a preliminary HL model of the architecture, that has

been used to identify which model languages would better apply to the Case Study needs and to the

envisioned methodology. The collaboration on the model is more directly related to UNISS_SOL_04

and is reported in the UNISS_SOL_04 section under UCS1. Its results will be then exploited in UCS2.

More direct collaborations in UCS2 involve UNISS solution UNISS_SOL_03.

5.2.1 Contribution of INT-DEPTH, INT-DET, INT-XAI (INT)

These solutions contribute to all Abinsula use case scenarios. The description of the ongoing

collaboration applies to all of them and is reported directly under UCS3.
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5.2.2 Contribution of UNISS_SOL_03 (UNISS)

Automated Test Suite Generation addresses the problem of automatizing the process of generating

sets of testcases given a particular testing goal, such as structural, functional, non-functional and

state- based properties.

UNISS_SOL_03 is aimed at providing automatic test suite generation in order to check whether a

reactive system complies with a set of requirements. The input parameter of the tool will consist of a

.txt file, while the output parameter will be a test suite containing the executed tests and the result of

their evaluation.

UNISS_SOL_03 realizes the specific requirements of the Abinsula UCS2 related to the use of

automated reasoning and ML techniques for generation of optimal test suites.

The collaboration with Abinsula on UCS2 is going forward. Open discussions that have not turned into

concrete activities yet are currently not reported. Updates on current or future activities will be

reported in the next deliverables.

5.3 Collaboration on ABI_UCS3

With reference to UCS3 in Figure 22 (Compliance Verification), there is another input to be

considered for the Requirement Definition step: the Applicable Standards. As on the Functionality

Verification, also in the Compliance Verification, the Requirement Definition generates a Requirement

Matrix for automated verification. However, in UCS3 this step also requires as input any Applicable

Standard, to perform an automated verification of technical requirements with respect to a reference

guideline.

Figure 22- Compliance Verification Overview

The set of extended requirements that Abinsula provided to UNISS, include both the Custom

Requirements and the Specifications from ISO 16505:2019. This collaboration involves UNISS solution

UNISS_SOL_05.
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The results of the collaborations on the different use case scenarios, related to the methodology are

going to be exploited in the implementation of the PoC of a Virtual Mirror system. Discussions and

collaborations with INT, related to the implementation of the PoC and transversal to all the Abinsula

use case scenarios, are already ongoing. In this regard, Abinsula iterated with INT to study some

Neural Networks (NN) models suitable for the Case Study, and the feasibility study for their

implementation on an FPGA SoC is ongoing. This collaboration, linked to all ABI use case scenarios,

involves INT solutions INT-DET, INT-DEPTH, INT-XAI.

5.3.1 Contribution of INT-DEPTH (INT)

Modern cars are connected systems and acquire inputs from the environment, thus they can be

considered as Cyber Physical Systems. The INT-DEPTH solution realises the specific requirements

related to an implementation of the PoC of a Virtual Mirror system, therefore it is related to all ABI

use case scenarios. Specifically, this solution responds to the need of predicting new scenarios that

might be considered as safety critical by giving a depth estimation of objects (vehicles, pedestrians,

etc.) present in the surroundings of the vehicle. The study currently relies on the use of public

datasets and the development of customised state-of-the-art architecture for depth estimation such

as MobileStereoNet. Next steps include a complete fine-tuning phase and implementation on a GPU

server. A feasibility study for an implementation on a FPGA SoC is ongoing.

5.3.2 Contribution of INT-DET (INT)

Modern cars are connected systems and acquire inputs from the environment, thus they can be

considered as Cyber Physical Systems. The INT-DET solution realises the specific requirements related

to an implementation of the PoC of a Virtual Mirror system, therefore it is related to all ABI use case

scenarios. Specifically, this solution responds to the need of predicting new scenarios that might be

considered as safety critical by detecting and tracking objects (vehicles, pedestrians, etc.) present in

the surroundings of the vehicle. The study currently relies on the use of public datasets and the

development of customised YOLO-like architecture for object detection. Next steps include a

complete fine-tuning phase and implementation on a GPU server. A feasibility study for an

implementation on a FPGA SoC is ongoing.

5.3.3 Contribution of INT-XAI (INT)

Modern cars are connected systems and acquire inputs from the environment, thus they can be

considered as Cyber Physical Systems. The INT-XAI solution realises the specific requirements related

to an implementation of the PoC of a Virtual Mirror system, therefore it is related to all ABI use case

scenarios. Specifically, this solution enables the monitoring of the module provided by INT-DET

solution by giving a measure of its reliability in a humanly interpretable way. The study currently
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relies on the study of the SHAP (SHapley Additive exPlanations) explanation method, a

state-of-the-art architecture for explaining Artificial Intelligence algorithms. Next steps include a

complete fine-tuning phase and implementation on a GPU server.

5.3.4 Contribution of UNISS_SOL_05 (UNISS)

UNISS_SOL_05 is aimed at providing consistency verification of technical specifications with respect

to a guideline (e.g. ISO standard guidelines). This kind of consistency verification is particularly

important in the context of safety-critical systems that must be developed in accordance with

standards and guidelines.

UNISS_SOL_05 realizes the specific requirements of the Abinsula UCS3 related to the use of

automatic tools for compliance verification.

The collaboration with Abinsula on UCS1 is going forward. Currently, UNISS is working on a set of

extended requirements that Abinsula provided, which include both the Custom Requirements and

the Specifications from ISO 16505:2019.

5.3.5 Contribution of STGEM (ABO)

STGEM creates and maintains a surrogate model of the system under test, that can be queried to

implement use case scenario AVL_TCV_UCS1: SCENIUS Test Case Selection Validator.

5.3.6 Contribution of DTsynth (AIT)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

DTsynth may be used to generate test cases and / or to guide testing activities for a specified
scenario.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

The developed tool will reduce the resources needed in testing complex situations.

AI/ML Innovation

DTsynth AI for Testing is a novel AI approach that exploits the physical constraints of ADAS/AV systems
which enables restriction of the space of generated test scenarios to those that are physically
meaningful.

lTools Used

We are checking whether existing tools should be integrated or not, and which python libraries are
most useful.
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Development

We are planning to develop algorithms in python.

Deployment

No special hardware is used for implementation.

5.4 Collaboration on AVL_TCV_UCS2

5.4.1 Contribution of STGEM (ABO)

STGEM can also be used to extend an existing test suite with tests previously generated by STGEM or

another tool. In this case, it can be used to implement the use case scenario AVL_TCV_UCS2: SCENIUS

parameter recommender.

5.4.2 Contribution of DTsynth (AIT)

Contribution to the task's global objectives

DTsynth may be used to generate test cases and / or to guide testing activities for a specified
scenario.

Novelty of this contribution in DEVOPS

The developed tool will reduce the resources needed in testing complex situations.

AI/ML Innovation

DTsynth AI for Testing is a novel AI approach that exploits the physical constraints of ADAS/AV systems
which enables restriction of the space of generated test scenarios to those that are physically
meaningful.

lTools Used

We are checking whether existing tools should be integrated or not, and which python libraries are
most useful.

Development

We are planning to develop algorithms in python.

Deployment

No special hardware is used for implementation.
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5.5 Collaboration on AVL_RDE_UCS1

Use Case:

Car developers have to perform real driving tests in different environments (simulation,

Hardware-in-the-Loop (HiL), testbeds) for which they need the driver model capable of reproducing

the behavior of a human driver as accurately as possible.

Figure 1 System Architecture

AVL Route Studio Simulator is a drive cycle simulation library that is used for RDX-based cycle

generation. It is composed of the route, vehicle model, and driver model. The driver model performs

an arbitrary look ahead for foreseeing the next N steps in the route based on the e.g. speed limit

signs, curvature, or stops. The driver model developed by AVL is a rule-based parametric model,

whose accuracy is not fully sufficient and needs to be improved. The deviations between a human

driver and a rule-based parametric model mostly come from the fact that the human driver has a

more complex behavior that is hard to model.

Collaboration with UNIVAQ:

UNIVAQ is working on a solution that predicts the human behavior of the driver based on the real

dataset and parameters that can be employed by AVL in their simulation tools to achieve real driving

conditions. This solution additionally utilizes the “Engagement & Analysis” component developed by

UNIVAQ. Their approach is based on the prediction model using an ML algorithm called multivariate

linear regression.
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Figure 2 UNIVAQ solution pipeline

Collaboration with TU Graz:

TU Graz models driver behavior as a Markov decision process learned from provided data. They use

automata learning in the AALpy tool which was developed in previous projects. Their approach driver

is stimulated by the environment and its response is modeled probabilistically. To use automata

learning all the data are discretized which requires a mapping component.

Figure 2 TU Graz solution pipeline

The initial results show distinct features for, e.g. deceleration lane, where at high speed, the model

decelerates gradually on the straight lane, while at curvature, it transits to a different state.
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Figure 2 TU Graz acceleration model

The initial results show distinct features for, e.g. deceleration lane, where at high speed, model

decelerate gradually on straight lane, while at curvature, it transits to different state.

Figure 2 TU Graz initial results for deceleration lane

5.5.1 Contribution of TWIMO (UNIVAQ)

UNIVAQ proposes to define a solution that partially realizes the “Engagement & Analysis”

component. The solution (part of the tool TWIMO) will be able to predict the human behaviour of the

driver on the basis of the real dataset available and derive features and parameters that can be

employed by AVL in their simulation tools to achieve real driving conditions. The solution component

can be implemented by employing RandomForest Regresion algorithm - supervised ML). The figure

on the right represents how the solution will implement the AIDOaRt architecture.

Figure 24 shows our proposal to apply the RandomForest algorithm to achieve our prediction goal. As

shown, the proposal consists of three main steps: features selection, pre-processing, and building

prediction model. The proposed approach takes, as an input, time series data for selected route(s)

with specified number of features (such as, GPS information, curvature, slope, speed limit, etc.).

Unneeded features increase computation costs and degrade the generalization of prediction models.

Therefore in the first step, we exclude unnecessary features and keep only the important features for

prediction. Then in the next step, the dataset undergoes the pre-processing step. After that, the data

is divided into chunks: training data and testing data. The training data is used to build prediction

model using the RandomForest algorithm. The test data is used to evaluate the performance of the

generated prediction model. The third step can be repeated many times with different ML algorithms

each time until reach the best prediction model. Final the optimal prediction is saved to receive new

route data for prediction purposes.
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Figure 24 Steps to Build Prediction Model for Driver Behavior

The TWIMO solution will be evaluated by comparing the AVL_RDE simulated driver behaviour, traffic,

and environmental conditions with a dataset with real measurements on the road (provided by AVL

and not used within TWIMO for model training).

5.6 Collaboration on AVL_RDE_UCS2

5.6.1 Contribution of AALpy (TUG)

We use automata learning to learn human driver models from the recorded test drives provided by

AVL. In particular, we currently explore the suitability of probabilistic models such as Markov decision

processes (MDPs) to describe the behavior of a human driver. The idea behind this is that the states

can be interpreted as real-world driving situations where the transitions specify temporally coherent

behavior (e.g. a takeover maneuver). The probabilistic approach was chosen to deal with

uncertainties that affect driver behavior such as traffic conditions or the driver's state of mind. While

still in an early stage, the preliminary models that have been learned so far already exhibit structures

that can be associated with distinct real-world driving situations such as driving on a deceleration

lane.

We are also working on the definition of quality metrics for the learned models to assess their

plausibility. This is important since data is sparse and each trace represents only one of many

plausible behaviors for a single route.

Since the used models are inherently discrete, some form of abstraction is required to deal with the

continuous real-world measurements. To learn high quality driver models, further experimentation

on different abstractions potentially in combination with other ML methods will be required.
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5.6.2 Contribution of TWIMO (UNIVAQ)

The TWIMO solution (above introduced) will be evaluated by comparing the AVL_RDE extracted basic

driver attributes with the real-world measurements extracted manually (provided by AVL).

5.7 Collaboration on AVL_RDE_UCS3

5.7.1 Contribution of TWIMO (UNIVAQ)

The TWIMO solution (above introduced) will be evaluated by comparing AVL_RDE the simulated

measurements with the real measurements on the road (provided by AVL and not used within

TWIMO for model training).

5.8 Collaboration on AVL_RDE_UCS4

5.8.1 Contribution of TWIMO (UNIVAQ)

The TWIMO solution (above introduced) will be evaluated by comparing the critical emission

generated by the real engine testbed experiment (based on TWIMO results), with the worst-case real

engine testbed experiment as currently done at the AVL.

5.9 Collaboration on AVL_MBT_UCS1

5.9.1 Contribution of STGEM (ABO)

The STGEM tool uses novel AI techniques to generate tests automatically. It achieves this by using

machine learning algorithms to train both a test generator and a surrogate model of the system

under test.

STGEM can be used to generate a new test suite. In this case, it can be used to implement the use

case scenario AVL_MBT_UCS1: Model-Based Testing of Functional Scenarios.

5.9.2 Contribution of AALpy (TUG)

We are currently discussing the details of how TUG can contribute to this task. The general idea is to

use active automata learning in order to achieve AVL's intermediate goal of learning a surrogate

model from a given system under test (SUT). Key points in this undertaking will be further research on

how to incorporate domain knowledge into the learning process and experimentation on how to
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best handle the continuous aspects of the SUT, which will be based on abstraction and combinations

of automata learning with other ML methods.

5.10 Collaboration on BT_UCS1

Alstom’s tender engineers need to evaluate and answer customer requirements in a short time. The

analysis of the requirements is extensive and time-consuming. The engineer must allocate them to

different teams, assign the person responsible for them, and analyze whether Alstom can comply

with the given requirement. Each project contains several thousands of both hardware and system

requirements. These requirements are stored in DOORS Rational Software, and they are going

through several phases of requirements analysis.

Alstom’s goal is to minimize time spent on analyzing the requirements and maximize the number of

correctly evaluated and answered requirements. We would like to investigate whether finding

semantic similarities between new requirements and requirements from previous projects could help

us create an automated solution that would enhance the engineers’ analysis.

To this end, Alstom has collaborated with the research teams of the following AIDOaRt solution

providers:

● Malardaren University (MDU)

● Research Institute of Sweden (RISE)

● Softeam, Docaposte (SOFT)

Alstom has provided to these teams several thousands of requirements from various previous and

recent projects. Each team used its expertise in the domain of Natural Language Processing (NLP) to

provide AI-augmented solutions to automate and support the requirements engineering and

management processes of Alstom.

5.10.1 Contribution of VARA (RISE)

The Natural Language Processing (NLP) engine and similarity analysis algorithms of VARA are used as

the basis and extended to address the challenges of the BT use-case with respect to automatic

analysis of (textual) requirements.

5.10.2 Contribution of Modelio (SOFT)

Alstom has various projects with thousands of clients’ requirements each, and they would like to

compare the requirements of one project, typically a new one, with requirements coming from one
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or more other projects, typically old ones. For pairs of similar requirements, they would like to also

check if they share the same compliance and team allocation.

To this end, SOFT proposes a Naturel Language Processing (NLP) solution based on state-of-the-art

sentence encoders and language model transformers based on Microsoft MPNet that combines both

Masked Language Modeling (MLM), adopted in BERT, and Permuted Language Modeling (PLM),

adopted in XLNet.

The results show a relatively high similarity between the requirements across the projects, and even

within the same project (cf. Figure 31).

Figure 31 Distribution of similarity between requirements from various projects - A large majority of pairs of

requirements have a similarity of 60% and above

In Figure 32, we show some of the detailed results. We have on the left-hand side requirements

coming from a new project and on the right-hand side requirements coming from another older

project. The similarity rate of 1 in the middle indicates that these requirements were identified to be

100% similar. We can easily verify the correctness of these results by checking the large number of

common words, as highlighted in red for the first pair of requirements. The compliance among these

similar requirements is 100%, and the team allocation is so often similar, as highlighted here in blue,

which is very promising.
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Figure 32 Pairs of requirements with the highest similarity rates have almost the same text or very close

semantics

Even requirements with much lower similarity rate, for example 60%, would still share so much in

common (cf. Figure 33).  This would indicate at least a kind of dependency between these

requirements which reflects a potential correlated teams’ allocation and interdependent

requirements compliance.

Figure 33 A similarity of 50-70% between pairs of requirements would at least indicate their potential

dependency and correlation

In the future, we plan to handle similarity among very short text requirements by analyzing them

within their larger contexts. We also plan to combine our solution with others, for instance, to filter

ambiguous requirements first before checking for similarity. Furthermore, we would like to explore

other AI and NLP approaches and techniques and compare them to reach the best possible outcome.

Finally, we shall provide a packaged prototype with a user-friendly interface for allowing experts at

Alstom to use our solution and share their valuable feedback with us.
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5.11 Collaboration on BT_UCS2

5.11.1 Contribution of Active DoE (AVL)

Alstom aims to automate the parametrization of control models of the propulsion system during

physical system testing using AI/ML methodology. By automatizing the process steps, the time for

tuning the propulsion system parameters will be shortened and therefore productivity will improve.

Moreover, by utilizing AI methodology to process the measured data, the system accuracy and

predictability will also improve.

Alstom has defined three solution alternatives and elements:

1. Hybrid optimization within given configuration

a. Models:

i. Off-line model: Motor simulation model to provide initial parameter estimate

ii. Model in the loop: Physics based temperature model combine with

Optimization Algorithm

b. Procedure:

i. Initial parameters derived from motor simulation model of a given

configuration

ii. Powerlab systems measurements of given configuration fed into Optimization

Algorithm

iii. Optimization algorithm generates tuned parameters

2. Hybrid ML-based tuning for new configuration

a. Models:

i. Off-line model: Motor simulation model to provide initial parameter estimate

ii. Model in the loop: Physics based temperature model and ML model based on

past measured configurations combine with Optimization Algorithm

b. Procedure:

i. Initial parameters derived from motor simulation model

ii. ML model trained on previously measured configurations provides tuning for

Optimization Algorithm in new configuration

iii. Optimization algorithm generates tuned parameters

3. Fully data driven model

a. Model in the loop: ML model for thermal behavior based on past measured

configurations

b. Procedure: ML model trained on previously measured configurations provides

temperature values
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AVL proposed the utilization of AI technology based on the Active Design of Experiments (Active DoE)

approach which is developed as a part of the AVL CAMEO package tool. Active DoE is a component of

the AVL CAMEO package tool that contributes to the automation of the testing process by modeling

the system response while the test is active. The component observes the system response and

continuously assesses the model’s predictive performance until the system response can be reliably

predicted. Thus, the Active DoE component reduces the required testing effort.

AVL solution based on Active DoE very well to the third solution proposed by Alstom: Full data drive

model since Active DoE uses AI to model the behavior of an arbitrary system based on the past

measurements. Alternatively, Active DoE can be also combined with a Physics-based temperature

model and serve as an optimization tool. For this solution alternative, a Physics-based temperature

model has to be available which can also be developed and provided by AVL.

Alstom and AVL stated collaboration by pursuing the third alternative proposed by Alstom as the

most promising approach. To this end, Alstom and AVL exchanged data and information required for

the utilization of Active DoE to the BT_UCS2.

5.12 Collaboration on CAMEA_UCS3

CAMEA primarily worked on radar HW module and its modification that allows power measurement.

The INA226 power meters were installed, and firmware was extended with control and timing of

these chips (including subsequent calculations). This was successfully tested comparing to expensive

lab equipment. As well internal temperature reading was also tested and bound to power values

reading to have complete data coverage needed for the UC.

Until M16, CAMEA has collaborated with following AIDOaRT partners:

● Brno University of Technology (BUT)

● Åbo Akademi (ABO)

It was agreed with ABO, that CAMEA HW will be used for testing their tools for modification of

configurations with assistance of BUT. Beforehand, analysis of suitable parameters to be tuned has

been done including definition of permitted ranges and mutual exclusions. ABO will generate

configurations following defined rules and collect statistics data from radar to be analyzed. One last

obstacle is remaining, with ABO we are finalizing agreement of access to the device with two

possibilities – physical lend (sensor sent to ABO) or remote access (sensor in CAMEA premises).

5.12.1 Contribution of STGEM (ABO)

The STGEM tool can be used to optimise configuration parameters that affect the performance of the

low-power devices used by CAMEA. Its AI algorithms can explore the space of possible configurations
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of the road sensor efficiently and find configurations that minimise power consumption while

maintaining the required processing performance, as described in the use case scenario

CAMEA_UCS3: Enable low-power device configuration.

5.13 Collaboration on HIB_UCS1

5.13.1 Contribution of HIB_logAnalyzer (HIB)

The solution HIB_logAnalyzer satisfies HIB_UCS1 because it is designed specifically to do so. We will

construct a text analysis module that takes our system logs as an input, applies AI and generates

insight for the developers.

Current contribution

The system is for now minimal, getting hold of the available logs using a bash script and ingesting it

into the AI system using a common Unix pipe. The results for now are just a sample, looking for

keywords in the logs (e.g., the appearance of explicit errors and system warnings) but it doesn’t use

the AI for any deeper analysis.

Used Algorithms/Techniques

It is planned that regular text analytics tools will be used such as RapidMiner6 for the large scale log

analysis, combined with custom neural networks (e.g., LSTM) for event processing and time series

analysis with custom prioritization on events based on human responses to e.g., questionnaires or

short feedback requests.

Next steps

The most immediate next step if to introduce the AI engines in the pipeline, trained with the current

datasets of system logs for TAMUS. Some aspects such as anonymization of critical data such as credit

card numbers and usernames are still pending in order to use these logs for AIDOaRt.

5.14 Collaboration on HIB_UCS2

Collaboration between HIB and SOFT for the hackathon in HIB_UCS2

The Restaurants UC by HIB uses as a starting point the TAMUS application by HI Iberia. The

development team for this uses Trello to manage requirements and assign development tasks. For

now the process is entirely manual and the product manager creates tasks and assigns them based on

6 https://rapidminer.com/ - RapidMiner text mining engine
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his experience – and does so based on his available time for analysis. This leaves room for automation

to be implemented.

Figure 34 TAMUS legacy requirements system in Trello

The goal of this collaboration was to start analyzing the corpus of requirements in TAMUS to find

grounds for analysis using AI so that (a) requirements could be adequately tagged to their correct

category and (b) that they could be automatically assigned to particular developers that have

expertise in the discussed topics. For this, HIB initially collaborated with SOFT.

Figure 35 Addressed steps in HIB_UCS2 in this collaboration

We can see in Figure 35 what were the addressed steps that could be solved in the collaboration. The

proposed solution was as follows: It started by the extraction of Trello requirements to CSV lists (using

Trello Backup 3.07), followed by the analysis performed with solution proposed by SOFT, based on the

7 http://www.littlebluemonkey.com/blog/trello-backup-30 - Trello Backup solution used in this collaboration.
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use of another open-source solution8. The same approach was used for the Alstom Case Study with

good results.

The extraction of the current TAMUS requirements dataset yielded 148 requirements that were

formerly used in the development of the platform by HI Iberia. The requirements are expressed in

Spanish and are tagged with a topic and an assigned developer. This was done manually in the stages

prior to the start of AIDOaRt. The developers’ names were anonymized for the usage of AIDOaRt.

The results as of M11 of the collaboration was as follows:

● The number of cards was deemed too low, and so is the number of similar cards titles and

stories.

● The similarity check based on the title alone yields better results than on the user story or a

combination of both (btw, several cards only have a title and no story),

● The team assignment was around 50% similar among the top similar cards (those with 50%+

similarity). A manual labelling/feedback was deemed necessary to check if the current

labelling is not flexible enough to accommodate more assignment similarities (e.g. for some

tasks, Dev2 OR Dev3 is equivalent, given their mutual experiences).

These findings are depicted in Figure 36

Figure 36 Statistical analysis of the first stage of the HIB-SOFT collaboration in M11

It was concluded that the same approach with Alstom data (in that case with thousands of DOORS

requirements for much more aligned projects) gave much better results. Due to the expected low

volume of requirements even in a production setting for the TAMUS development, questions were

8 https://aylien.com/blog/automatically-tag-trello-cards-with-zapier-and-natural-language-processing - Open
source solution for analysis of the NL in the requirements for the Trello cards.
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raised about the feasibility of the approach. The variability and difference in internal requirements

might be very detrimental for any systematic processing.

As a summary of the next steps in this collaboration, it was determined to follow these steps:

● After further searching for past requirements, HI Iberia found a past library of requirements

(490 extra cards) that are corresponding to the product development before the branding as

TAMUS. However, format has evolved slightly so the integration in this  processing pipeline

might require some reformatting.

● HIB also determined to insist on current TAMUS developers to follow good practices in the

future, so newer cards created in the future will be more abundant and expressive. Currently

many cards were ‘Deleted forever’ rather than ‘Archived’ so they’re lost forever.

Most importantly, given the results in this first iteration, it was decided that HI Iberia will work out in

a better scope for the UCS and set the expectations for this activity accordingly (it was too optimistic

so far with the quantity of data that will be available).

5.14.1 Contribution of Modelio (SOFT)

Partners at HIB use Trello to manage the requirements of their software solutions. They write each

requirement in Spanish as a Trello card, with a short title and a more detailed story, and they assign

each card to one or more of their team members. HIB is interested in using AI/ML techniques to learn

from its current database of Trello cards to auto-assign future cards to their best-fit candidate teams.

To this end, SOFT proposed the use of state-of-the-art Natural Language Processing (NLP) multilingual

language models for sentence transformers. However, HIB only provided a relatively limited number

of training data sets: ~150 requirements in a first batch, then ~500 in a newer set. The first results

show that our approach can detect more highly similar pairs of requirements in larger data sets (cf.

Figure 37). It also shows the little impact of including the similarity check of the stories text with the

titles. This reflects that the stories rarely contain additional discriminating information. Indeed, many

cards only have short titles and no stories at all. When the story is present, it seems that it has no

additional discriminating key information that is not present in the title.
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Figure 37 Similarity rate increases when a larger data set is provided

Manual check of the results showed that, for a pair of similar cards, the team assignments were not

systematically similar. The mismatching assignments require manual labeling by HIB requirements

engineering teams to either confirm or refute these mismatches.

In the future, HIB is willing to invest into providing larger and ideally annotated new datasets. SOFT is

planning on investigating other NLP techniques and to perform more in-depth tests on the new

datasets.

5.15 Collaboration on HIB_UCS3

Collaboration between HIB and AND for the hackathon in HIB_UCS3

The TAMUS solution currently is developed using a DevOps approach with very limited resources and

without many dedicated tools for many of the DevOps stages. This hampers the overall process,

particularly in UCS3 Continuous Integration.
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Figure 38 HIB_UCS3

In conversations with fellow AIDOaRt partners Anders Oy, it was found that they had the requisite

tools in their portfolio to help in HI Iberia’s improvement of their DevOps practices.

After the initial discussion, the proposed mapping of problems and solutions was as follows:

Found Problems Proposed solutions
Multiple environments of the application
running

Create a CI/CD pipeline for builds, tests, and
deployments

Currently a very manual process of updating
applications

Use a unified platform, such as Kubernetes or
more managed platforms such as Google Cloud
run

Multiple different version of the same
software are running at the same time

Deploy different versions based on
configurations

No use of CI/CD making testing and
deployments less robust

Containerizing the application to easy
deployments and development

Environments using a more traditional setup
and are not using containers

Create a monitoring solution for making sure
that the application is running as it should and
deployments are done correctly
Create the infrastructure using IaC solutions

Table 30 HIB_UCS3 mapping with AND solutions

An automated production setup was proposed by AND as documented in
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Figure 39 Automated production setup proposed by AND

The design was approved by both parties but collaboration was temporarily stopped due to a legal

issue. As AND’s solution required access to TAMUS source code, an NDA was required by the HIB

development team to be signed. As this hadn’t been done before for TAMUS, there was no model

that could easily be used. Thus, the matter was elevated to HIB’s legal team. When the NDA is in

place and signed the collaboration will continue as planned. The planned next steps will be then:

● AND will make a final list of tools for a definitive first proposal for CI/CD tool integration in

our pipeline and development system (a parallel demo build environment will be proposed

for AIDOaRt)

● In the meantime, HIB will focus the AI additions first to dummy problems, then some useful

low-hanging fruit that can benefit our developers the most and then propose a roadmap for

the rest of the project.
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5.16 Collaboration on HIB_UCS4

HIB is looking for a solution to updating their point-of-sales (POS) systems in physical locations

around Spain. Currently this is a tedious manual process that requires people to be physically

present at the location to be able to update the POS systems.

5.16.1 Contribution of Kolga (AND)

One way to upgrade software running on POS systems or other edge computing systems

related to HIB system would be to use the Kólga application created by AND. For supporting

updating of physical POS system, Kólga needs to gain the capabilities to update applications

running on other platforms than Kuberenetes.

The plan here would be to add additional plugins to Kólga to support updating systems

through an SSH connection to the the POS systems. This in unison with scheduled CI/CD runs

would make it possible to update POS systems on a schedule and also take into account when

they are in heavy use, so that they are updated only during downtime.

5.17 Collaboration on PRO_UCS2

PRO_UCS2 Description

Currently the evaluation of each deployment is carried out by the operation team an it takes a lot of

time. The objective of this Scenario is to ensure that the infrastructure is automatically evaluated

after each deployment.

To develop this Scenario, we will use the TATAT tool that is being developed by Prodevelop.

PRO_UCS2 Current Status

The initial contacts have been made between the UC Team of Prodevelop and the TATAT team to

know the current manual validations that will be the candidate to be automated

PRO_UCS2 Next Steps

● MS4 -Define the best automated tools to be used to validate each of the components of the

infrastructure.

● MS5- Implement the automatization of the tools

● MS7- Configure TATAT to use this test

● MS7- Validate the deployment

5.17.1 Contribution of TATAT (PRO)
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TATAT tool contributes to the use case scenario PRO_UCS2. The challenge of this UCS2 is to improve

the validation of the SPMP after each deployment. TATAT is a solution that orchestrate the execution

of automatic test and it can be uses to validate the deployment of the SPMP.

To tackle this problem, a set of automatic tests will be defined to validate the different configurations

of the SPMP. These tests could be defined using any test automation tool that allows the execution of

the test through a command line or API.

Once the tests are defined, this could be executed on demand after each deployment by TATAT,

considering the specific configurations of the deployment. For each possible configuration a set of

tests will be executed and a report with the results of the execution will be provided. If the execution

of the test has any blocking error a rollback to the previous version could be recommended.

5.18 Collaboration on PRO_UCS3

PRO_UCS3 Description

The objective of the scenario is to detect anomalies of the platform by applying different AI

techniques.

To detect these anomalies is needed to collect data of the running solution through a monitoring

platform. We can consider the implementation of a monitoring system as a prerequisite to start the

anomaly detection process.

In order to develop this scenario, we are expecting the collaboration of the partners ITI, ACO and

UOC.

PRO_UCS2 Current Status

During the last plenary meeting we organized a hackathon focused on this scenario. The goal was to

improve the current monitoring system of the platform, that is based on ElasticSearch and

Kibana. The idea is to change the current system by Prometheus and Grafana. 
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Apart from changing the technology, the goal includes the monitorization of more parameters and

generating alarms in an automatic way. In the next iterations of the Use Case, we want to use all this

information to detect anomalies and try to predict them, for that reason it is very important for this

that all the required data needed to apply AI anomaly detection techniques will be monitored.

PRO_UCS2 Next Steps

● MS4. Implement the monitoring platform

● MS4. Define the data to be gathered and start collecting it

● MS5-MS7. Anomaly detection

o Generic IoT data analysis (frequency, data quality) 

o Anomaly detection

o Forecast

5.18.1 Contribution of Monitoring and Control Systems Design Expertise (ACO)

ACO involvement in Use Case Scenario 3 of the Smart Port Use Case

ACORDE will collaborate with Prodevelop, and other partners of the Smart Port use case that can

contribute such an expertise, to develop modular AI/ML based solutions to detect anomalies on the

monitored data. ACORDE will work both on the own data provided by its position monitoring

solution, and with other port data collected and facilitated by Prodevelop.

5.18.2 Contribution of a2k-runman (ITI)
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The a2k-runman (run-time manager) is a solution component which monitors the performance of a

cyber physical system with the goal of detecting critical situations and providing advice on how to

correct these, or perhaps to even do this automatically (self-healing). Within the PRO use case we are

developing new AI/ML based anomaly detection algorithms using both system performance metrics

as well as time series data streams to detect abnormal conditions or behaviours.

The a2k-runman component provides two services:

a2k/detection - ITI is proposing an AI/ML-based solution for anomaly detection, root cause

determination and prediction of potential critical situations from labelled multichannel time-series

datasets. For this purpose, until now, ITI has been developing and comparing different supervised and

unsupervised commonly used techniques for anomaly detection. Among these techniques, we have

developed distance-based algorithms, clustering, density-based and isolation-based methods. All

these methods have been developed to work with two main problems: outlier detection (single-point

anomalies) and changepoint detection (collective anomalies). We are also planning to evaluate

methods based on deep learning, mainly recurrent neural networks, autoencoders, generative

adversarial networks and hybrid variants. Finally, we would also like to investigate methods mainly

used with streaming data, for example, developing algorithms based on Bayesian Online Change Point

Detection or Hierarchical Temporal Memory Algorithms.

In the future we plan to obtain real data sets from the PRO Use Case for training and evaluating these

algorithms. However, for now we are working with simulated data provided from open-source

datasets and from ITI’s own a2k/scheduling service which is part of the a2k/modev component

described previously.

a2k/tunning - This service will provide information for dynamic system configuration changes during

run-time. These mode changes are triggered by the outputs of the a2k/detection and a2k/monitoring

services. Examples of configuration changes might include reallocation of tasks between edge

computing devices and cloud servers according to demanded load, or shutting down certain

sub-systems and providing warnings when data anomalies are detected. This work will require close

collaboration with PRO to obtain details of the Smart Port infrastructure and for access to data sets.

The a2k/tunning service uses the outputs obtained from the a2k/optimiser service (part of the

a2k-depman, deployment manager service). The optimiser provides information on various potential

system configurations and which would be the best to use under different conditions. These

algorithms are currently under development in this project. The aim is to employ AI driven

multi-objective optimisation tools for this purpose.

5.18.3 Contribution of a2k-modev (ITI)

The a2k-modev solution component provides modelling, analysis, and simulation services for

distributed cyber-physical systems. ITI’s contribution in the collaboration with the PRO use case

consists of two threads. Firstly, we are using the a2k-modev service to create high level models of
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port monitoring system being developed by PRO to enable timing analysis and optimisation of the

allocation of tasks to processors according to predefined requirements. The PRO system architecture

has a edge/fog/cloud configuration - this modelling and analysis will enable different scenarios to be

evaluated both at design time and at run-time. The second thread of ITI’s collaboration in the PRO

use case is concerned with anomaly detection from time series data. This data might come from

environmental sensors or it may come from monitoring of system performance metrics such as

execution times, memory usage, queue sizes and so forth. The eventual goal is to create adaptive

system performance monitoring algorithms which can, for example, induce mode changes, detect

faulty sensors, and provide advice to system operators.

This model is defined in terms of the following 3 components:

The Platform Model – consists of a description of the system hardware in terms of

processors, busses, memories, networks, input-output devices and so forth.

The Application Model – is a high-level view of all the software running on the system. This is

specified in terms of an activity graph which describes the tasks or threads and their

interdependencies, as well as, their timing requirements.

The Deployment Model – describes how the tasks are allocated to the various processing

devices in the system and how they use system resources. The Deployment Model contains

run-time information such as execution times and allocation constraints.

Within the a2k-modev solution component 4 services are being developed. These are:

a2k/modelling - Provides a graphical environment for model creation, editing, and storage, along with

project management facilities, and model exchange with other tools.

a2k/scheduling - This service provides a data simulator. In the PRO use case, we are using this service

to create complex simulations of different real-time scenarios, which allow data collection for training

and evaluation of the AI/ML anomaly detection algorithms. For this purpose, ITI has developed new

features to the a2k tool suite to model and simulate systems using a standardised format, allowing us

to offer data exchange and synchronisation services between simulation units.

a2K/monitoring - This is a service which monitors system performance at run-time. This includes

response times of activities, latencies, deadline misses, buffer sizes etc. In AIDOaRt we are

investigating how to integrate AI driven anomaly detection with system performance monitoring and

system mode changes.

a2k/analyser - This service provides timing analysis for a distributed cyber-physical system. We are

using a technique called Compositional Performance Analysis to theoretically calculate the expected

response times (latencies) of all the tasks in the system. In this way we can determine if every task

will meet its deadline, or not.
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5.18.4 Contribution of AsyncAPI Toolkit (UOC)

The AsyncAPI toolkit contributes to the use case scenario PRO_UCS3. One of the challenges that

Prodevelop is facing in their use case is that some sensors of their system might become unreliable

(e.g. they may not provide the data timely, become unavailable, etc.).

To tackle this problem, the AsyncAPI toolkit will provide capabilities to (1) define the Quality of

Service (QoS) required from the asynchronous services (in this case, the asynchronous services

sending the data from the sensors) and (2) monitor and assess the QoS.

● Definition of the required QoS: The interfaces of Asynchronous services can be defined using

the AsyncAPI specification. We are extending this AsyncAPI specification in order to include

QoS information. In particular, we are defining a Domain-Specific-Language (DSL) to include

Service Level Agreements (SLAs) for asynchronous services. In these SLAs the conditions over

the QoS are formally specified. It is worth remarking that the AsyncAPI extension we propose

to define the SLAs is based on the WS-Agreement standard for synchronous services. Finally,

as an eclipse-based framework, the AsyncAPI toolkit will provide further functionalities that

will facilitate the definition of these SLAs, such as runtime syntax-checking and autocomplete,

among other features.

● Monitoring and assessing the QoS: we are implementing the capabilities to automatically

generate the monitoring infrastructure for the asynchronous services. We are implementing

Model transformation techniques (In particular, Model-to-Code) to generate from the

(extended) AsyncAPI specification, the monitoring components that will compute and assess

the required QoS of the asynchronous service(s). The monitoring system is generated along

with the boilerplate code of the target asynchronous service, ensuring its proper integration.

We are currently collaborating with prodevelop in order to integrate the aforementioned ongoing

capabilities into their use case. In the hackathon conducted in April 2022 we identified the specific

challenges and technical constraints that must be addressed for its proper integration, including

technological discrepancies that we are addressing (e.g. the stream-processing platform used in the

use case is Apache Kafka, whereas the AsyncAPI toolkit is based on mqtt).

5.19 Collaboration on PRO_UCS4

PRO_UCS4 Description

The objective of the scenario is to apply self-healing techniques, in order to automatically recover the

system after the application suffers a problem in the behavior of the system. These problems can

cause a low performance of the system or even a service down.

In order to provide self-healing capabilities, it is needed that the problems were detected as soon as

they occur, or even better, before they happen. This self-learning mechanism are related with the

PRO_UCS3 that is in charge of monitoring the system, that it is a prerequisite of this scenario.
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Due to the solution is deployed in docker, having the collaboration of ACO, expert in the orchestration

of docker using Kubernetes is very interesting, because it will take advantage of the capabilities of

docker to solve the problems that may arise, as it allows automatically raise new services or change

the configuration of the same.

PRO_UCS2 Current Status

PRO and ACO have started the conversations to define the objectives of the service. Moreover, some

technical meeting had been celebrated to pre-select the different technologies to be used.

PRO_UCS2 Next Steps

● MS4. Implement the deployment of the solution using docker on the Cloud

● MS4. Define he most suitable properties of docker to recover the system

● MS5-MS7. Monitor the system to analyze the increase of availability of the system

5.19.1 Contribution of Monitoring and Control Systems Design Expertise (ACO)

ACO involvement in Use Case Scenario 5 of the Smart Port Use Case

ACORDE will provide consulting in the use of Rancher in Kubernetes and in the Grafana tool

ecosystem. This consulting will be provided in the shape of workshops to show the technology.

Eventually, ACORDE could provide some support to help Prodevelop in the usage of these

technologies for platform dynamic adaptation.

5.20 Collaboration on PRO_UCS5

PRO_UCS5 Description

The objective of the scenario is Resizing of resources based on expected workloads. The aim of this

scenario is to be able to anticipate future problems. To do this, using the "anomaly detection"

predictions developed in the PRO_UCS3 scenario, we will try to modify the platform's capability to

prevent future problems from occurring.

The difference with respect to PRO_UCS4, is that in this use case we try to prevent future problems

from occurring and in use case 4, we try to provide a solution as soon as they occur.

PRO_UCS2 Current Status

This scenario depends on the scenarios PRO_UCS3 and PRO_UCS4, for that reason we have postpone

the start of this scenarios until we have some progress on that scenario.

PRO_UCS2 Next Steps
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● MS4. Define the set of possible solution to the most recurrent problem

● MS5-MS7.

o Automatize the execution of the reconfiguration of the system

o Integrate the outputs of the PRO_UCS3 with this UCS

o Measure the improvements on the availability of the system.

5.20.1 Contribution of Monitoring and Control Systems Design Expertise (ACO)

ACO involvement in Use Case Scenario 5 of the Smart Port Use Case

ACORDE will provide consulting in the use of Rancher in Kubernetes and in the Grafana tool

ecosystem. This consulting will be provided in the shape of workshops to show the technology.

Eventually, ACORDE could provide some support to help Prodevelop in the usage of these

technologies for platform dynamic adaptation.

5.21 Collaboration on TEK_UCS_01

Use case — In the use case “Agile process and Electric/Electronic Architecture of a vehicle for

professional applications”, TEK develops the demonstrator of a Prognostics and Health Management

(PHM) system, for anomalies detection and classification and for condition-based maintenance of the

on-board power electronics. The demonstrator considers the inverter and is experimented in an

electric minivan prototype.

The system is depicted in Figure 40.

Figure 40 Schematics of the TEK use case
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The on-board processing is said to be compact because it has computational limitations due to the

resources that are available to it, the remote computing can provide full capabilities.

There are three use case scenarios. TEK_UCS_01 (see below), TEK_UCS_02 for software verification,

and TEK_UCS_03 for run-time monitoring.

Use case scenario — The use case scenario TEK_UCS_01 “Design choices verification” deals with

verification of the models and with design space exploration. The goal is to verify the adequacy (the

functional aspects, as well as the response versus the resources) of the target components that the

system architect has in mind to map/realize the design of the system.

Collaboration with UNIVAQ — The UNIVAQ solution HEPSYCODE supports many of the activities the

system designer carries out to arrive at the final hardware and software implementation, such as

dealing with non-functional requirements, specific HW technologies, scheduling policies and

inter-process communication. Under the UNIVAQ guide, TEK modelled an ANN (a basic Artificial

Neural Network for the PHM system that works on data generated through simulation) in a

HEPSYCODE project, conducted timing simulation, and interpreted the results—this is what was

shown during first AIDOaRt Hackathon. The collaboration continues through modelling more complex

ANNs, to define the specific HEPSYCODE features that are needed to find the optimal architecture

together with the mapping of model elements on real components.

Further collaborations — Collaborations with S3D and SoSIM solutions from UCAN can be explored in

the next period.

5.21.1 Contribution of S3D (UCAN)

Collaboration with TEKNE — UCAN has made an initial evaluation and is currently proposing to

contribute to TEK_UCS_01 "Verification of design decisions -Before implementation; on models

and/or with rapid prototyping; environment: simulated/emulated".

The idea of this collaboration is to explore the usage of schedulability analysis models and techniques

for the validation of timing requirements on concurrent applications. The exploitation of the MAST

analysis tools through UML models managed with the S3D solution may help to do prospective

evaluation of design intents at these stages but may be also used to validate timing requirements

once real runtime obtained values are fed back into the analysis model.

Runtime data is expected to be obtained from real running systems monitored by the TEKNE

Prognostics and Health Management (PHM) system. This system can be used to monitor and verify

the bounds of key values used in the offline verification phases. Usually at initial phases and even

after extensive testing, values for the worst- and best-case execution times used in the models are

measured, (calculated, estimated or inferred) using limited resources, hence serving potentially poor

bounds. In the context of DEVOPS, having data from runtime monitored systems would serve to make
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better (or at least fine-tuned) models for the next version of products to deploy or enhanced and

safer configurations for them.

The challenge from the modelling perspective is to enhance the model with the needed modelling

elements that include in the model the effects of the monitoring system but assuring the less

pessimistic though bounded overhead caused by it.

On the contrary, the challenge from the runtime implementation perspective is to get the maximum

possible key values monitored with the minimum actual overhead.

Finally, the automation needed to link such separate phases in the DEVOPS process is also a

challenge, both, from the traceability and the maintainability perspective, aspects that claim for a

sort of component-based approach to be essayed in practice.

Other aspects of this prospective collaboration are described in the context of TEK_UCS_02.

5.21.2 Contribution of HEPSYCODE (UNIVAQ)

Collaboration with TEKNE — UNIVAQ contributed to TEK_UCS_01 "Verification of design decisions -

Before implementation; on models and/or with rapid prototyping; environment:

simulated/emulated". UNIVAQ is using the HEPSYCODE method and tool for the initial modelling

activities of the TEKNE Prognostics and Health Management (PHM) system, as shown in Figure 41.

Figure 41 HEPSYCODE used for modeling TEKNE scenario. (a) HEPSYCODE methodology, (b) TEKNE use case

scenario.

UNIVAQ explained the HEPSYCODE methodology and guidelines to TEKNE partners, while Process

Network MoC was used to model PHM use cases and M2T transformation was used to automatically

translate high-level models into SystemC functional/timing simulations. Design Space Exploration is

used during refined activities when a more complex ANN model is implemented. TEKNE modelled a
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ANN (a basic artificial neural network for the PHM system that operates on simulation-generated

data) using the HEPSYCODE Sirius-based user interface, generated the SystemC code compatible with

the HEPSIM2 simulator, integrated the ANN code into the model, and performed preliminary

functional/timing simulations. UNIVAQ supported TEK in all modelling and simulation activities.

Preliminary results considering general SW processors (Intel 8051 microprocessor, Gaisler Sparc-V8

LEON3) and specific HW components (synthesized on Virtex-7 FPGA) were presented, as shown in

Figure 42, while more detailed analyses will be presented in the next steps of the collaboration.

Figure 42 Preliminary results on a basic ANN for the PHM system. (a) HEPSIM2 simulation time, (b) PHM

HEPSIM2 simulated time, (c) ANN HEPSIM2 simulated time, (d) ANN HEPSIM2 simulated energy consumption

Next activities include modelling complex ANN with rendezvous communication process (MoC)

networks, using design space exploration (with AI/ML algorithms) to find the best allocation/mapping

architecture solutions, analyzing the results in terms of ANN training, accuracy, and other

performance metrics, and performing simulations with real-world data provided by the vehicle's

electronic control units (ECU), additional vehicle sensors, and payload sensors and control units.

Currently, the collaboration includes the following REQs in Modelio: TEK_R_101 (The AIDOaRt

Framework verifies, in a semi-automatic manner, at design time, with respect to the requirements,

the coverage of the architectural models) , TEK_R_102 (The AIDOaRt Framework verifies in a

semi-automatic manner, at design time, with respect to the requirements, the adequacy (the

response versus the resources) of the real components on-which/with-which the system architect has

in mind to map/realize the architecture), TEK_R_201 (The AIDOaRt Framework verifies in a

semi-automatic manner the implemented software artefact (system, sub-system, component) with

respect to the requirements as well as with respects to the architectural and detailed models),

TEK_R_001 (The AIDOaRt Framework imports/exports variables/procedures between code and

models). The next steps are to review the coverage and requirements assessment and refine the

solutions and mapping of requirements to the AIDOaRt component framework.

Other work involves collaboration between the tool providers (UNIVAQ and JKU) on integrating

HEPSYCODE and process.mining for tracking user activity in modelling, improving the graphical user

interface and Sirius features, and collecting data for future AI/ML analysis and improvements.
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5.22 Collaboration on TEK_UCS_02

Use case — See the section TEK_UCS_01.

Use case scenario — The scenario TEK_UCS_02 “Run-time verification” is related to software testing.

We search for solutions that, in a semi-automatic way, are capable of defining and executing the

tests, as well as interpreting the tests results.

Collaboration with AST — During the first AIDOaRt Hackathon, we saw the (virtual) “discussion

room” about test automation, entered it, and asked about the features of devmate, the solution that

AST proposes.  The tool synthesizes structured, readable, and maintainable unit tests, as well as

supports their execution and the interpretation of results. Since then, we are experimenting devmate

on parts in Java language that can be ported/reused in the final application. Every two weeks we have

a teleconference to layout the roadmap. The plan for the next project milestone (MS4, November

2022) is to employ devmate (the new version for C language that AST is going to provide) in the

development of the Compact PHM Processing. We will show the integration during the next

face-to-face hackathon in L’Aquila and report the results in the deliverable D5.6 “Use cases

development report – Initial version”.

5.22.1 Contribution of devmate (AST)

We at AST provide an automatic unit test generation suite. For the first hackathon we didn't have a

use case provider collaboration at the time. We worked with JKU on an evaluation of AALPY of TU

Graz, to see if it can be used to infer test values from parsed code. Our findings were negative,

however we found new applications for the library.

Through the hackathon we had the opportunity to discuss our solution with Tekne in context of their

use case scenarios. As a first step, we will contribute to it by modifying our suite to parse and

generate C (unit test) code.

The use case scenario of Tekne requires detection, classification, and prediction of faults in

automotive electronics. We contribute through our Devmate solution to the development of

“Compact AI Model”.

5.22.2 Contribution of SoSIM (UCAN)

Collaboration with TEKNE — UCAN is currently exploring to contribute to TEK_UCS_02 "Run time

verification – On the implemented module/component/sub-system/system environment: high fidelity

near real, real”.

The expected contribution of this collaboration is to explore the usage of SoSIM simulation

environment to assess additional performance metrics on both the hardware and the software
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platforms. Aspects like energy consumption, number of cache misses and in general timing

performance of each service or runnable of the unit under test can be observed. The expected

contribution of S3D/SoSIM to the Tekne Case Stories is summarized in the following table.

Case Story

Name

Description

TEK_CS_03 Name: MapArchitecture.

From S3D, virtual models will be generated to be simulated by SoSIM.

Simulation and performance analysis of these models will allow a comparison

among the design choices (completeness and performance of the existing real

components as well as of the entire architecture versus the requirements) in

the TEK_UCS1 scenario.

TEK_CS_02 Name: ModelArchitecture.

High-level models of the architecture will be developed using S3D.

TEK_CS_13 Name: DetectAndClassify.

SoSIM simulation results will be used by DetectAndClassify to analyse the data

collected by MonitorsOperations, for detecting anomalies that already occurred

and persist, as well as anomalies that probably will occur.

TEK_CS_11 Name: InterpretRunTimeResults.

InterpretRunTimeResults interprets the results of run time tests. 

TEK_CS_09 Name: DesignTestModels.

S3D will support the development of the test models that describe the run time

tests and their results.

TEK_CS_08 Name: Code.

S3D will support the development of Code associated to each functional

component. 

TEK_CS_04 Name: ExtendModels.

S3D will:

1) describe the tests and the expected results of the tests;

2) "execute" them by the simulation engine of PredictResponseAndCoverage.

3) support the test selection/definition. 

TEK_CS_10 Name: TestRunTimeSystem.

SoSIM will execute the run-time tests. 

TEK_CS_07 Name: DesignDetailedModels.

S3D will support the development of detailed models after code development
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and including the platform-specific performance derived from the architectural

mapping.

TEK_CS_14 Name: IdentifyAnomaly.

SoSIM will feed the IdentifyAnomaly module able to identify the anomalies

(causes analysis) once them have been detected and classified. 

Table 1 Case stories to which contribute

Based on these Case Stories, the different Use Case Scenarios might be addressed.

5.23 Collaboration on TEK_UCS_03

Use case — See the section TEK_UCS_01.

Use case scenario — In the scenario TEK_UCS_03 “Operating life monitoring” (Figure 40), the

demonstrator operates and provides its services in an environment partly simulated. Measured data

are collected and pre-processed (cleaning, filtering, features extraction) to obtain “monitoring data”.

These are processed by the compact on-board PHM processing. Moreover, they are transferred to the

remote computing and data storage whose resources are available to run a full capabilities PHM

system.

Collaboration with ROTECH — With reference to the AIDOaRt architecture (Figure 1), TEK_UCS_03

needs the services provided by the components of Data Engineering and Core tool sets. During the

first AIDOaRt Hackathon, there was the first integrated experimentation of the ROTECH solutions:

ConvHandler for filtering and cleaning, Bridger for vehicle-to-server communication, and

DataAggregator for data storing and retrieving. On the base of the results they obtained, ROTECH and

TEK are currently working on the data exchange between the TEK on-board computer and the

ROTECH companion computer, the filtering algorithms, and how to setup the test bench.

5.23.1 Contribution of DataAggregator (ROTECH)

The DataAggregator solution responds to the need of storing and retrieving data produced in

TEK_UCS_03 scenario, following its collection and transfer from the On-board Platform to the Remote

Platform using the Bridger component.

5.23.2 Contribution of Bridger (ROTECH)

The Bridger solution realizes the specific requirements of the TEK_UCS_03 scenario related to the

communication between the On-board Platform and Remote Platform. In particular it introduces the
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features of secure communication using an encryption and decryption algorithm as well as the

acquisition and handling of the data produced in the Use Case.

Figure 43 - Bridger scheme

5.23.3 Contribution of ConvHandler (ROTECH)

The ConvHandler solution responds to the need of filtering and cleaning of the data to be fed to the

Bridger in the On-board Platform specific of the TEK_UCS_03 scenario. In particular it will be a python

module which will clean and filter the data according to a set of requirements agreed with TEKNE.

5.24 Collaboration on VCE_UCS_01

At VCE, the product life cycle (i.e. planning, development, maintenance etc) is integrated with

architecture based methodologies, related tools and information systems. For machine products, the

architecture description involves many artifacts (views or viewpoints) as defined by standard SE

practices. An “interface diagram” (IFD) represents a physical view as well a “logical architecture” of

not only a single machine but also the corresponding product line. In other words, an IFD represents

a product line architecture model, and central to planning, development etc. At VCE, the IFD views

are based on modular architecture methodologies to support product line engineering (PLE) i.e.,

enhance modularity for design reuse. Currently these views are created using Visio templates. An IFD

view contains elements with options, and variability features. The first use case VCE_UCS_1 regards

the development of a model-based framework based on current practices and demands. To enable

this transition, it is required to develop the patterns and templates in a standardized modeling

language which details at least the current capabilities and information. Another aspect is that the

legacy descriptions should automatically be transformed to the desired models for the patterns and

templates, enabling interoperability.

VCE has been in contact with the following AIDOaRt partners to form a collaboration towards the use

case:

● Johannes Kepler Universität Linz (JKU)

● IMT Atlantique (IMTA)

● University of L'Aquila (UNIVAQ)
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● Dynatrace (DT)

● Softeam (SOFT)

To support the solution providers VCE provides architecture descriptions of a system, formulated in

legacy tools. The solution providers apply their different capabilities to develop a modeling

pattern/template in SysML, which will further be explored with AI/ML and DevOps capabilities in

future use case collaborations. The proposed components involved in the architecture are visualized

in figure Figure 44 - VCE collaboration overview.

Figure 44 - VCE collaboration overview

5.24.1 Contribution of EMF Views (IMTA)

Currently, a main problem faced by Volvo Construction Equipment (VCE) is the development and

adoption of a complete MDE-based workflow to support the creation and maintenance of their

different engineering models in the context of the continuous development of their systems. This

goes from the initial draft of these engineering models to their practical usages, including notably the

conversion of their currently used specifications and data into actual reusable models. More

generally, they want to provide mechanisms to allow a significant adoption of MDE approaches and

techniques, by considering both descriptive and prescriptive models.

At this stage of the project, their intent is to define an ideal toolchain to create new models, convert

their existing descriptive models into prescriptive ones and integrate all models into a well-defined

workflow. For the long-term, they want to automate this workflow using a DevOps mindset and

AI-augmentation techniques. The engineering data of VCE already includes some models, but most of
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their information, including variant configurations, is available in Excel spreadsheets and other

drawing tools. As an AIDOaRt solution provider, we aim to provide a way to convert this information

into Eclipse-based modelling tools (with a current focus on the SysML language, but not limited to it

in the future) and use it to introduce MDE to the core of their business.

Since EMF Views is a tool naturally designed to combine heterogeneous models based on different

users' viewpoints, it could fit well in various VCE scenarios. During the last couple of months, we

worked on building SysML models from the VCE data and tried to use these in the context of different

views with EMF Views (cf. Figure 44, label 2). Below is a not exhaustive list of possibilities to use EMF

views to achieve some of the partners' objectives in next steps:

● Use EMF Views to represent systems variability as models, while the current version of SysML

does not allow this representation;

● Since SysML also includes concepts for views, use EMF Views to distinguish and highlight the

differences between inter SysML views and other views also considering other modelling

languages or kinds of models;

● Assist the other partner's tools in integrating their outputs into the global workflow to be

defined.

5.24.2 Contribution of ATL (IMTA)

Currently, a main problem faced by Volvo Construction Equipment (VCE) is the development and

adoption of a complete MDE-based workflow to support the creation and maintenance of their

different engineering models in the context of the continuous development of their systems. This

goes from the initial draft of these engineering models to their practical usages, including notably the

conversion of their currently used specifications and data into actual reusable models. More

generally, they want to provide mechanisms to allow a significant adoption of MDE approaches and

techniques, by considering both descriptive and prescriptive models.

At this stage of the project, their intent is to define an ideal toolchain to create new models, convert

their existing descriptive models into prescriptive ones and integrate all models into a well-defined

workflow. For the long-term, they want to automate this workflow using a DevOps mindset and

AI-augmentation techniques. The engineering data of VCE already includes some models, but most of

their information, including variant configurations, is available in Excel spreadsheets and other

drawing tools. As an AIDOaRt solution provider, we aim to provide a way to convert this information

into Eclipse-based modelling tools (with a current focus on the SysML language, but not limited to it

in the future) and use it to introduce MDE to the core of their business.

Since ATL is a model-to-model transformation language and tool, it has been naturally used in order

to transform the SysML models to CAEX / AutomationML models (cf. Figure 44, label 4). Note that,

even though the ATL tool is an IMTA solution, this particular ATL transformation is actually being

implemented by JKU who has a solid knowledge of the ATL language and its capabilities.
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5.24.3 Contribution of AutomationML Modeling (JKU)

Contribution of AutomationML Modeling (JKU)

Due to the descriptive nature of the Volvo Construction Equipment use case (VCE UC) modeled data,

AutomationML Modeling has been introduced to enable prescriptive modeling of VCE UC (see

VCE_UCS_01 description in D1.3). In particular, the proposed toolchain has been collaboratively

created by JKU and partners involved in the VCE UC. The proposed architecture includes many

contributions from JKU. Figure 44, shows the overall integration of the abovementioned components

from JKU and other solution provider partners. Numbered labels (0-9) have been added to report a

possible order of execution of the involved components in an ideal scenario. In the following, we

separately introduce the JKU contributed components:

● CAEX Modeling Workbench (existing): an AutomationML editor based on an EMF-based

version of the CAEX standard.

● UML Profiles: SysML 1.6 (standard), MARTE (standard), AutomationML (new), Volvo (new),

Variability Exchange Language (new)

● Model Transformations: Excel2SysML (new), SysML2CAEX (new), CAEX2SysML (new)

● Modeling Process Mining (existing): Eclipse-based plugin to record modeling activities on

Sirius-based modeling editors

● EMF Random Instantiator (third party, open source, existing): EMF-based model generator.

Excel2SysML component:

Engineering data of VCE, including variant configurations, are available in Excel spreadsheets. The

Epsilon Object Language (EOL) has been used to implement a model transformation that generates a

SysML Model as output, including all variants (Figure 44, label 1). This model can be manipulated in

any EMF-compatible tool like Papyrus. Several profiles (Figure 44, label 0) are automatically applied to

deal with SysML and AutomationML standards, variability modeling (Variability Exchange Language9,

VEL), and VOLVO-specific information (VOLVO profile). Definition and application of VEL and VOLVO

profiles and stereotypes are ongoing activities and subject to changes.

SysML2CAEX component:

It is an ATL model to model transformation that converts a valid and suitably annotated SysML model,

annotated with AutomationML stereotypes, into a corresponding AutomationML model (Figure 44,

label 4).

The resulting AutomationML artifact can be edited in the CAEX Workbench graphical model editor,

built on top of EMF and Sirius Eclipse plugins.

CAEX Workbench component:

9 https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc_home.php?wg_abbrev=vel
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The outcome of the SysML2CAEX model transformation can be opened in the CAEX Workbench

(Figure 44, label 5), a graphical model editor for AutomationML models.

AutomationML provides a prototype-based modeling paradigm. A hierarchy of model instances can

be generated by so-called System Unit Classes. The instances can be further modified without

breaking the relationship with the original prototype.

CAEX is one of the most promising standards for the data exchange between engineering tools in the

production system automation domain. This is also reflected by the current emergence of

AutomationML, which uses CAEX as its core representation data format.

Once the CAEX Workbench is installed in the Eclipse platform, the user can create a new Sirius

modelling project and import the generated AutomationML model (.caex30 document). The model

can be inspected via a tree-based editor and depicted on Instance Hierarchy Diagram (see Figure 45).

Figure 45 The CAEX Workbench

Modeling Process Mining and Model generator components:

The Modeling Process Mining tool and Model generator component are described in the following

section.

CAEX2SysML component:
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It is an Epsilon ETL10 model to model transformation that converts a valid AML model, as edited in the

CAEX Workbench, into a suitably annotated SysML model (Figure 44, label 9). Both SysML2CAEX and

CAEX2SysML transformations will be developed to propagate changes and automate the

synchronization of SysML and AutomationML models.

5.24.4 Contribution of Modeling Process Mining Tool (JKU)

Contribution of Modeling Process Mining (JKU):

The AutomationML editor is extended by a Process Mining plugin (Figure 44, label 6).

The Modeling Process Mining tool is an ongoing project at JKU developed, originally promoted in the

context of the EU Lowcomote Project ( www.lowcomote.eu ). Modeling Process Mining tool catches

modeling events from a Sirius-based graphical editor and generates an XES trace from them. XES is an

IEEE standard for event logs and event streams11. JKU provides an EMF-based implementation

defined via an XES metamodel (see Figure 46). The generated XES model can be used for process

mining and recommendation activities.

Figure 46 The XES Metamodel

Model generator component:

To generate modeling recommendations by Machine Learning algorithms, a large set of XES traces

should be collected. For this purpose, we are investigating the adoption of different model

generators. As a short-term solution, the collection of XES traces is created via the EMF random

instantiator generator (Figure 44, label 7). This program produces sets of random instances for EMF

11 1849-2016 - IEEE Standard for eXtensible Event Stream (XES) for Achieving Interoperability in Event Logs and
Event Streams | IEEE Standard | IEEE Xplore

10 We are investigating the suitability of different model management frameworks and then, different model
transformation languages like Atlas Transformation Language (ATL) and Epsilon Transformation Language (ETL).
The prerequisite is the compatibility with Eclipse EMF.
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(Ecore) metamodels. The EMF random instantiator12 is an open-source project. It produces sets of

random instances for EMF (Ecore) metamodels. The EMF random instantiator is deterministic and

provides the same set of result instances when a seed is specified. An XES model has been used for

this purpose.

In the long term, we aim to investigate generative deep learning methods to reach a realistic instance

model generator that will be able to mimic real user interaction traces.

5.24.5 Contribution of Modelio (SOFT)

Contribution of Modelio (SOFT)

Volvo Construction Equipment (VCE) currently transforms its whole product development process

from traditional complex mechanical towards more advanced software and technology components

integrated within larger Systems of Systems (SoS).

For a given component, VCE development process involves multiple cycles each of them dealing with

its own set of concepts. That is, VCE is looking forward to using model-based methods and tools to

support above development cycles within a common unified framework.

VCE Use Case 1 (VCE_UCS_1) deals with the specification and the development of this new

model-based DevOps framework. As part of AIDOaRt solution providers, SOFT provided a pre-existing

set of components. Of course, this component set will evolve according to VCE and Use Case partner

feedback. Today this set is composed of the following component:

Modelio: an extendable UML/BPMN editor based on Eclipse RCP.

12 mondo-atlzoo-benchmark/fr.inria.atlanmod.instantiator at master · atlanmod/mondo-atlzoo-benchmark
(github.com)
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Figure 47 Modelio Screenshot

SysML: a Modelio extension dedicated to SysML modelling.
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Figure 48 SysML Modelling

Variability: a Modelio extension for variability modelling in product family context.

Figure 49 Variability Modelling
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5.24.6 Contribution of MORGAN (UNIVAQ)

Once the Process Mining traces have been generated, we can infer relevant modeling operations

using AI/ML algorithm. In particular, we exploit the MORGAN parser component to encode the

editing operation in a graph-based structure. Afterward, the system computes the kernel similarity to

retrieve similar operations given an input partial trace. We eventually perform an initial evaluation

using the cross-fold validation on 200 random XES traces. It is worth noting that the recommended

items are not so meaningful since we used a random model generator to produce the training data. In

the context of the project, we plan to improve the MORGAN outcomes by considering a real-world

dataset.

5.25 Collaboration on VCE_UCS_02

VCE is currently investing on integrating model-based techniques and tools, to support an integrated

development of system artifacts (i.e. software, and the hardware) based on a “unified” architecture

description (i.e. views and viewpoints) using a standard systems modeling language (e.g. SysML).

VCE_UCS_02 partially uses the results from VCE_UCS_01 as a foundation for expanding the

capabilities of architecture modelling. A unified system model (i.e. architecture description) enables

early verification and validation of system behavior (besides efficient configuration of individual

elements of a system product using product line architecture model). This also paves the way for

integrating advanced analysis techniques based on AI methods, to continuously validate the system

architecture model, covered partly by VCE_UCS_03.

5.25.1 Contribution of keptn (DT)

Use Case Scenario VCE_UCS_02 is about

● validation and verification in an automated fashion,

● validation criteria should be provided as input and reports need to be fed back into the

process

a perfect fit for SLI/SLO and CloudEvents.

The Volvo use case in general refers to a lot of different tools, that need to be integrated. Keptn was /

is driven by the needs of dev ops automation in cloud environments. As one can see a convergence of

CPS and cloud technologies (cf. https://fmi-standard.org as well as

https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-030-54997-8_17 ):

Keptn acts as a central control plane and uses well-defined CloudEvents for pretty much everything;

small services register for these events which makes the integration of tools simple and fast. Keptn

integrations translate well-defined CloudEvents into proprietary vendor APIs and hide complex

automation for advanced tasks.
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Keptn separates the process from the actual tooling and the information about the artifacts, which

eases the integration of a diverse tools set. The definitions can be managed independently compared

to traditional pipelines where everything is stored in a single file. This ensures that people cannot

mistakenly break workflows and as they are managed in Git you will also have a full history of

changes.

The VCE UCS is going to be integrated in a model-driven engineering workflow through the
model-driven tools and capabilities (editors, metamodels, validation routines) obtained through the
adoption of the JSON Schema DSL approach presented in [1,2] (see Figure 2, label 11).

Dynatrace and JKU are collaborating on leveraging model-driven technologies (mostly based on
Eclipse Modeling Framework) for manipulating Keptn JSON-based artifacts. The JSON Schema DSL
tool [1,2] will be used to create and manipulate Keptn configuration documents through
state-of-the-art MDE techniques and practices.

[1] A. Colantoni, A. Garmendia, L. Berardinelli, M. Wimmer and J. Bräuer, "Leveraging Model-Driven
Technologies for JSON Artefacts: The Shipyard Case Study," 2021 ACM/IEEE 24th International
Conference on Model Driven Engineering Languages and Systems (MODELS), 2021, pp. 250-260, doi:
10.1109/MODELS50736.2021.00033.

[2] A. Colantoni, B. Horváth, Á. Horváth, L. Berardinelli and M. Wimmer, "Towards Continuous
Consistency Checking of DevOps Artefacts," 2021 ACM/IEEE International Conference on Model
Driven Engineering Languages and Systems Companion (MODELS-C), 2021, pp. 449-453, doi:
10.1109/MODELS-C53483.2021.00069.

5.25.2 Contribution of JSON Schema DSL (or MDE4JSON) (JKU)

Contribution of JSON Schema DSL (JKU)

Dynatrace and JKU are collaborating on leveraging model-driven technologies (mostly based on

Eclipse Modeling Framework) for manipulating Keptn JSON-based artifacts. In [1,2], a model-driven

approach has been presented to enable modeling, validation and consistency checking of Keptn

artifacts (continuous delivery pipelines defined in Shipyard and service level indicators/objectives

defined in SLI/SLO). Thanks to the proposed approach, we expect an easier integration of

DevOps-related artifacts by Keptn and engineering artifacts by Volvo (e.g. annotated SysML models)

to accomplish the requirements.

[1] A. Colantoni, A. Garmendia, L. Berardinelli, M. Wimmer and J. Bräuer, "Leveraging Model-Driven
Technologies for JSON Artefacts: The Shipyard Case Study," 2021 ACM/IEEE 24th International
Conference on Model Driven Engineering Languages and Systems (MODELS), 2021, pp. 250-260,
doi: 10.1109/MODELS50736.2021.00033.

[2] A. Colantoni, B. Horváth, Á. Horváth, L. Berardinelli and M. Wimmer, "Towards Continuous
Consistency Checking of DevOps Artefacts," 2021 ACM/IEEE International Conference on Model
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Driven Engineering Languages and Systems Companion (MODELS-C), 2021, pp. 449-453, doi:
10.1109/MODELS-C53483.2021.00069.

5.26 Collaboration on VCE_UCS_03

With the generated patterns and templates developed for the collaboration towards VCE_UCS_01 the

aim is to further extend the scope to evaluate concepts of early validation of intended system

behaviour for VCE_UCS_02. Building upon the results from VCE_UCS_01 and VCE_UCS_02 VCE aims

to identify potential AI solutions to support the discovered solutions, both VCE_UCS_01 and

VCE_UCS_02 acts as a precondition for further development towards VCE_UCS_03 in AIDOaRt, aiming

to introduce AI and automation in the workflow.

5.26.1 Contribution of keptn (DT)

Use Case Scenario VCE_UCS_03 is about

● AI augmented DevOps workflows and data analytics and

● Analysis and reports

The Volvo use case in general refers to a lot of different tools, that need to be integrated. Keptn was /

is driven by the needs of dev ops automation in cloud environments. As one can see a convergence of

CPS and cloud technologies (cf. https://fmi-standard.org as well as

https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-030-54997-8_17 ):

Keptn acts as a central control plane and uses well-defined CloudEvents for pretty much everything;

small services register for these events which makes the integration of tools simple and fast. Keptn

integrations translate well-defined CloudEvents into proprietary vendor APIs and hide complex

automation for advanced tasks.

Keptn separates the process from the actual tooling and the information about the artifacts, which

eases the integration of a diverse tools set. The definitions can be managed independently compared

to traditional pipelines where everything is stored in a single file. This ensures that people cannot

mistakenly break workflows and as they are managed in Git you will also have a full history of

changes.

The VCE UCS is going to be integrated in a model-driven engineering workflow through the
model-driven tools and capabilities (editors, metamodels, validation routines) obtained through the
adoption of the JSON Schema DSL approach presented in [1,2] (see Figure 2, label 11).

Dynatrace and JKU are collaborating on leveraging model-driven technologies (mostly based on
Eclipse Modeling Framework) for manipulating Keptn JSON-based artifacts. The JSON Schema DSL
tool [1,2] will be used to create and manipulate Keptn configuration documents through
state-of-the-art MDE techniques and practices.
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[1] A. Colantoni, A. Garmendia, L. Berardinelli, M. Wimmer and J. Bräuer, "Leveraging Model-Driven
Technologies for JSON Artefacts: The Shipyard Case Study," 2021 ACM/IEEE 24th International
Conference on Model Driven Engineering Languages and Systems (MODELS), 2021, pp. 250-260, doi:
10.1109/MODELS50736.2021.00033.

[2] A. Colantoni, B. Horváth, Á. Horváth, L. Berardinelli and M. Wimmer, "Towards Continuous
Consistency Checking of DevOps Artefacts," 2021 ACM/IEEE International Conference on Model
Driven Engineering Languages and Systems Companion (MODELS-C), 2021, pp. 449-453, doi:
10.1109/MODELS-C53483.2021.00069.

5.27 Collaboration on W_UCS_1

At Westermo, we have a multi-step DevOps process that is large, time consuming, and requires

human interpretation. Each night, we run nightly testing on multiple versions of the software, on

many different hardware platforms (test systems), and for many test cases. This leads to a large body

of multi-dimensional test results in a growing test results database.

Collaboration with RISE

In general, for all Westermo Use Case Stories, we have set up weekly meetings with RISE. Typical

discussions have been on the industrial challenges, technical details, implementation details, etc. By

meeting regularly, communication and trust improves over time.

AIDOaRt Hackathon

In the AIDOaRt Hackathon, Westermo collaborated with INTECS and ÅBO on identifying test cases

that pass and fail together, which is mostly related to Use Case Scenario 1. Ideally, if one would know

that test case X frequently passes or fails in the same pattern as test case Y, then this knowledge

would simplify debugging as the test cases could have the same root cause, and this knowledge could

also have an impact on test selection. If test cases X and Y often reveal the same faults, is it really

meaningful to run both in the same night? One could also argue for the opposite: if a fault is found,

then we want to know as many aspects of the fault as possible, so we want to run as many

fault-revealing tests as possible. Either way, we desire the knowledge of tests that pass and fail

through life hand in hand, and to confirm that such tests exist.
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Figure 3 Example of test cases (ID illustrated) with correlating pass/fail vectors (from Hackathon).

Data for the hackathon was an extract from the Westermo test results database. 500 nights of test

results, or just above one million verdicts. Initially, we collaborated in data formats (CSV) and data

analysis tools (Python and SciPy). Then we split up and made three separate analyses. First, we found

that, indeed, there are test cases where the verdicts strongly correlate, even when looking at the

results across multiple test systems. Second, using a hand-crafted similarity measure we found similar

results. Third, and perhaps most convincingly, we identified that there are associative rules which

strongly imply (0.9+ confidence) that, for some test cases X and Y, we have that: if X fails, then Y will

also fail (like in on-line shopping, if a customer purchases Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone,

then the customer will also likely purchase Harry Potter and the Chamber of Secrets.

Future work, to extend on the results from the hackathon, could include an investigation of why test

cases correlate -- perhaps some of the test cases are redundant and could be removed to save

resources for testing other things? Future work could also explore if the clusters change over time?

Finally, future work could also have an impact on test selection -- perhaps one should prioritize test

cases from separate clusters first, to increase spread of test resources?

5.28 Collaboration on W_UCS_2

Together with MDU and a bachelor student at MDU, Westermo has collaborated on developing a tool

for risk management - RIO. First, the tool was developed as a project in the software engineering 2

course at MDU, then it was redesigned and had its requirements and usability redesigned by a

bachelor student. The overall idea is to move the risk management in the software development
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process from old-fashioned spreadsheets to a tool with database, backend and frontend. From the

AIDOaRt-perspective, this is a major improvement, because the RIO backend could export

information on levels of risk, themes, and mitigation activities into other systems, such as AI that

governs test selection or test resource allocation. A potential scenario could be to combine

information on failing tests with information from risk management, and recommend re-inspection in

key places if test cases do not stop failing.

Furthermore, the LogGrouper tool (described more under Use Case Scenario 4), can also be seen as

relevant for Use Case Scenario 2, since it could aid in root cause analyses in that it extracts certain key

phrases from the logs of failing tests. It’s possible, but we have not explored it in detail, that these

phrases are related to the root cause of the failure.

5.29 Collaboration on W_UCS_3

In the Westermo DevOps process, a number of systems are involved, e.g. test systems with

cyber-physical devices. The performance of these, such as the memory and CPU usage, is of critical

importance. In addition to the physical devices under test, a number of servers and services are

running to support the DevOps process. This includes virtual machines that simulate hardware

devices, test system servers running the test framework, ftp-servers to host compiled binaries, etc.

For AIDOaRt, Westermo has increased the logging and monitoring of these services and servers. In

particular, we now log cpu and memory usage of virtual machines that run the test framework. As of

the summer of 2022, we have discussed and planned for the possibility of using AI to monitor or

analyze performance profiles of this performance data.

5.30 Collaboration on W_UCS_4

In the nightly testing at Westermo, thousands of test cases are automatically executed each night.

Each test execution produces somewhere between three and dozens of log files. These are logs from

the test framework on the progression of the test case in question, but also communication logs from

when the test framework is giving instructions and observing states in each device that takes part in

the test case.

LogGrouper

Together with RISE and also a master student at MDU, Westermo has collaborated on developing a

tool for clustering the log files from nightly testing -- LogGrouper. As of the summer of 2022, the

academic partners have developed a proof-of-concept prototype, and Westermo has accepted this

prototype and seen that it can run in our environment. A plan for integrating and using the tool on a

larger scale, e.g. by integrating it into the DevOps environment has been drafted, but so far the tool is

not in wide use.
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6 Conclusion

The present deliverable D4.1 is the first deliverable describing the WP4 activities. The main

objective of D4.1 is to present the work carried out during the first 15 months of the project

within the WP4. As a result of this work, we have been able to present the first version of the

AIDOaRt AI-Augmented Tool Set, notably by collecting capabilities and technical details of the

various AI-augmented solutions provided by the different project partners as well as their links

with the UC requirements, the AIDOaRt general architecture and collaboration with Use Case

providers. From this data collection and analysis work, we have also been able to derive a

significant set of concrete findings and propose some corresponding orientations for the

coming months of the project.

The current status of the AIDOaRt AI-augmented Tool Set is globally positive. We identified a set

of solutions that should allow covering a significant set of related use case requirements, as

they have been expressed so far, via the defined AIDOaRt AI-Augmented Tool Set components.

This is confirmed by the ongoing collaborations that show how solutions proposed by research

and industrial partners are able to address the use case scenarios of the AIDOaRt's case studies

and fulfill their requirements.

However, it may be necessary to carry out further (re) planning, in collaboration with other

technical WPs (especially WP2 and WP3), in order to secure our objectives and coordinate the

effort at the project level accordingly. Indeed, AI-powered tools are expected to interact well

with data engineering and core toolsets, leveraging the generic services they provide.

The work presented in this D4.1 has been fundamental for the final specification of the overall

AIDOaRt Architecture (D1.4). An  important goal of this D4.1 was also to prepare the work and

future collaborations between both  solution providers and use case providers. The coming

months will be devoted to starting the actual developments and integration steps (in

collaboration with WP1 - Architecture and WP5  - Integration) of the AIDOaRt AI-augmented

Tool Set as specified in this deliverable. This work will then be reported in the future

deliverables D4.2 and D4.3 which are due to M24 and M32, respectively.

The AIDOaRt AI-Augmented Tool Set components will be continuously refined in parallel,

notably when  measuring the productivity and quality improvements in the context of various

project’s use cases with respect to the set of related KPIs. For relevance purposes, we have

decided to defer the analysis and measurement of these KPIs to the later phases of the project.
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7 Appendix - AIDOaRt AI-Augmented Tool Set's
Solutions Details

In this appendix, we provide more details about the solutions services and capabilities that are

proposed by the Solution Providers to potentially address the requirements of the AIDOaRt's case

studies, and which have been particularly declared to meet the specification of the AIDOaRt

AI-Augmented Tool Set components of the AIDOaRt Framework Architecture.

For a better presentation, we group the solutions by partner, and we present them in alphabetical

order based on partner acronym, to easily identify the sources of the contributions and who to

eventually contact in case of questions or interest in a given tool.

7.1 ABO Solutions Detailed Information

7.1.1 STGEM

STGEM (System Testing using Generative Models) is an academic tool for automatic test generation

and prioritization for software-intensive cyber physical systems. It uses AI/ML techniques to automate

and improve the performance of several activities in the testing process including test generation,

test selection and prioritization, and test scheduling activities.

Capability
Name

Description In/Out Parameters

Test generation
and
prioritization

An experimental system for automatic test generation for
software intensive systems. It uses ML to automate and
improve the performance of many components used in
test generation including test input selection, test
scheduling and oracle synthesis. ML models are created
online during the testing process using adaptive learning
algorithms and also offline, between system integration
builds, using supervised learning algorithms.

● sys: System
inputs and
expected
outputs.

● test: Test
Report

Table 31 Capabilities of the STGEM Solution

7.1.1.1 Required and Provided Interfaces
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Figure 50 STGEM's Interfaces

Name Description
System inputs and
expected outputs.

Description of system inputs and expected outputs. Test execution history from
version control system, if available, can be used to further improve the
proposed test generation and prioritization tool.

Table 32 STGEM Required Interfaces

Name Description
Test Report Overall test execution report with execution status.

Table 33 STGEM Provided Interfaces

7.1.1.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the STGEM solution by

showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.

Figure 51 STGEM's Deployment

Name Description
Linux Linux is free and open-source software operating system distributions built around the

Linux kernel.
Python Python is an interpreted high-level general-purpose programming language. Its design

philosophy emphasizes code readability with its use of significant indentation. Its language
constructs as well as its object-oriented approach aim to help programmers write clear,
logical code for small and large-scale projects.

Table 34 STGEM Deployment Nodes Descriptions
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7.1.1.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability Name License Info/Demo URL
Test generation and prioritization MIT https://arxiv.org/abs/2104.11069

Table 35 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.2 ACO Solutions Detailed Information

7.2.1 ESDE

ESDE is an ESL embedded Software Development Environment that it is being developed by ACORDE

to improve embedded software design productivity. This framework development aims to overcome

some productivity flaws observed whenever ACORDE teams needed to develop and test an algorithm

(e.g., for positioning) and later implement it on C or C++, over a custom HW platform, typically

deployed and developed by ACORDE too. Some specific features of the framework are to allow the

capture of the embedded software (eSW) as an SystemC specification, which is executable and

enables simulation-based verification; to support automated means to generate eSW targeted to a

specific platform (e.g. native Linux on PC, an embedded RTOS on top of an embedded board); relying

on virtual platform (VP) models for test of generated eSW; and the integration of these features on an

Eclipse IDE.

In AIDOaRt, ACORDE envisions the possibility to improve ESDE capabilities for providing logs and

traces in a more standardized way, and to exploit them relying on AI/ML techniques to detect flaws of

eSW, of the overall design, and even diagnose and predict potential issues.

Capability Name Description In/Out Parameters
Multi-level functional
and performance logs
and traces

Framework able to provide time series of
performance metrics at different levels of
abstraction and at different implementation
levels (platform HW, platform SW, application
SW)

● sysC: SystemC
● c: C/C++
● vp: Virtual

platform
● perTraces:

Performance
traces

Automated (or
semiautomated) bug
detection/prediction

Ability to learn and detect or predict possible
functional or performance bugs based on
performance traces. Two possibilities
envisioned. First one, based on offline trace
analysis, can handle non-causal analysis for
better anomalies/errors detection. This feature

● sysC: SystemC
● c: C/C++
● vp: Virtual

platform
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will support product fixes and
development smoothly integrated in a DevOps
environment. A second possibility is to simulate
the system equipped with monitoring
probes and a ML engine capable to use the
collected metrics for an on-the-fly (real-time, or
at least causal) computation for
detecting/predicting anomalies.

● reports:
Warning/Error
reports

Table 36 Capabilities of the ESDE Solution

7.2.1.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 52 ESDE's Interfaces

Name Description
SystemC Application code written in SystemC, modelling modularity, concurrency and real time

services, . It serves to generate system-level executable model, and it is the input for
targeting it to each specific. SystemC constructs are used as an abstraction of the
aforementioned services, independently from platform dependent aspects, like which
specific RTOS or drivers will be used for implementation.

C/C++ Application functional code written in C or C+, that can be compiled and linked both for
system-level executable models and for targeted applications. This code does not invoke
time, synchronization or concurrency services, and thus it is independent of any
operative system or real-time service.

Virtual
platform

Virtual platform description, which enables the production of an executable model of
the actual execution platform. Described as a set of scripts and/or C/C++ code
(depending on the virtual platform environment, e.g., OVP/Imperas, GreenSocs, etc.).

Table 37 ESDE Required Interfaces

Name Description
Performance traces Performance traces on performance metrics, e.g. instruction counts, cache

hit/miss rates, memory accesses.
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Warning/Error
reports

Explanatory reports, aiming problem source identification and solution hints.

Table 38 ESDE Provided Interfaces

7.2.1.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the ESDE solution by

showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.

Figure 53 ESDE's Deployment

Name Description
Linux Linux is free and open-source software operating system distributions

built around the Linux kernel.
Virtual Platform
Environment

Virtual Machine Platform, a copy of a computer system that is built
virtually on a computer system

Table 39 ESDE Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.2.1.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability Name License Info/Demo
URL

Multi-level functional and
performance logs and
traces

Proprietary – ACORDE. (It refers to specific extensions
performed on ESDE to obtain functional and performance
logs and traces developed by ACORDE and considered key
for protecting competitive advantages achieved thanks to
AIDOaRt. It excludes any open-source and/or third-party
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source used, and any open-source extension that needs to
be published. Eventually, ACORDE might release as
open-source fixes and extensions which do not
compromise ACORDE competitive advantages granted by
AIDOaRt).

Automated (or
semiautomated) bug
detection/prediction

Proprietary – ACORDE. (It refers to specific extensions
performed on ESDE to detect and/or predict functional
and performance bugs developed by ACORDE and
considered key for protecting competitive advantages
achieved thanks to AIDOaRt. It excludes any open-source
and/or third-party source used, and any open-source
extension that needs to be published. Eventually, ACORDE
might release as open-source fixes and extensions which
do not compromise ACORDE competitive advantages
granted by AIDOaRt).

Table 40 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.2.2 Monitoring and Control Systems Design Expertise

Existing open-source tools for monitoring and control provide a notable set of features for acquisition

and representation of metrics and log traces. ACORDE has expertise in the area of data acquisition,

data merging and intercommunication with local or remote cloud infrastructures. The integration of

open-source monitoring tools in embedded monitoring scenarios present a bigger challenge in

environments with power, computing or connectivity constraints. Moreover, the correct configuration

and extension of open monitoring solutions is a key activity to provide an optimal solution that can

be further integrated with third-party systems, offer reduced costs, and follows the best security

practices.

In AIDOaRT ACORDE, foresees the exploitation of this expertise in monitoring and control applications

and standard open-source solutions to support the integration of these technologies in embedded

deployments for the smart port use case, connected to edge or remote cloud based on

containerization technologies such as Docker and Kubernetes.

Capability Name Description In/Out Parameters
Monitoring System
Design and
Development

Integration of monitoring infrastructure based
on docker containers and open software
solutions (Grafana, Prometheus, InfluxDB,
Zabbix…)

● sysArch: System
architecture

● metrics: Metric
● logs: Logs
● qdb: Queryable

time databases
● cmd: Complex

monitoring
dashboards

● report: Alert and
notification
reporting
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● sysInteg:
Third-party systems
integrations

AI/ML based
analysis of
monitored data

ACORDE aims at enabling an automated AI/ML
based processing of monitored data from the
Monitoring System which enables detection
(and eventually prediction) of anomalies

● slogs: Sensor logs
● aiAno: AI

anomalies
● aiPred: AI

predictions
Table 41 Capabilities of the Monitoring and Control Systems Design Expertise Solution

7.2.2.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 54 Monitoring and Control Systems Design Expertise's Interfaces

Name Description
System
architecture

System architecture document describing subsystems to monitor, metrics and logs
to provide.

Logs System and libraries logs produced by the system to extract representative metrics
and events.

Metric System metrics provided or extracted from the system to monitor. A Prometheus
endpoint or documentation to implement and integrate external scraping via a
custom Prometheus exporter.

Sensor logs Offline and online logs of sensor status and data.
Table 42 Monitoring and Control Systems Design Expertise Required Interfaces

Name Description
Queryable time
databases

Interface to time database associated to store and retrieve system metrics
(Prometheus) or time database to store system real-time outputs (InfluxDB).
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Complex
monitoring
dashboards

Web dashboard representing metrics information in an extendable and
customizable format via Grafana. Possibility to develop additional custom
visualization plugins.

Alert and
notification
reporting

Interface to define rules for alerting depending on metrics/logs values and
endpoints (Prometheus) to notify the given endpoints (email, messaging,
webhooks...).

Third-party systems
integrations

Other integrations via webservices or direct exposure to time databases to
allow external query.

AI anomalies Anomalies/violations detection based on AI/ML based analysis.
AI predictions Predictions based on AI/ML based analysis.

Table 43 Monitoring and Control Systems Design Expertise Provided Interfaces

7.2.2.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the Monitoring and Control

Systems Design Expertise solution by showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating

systems, cloud and server environments, or development environments and libraries.

Figure 55 Monitoring and Control Systems Design Expertise's Deployment

Name Description
TCP/IP Network with
Linux based docker
server

A TCP/IP network is required. Nodes with a standard embedded linux
distribution is required. It is desirable that network nodes have a docker
server in order to enabling the deployment of extra services

Table 44 Monitoring and Control Systems Design Expertise Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.2.2.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability
Name

License Info/Demo URL

Monitoring
System Design
and
Development

Proprietary – ACORDE. (It refers to
specific monitoring solution on the
Cloud-Edge-IoT architecture developed
by ACORDE and considered key for
protecting competitive advantages

https://sistemas.acorde.com/software
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achieved thanks to AIDOaRt. It excludes
any open-source and/or third-party
source used, and any open-source
extension that needs to be published.
Eventually, ACORDE might release as
open-source fixes and extensions which
do not compromise ACORDE competitive
advantages granted by AIDOaRt).

AI/ML based
analysis of
monitored data

Proprietary – ACORDE. (It refers to
specific AI/ML analysis methods applied
on the data retrieved from the
monitoring solution on the
Cloud-Edge-IoT architecture developed
by ACORDE and considered key for
protecting competitive advantages
achieved thanks to AIDOaRt. It excludes
any open-source and/or third-party
source used, and any open-source
extension that needs to be published.
Eventually, ACORDE might release as
open-source fixes and extensions which
do not compromise ACORDE competitive
advantages granted by AIDOaRt).

Table 45 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.3 AIT Solutions Detailed Information

7.3.1 DTsynth

The DTsynth solution focuses on the synthesis of a Digital Twin. It has two core capabilities:

- Digital Twin Learning:

Learning a digital twin with one or more learning approaches. Depending on the data

available, the learning is passive (from existing data) or active (from interaction with

artefacts). In order to increase understandability and trust, explainable AI approaches may be

combined with automata learning methods [from TUG].

- Digital Twin Learning-Data Derivation:

Based on the digital twin stimuli to the system are derived to generate more detailed data.

With this data, the digital twin may be further improved. Model-based testing techniques

may be applied for that sake.

Capability
Name

Description In/Out Parameters
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Digital Twin
Learning

Derivation of a Digital Twin using passive and/or active
learning, with a focus on understandable and trustable
twins (probably by means of explainable AI and
combination with automata learning approaches from
TUG)

● opData:
Operational
Data

● model: Digital
Twin Model

Digital Twin
Learning-Data
Derivation

Derivation of stimuli to the original system to get more
detailed data to improve an already existing, preliminary
Digital Twin. Possibly applying model-based testing
techniques.

● model: Digital
Twin Model

● stim: Stimuli

Table 46 Capabilities of the DTsynth Solution

7.3.1.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 56 DTsynth's Interfaces

Name Description
Operational
Data

Operational data from the target where a Digital Twin shall be derived (for passive
learning) or a fitting "test" environment of the system (optionally containing partial
twins of components) for active learning.

Digital Twin
Model

A virtual representation of a physical system or component of a system capable of
simulating behavior aspects of interest of that system or component.

Table 47 DTsynth Required Interfaces
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Name Description
Digital Twin
Model

A virtual representation of a physical system or component of a system capable of
simulating behavior aspects of interest of that system or component.

Stimuli Stimuli to the target system to refine the Digital Twin.
Table 48 DTsynth Provided Interfaces

7.3.1.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the DTsynth solution by

showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.

Figure 57 DTsynth's Deployment

Name Description
ML Libraries
(scikit-learn,
TensorFlow)

- scikit-learn is a free software machine learning library for the Python
programming language. It features various classification, regression and
clustering algorithms including support vector machines, random forests,
gradient boosting, k-means and DBSCAN, and is designed to interoperate with
the Python numerical and scientific libraries NumPy and SciPy.
- TensorFlow is a free and open-source software library for machine learning and
artificial intelligence. It can be used across a range of tasks but has a particular
focus on training and inference of deep neural networks.

Python Python is an interpreted high-level general-purpose programming language. Its
design philosophy emphasizes code readability with its use of significant
indentation. Its language constructs as well as its object-oriented approach aim
to help programmers write clear, logical code for small and large-scale projects.

HPC High performance computing (HPC) is the ability to process data and perform
complex calculations at high speeds.
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Table 49 DTsynth Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.3.1.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability Name License Info/Demo URL
Digital Twin Learning GPL
Digital Twin Learning-Data Derivation GPL

Table 50 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.4 AND Solutions Detailed Information

7.4.1 Kolga

Kólga is a CI/CD tool that helps with building build, test, and deployment pipelines using already

existing CI platforms such as GitHub Actions, GitLab CI and Azure Pipelines. It can be used to build OCI

containers (such as Docker containers), create automated test pipelines, and deploy applications in an

automated fashion. It is designed to be easy for a developer who wants to get off the group quickly. It

uses sane defaults that the configuration is minimal to get going. It supports multiple projects types

such as monolithic applications as well as microservices. It makes a few assumptions about the

project, such as it requires a Dockerfile that can be built and that runs the application, and it requires

a Kubernetes setup to be existing somewhere to run the applications.

# Use cases

- Application builds

- Automated testing (continuous integration)

- Automated deployment (continuous deployments)

- Application reviews with real environments

# Requirements

- A CI platform, such as GitHub Actions, GitLab CI, or Azure Pipelines (more can be supported on

request)

- Kubernetes cluster (AND can help settings this up for you in one of the major public cloud providers)

- Dockerfile for the project (AND can help create this for you upon request)

# Example

Here is an example of a GitLab CI configuration that will build, test, and deploy an application. It

includes deployments for review environments that only exist while a pull request exists and a staging
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and production environment. More environments can be added as well if those are needed.

```

include:

- ‘https://raw.githubusercontent.com/andersinno/kolga/v3/.gitlab-ci-template.yml'

build:

extends: .build

test-backend:

extends: .test

image: ${CI_REGISTRY_IMAGE}:${CI_COMMIT_SHA}

script:

- <your test command>

review:

extends: .review

staging:

extends: .staging

environment:

url: https://staging.bar.com

production:

extends: .production

environment:

url: https://bar.com

```

Capability
Name

Description In/Out Parameters

Kólga Tool for creating CI/CD pipelines using GitLab/GitHub/Azure that
can build, tests and deliver applications to Kubernetes clusters.
Highly flexible solutions can be created on top of the tool, such
as AI testing all using the tools such as Github Actions that could
already be in use. An example would be to bring a web service
from just source code to running in a scalable production
environment in a very short (minutes) time. Our only
requirements are that the application is based on a container
technology such as Docker and that the the final running
environment is Kubernetes. In other words, Kólga can also
enable running your application in the edge for instance.

● git: Git
repository
with
Dockerfile

● app:
Application

Table 51 Capabilities of the Kolga Solution
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7.4.1.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 58 Kolga's Interfaces

Name Description
Git repository
with
Dockerfile

A Git repository that is hosted in a service that supports running a CI pipeline.
Examples, GitHub, GitLab, BitBucket or Azure DevOps. Any external CI tool can also
be made to work such as Travis or CircleCI.

A Dockerfile that would build into a runnable application. This means that when the
Dockerfile has been built into an image, that image should be able to run as-is,
without any manual commands needed to be fired inside the running container for
it to work. In other words, the application should be configured in such a way that it
can start the application inside, without needing manual intervention. Automated
commands, such as those specified in a entrypoint scripts as OK.

Table 52 Kolga Required Interfaces

Name Description
Application Built, tested and deployed application.

Table 53 Kolga Provided Interfaces

7.4.1.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the Kolga solution by

showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.
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Figure 59 Kolga's Deployment

Name Description
Docker
Registry

A registry is a storage and content delivery system, holding named Docker images,
available in different tagged versions.

Kubernetes Kubernetes is an open-source container-orchestration system for automating
computer application deployment, scaling, and management.

Table 54 Kolga Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.4.1.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability Name License Info/Demo URL
Kólga MIT

Table 55 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.4.2 Cloud expertise

AND can provide help and solutions for cloud architecture, infrastructure, development, and more.

We have skilled engineers that can help out with deployments of most things cloud-related.

# Use cases

- Cloud infrastructure design

- Application architecture

- Cloud-native transformations and migrations

- Managed cloud services
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- CI/CD setups

- Containerization of applications

# Restrctions

- We only work with the following public cloud providers: Google Cloud, Amazon Web Services and

Microsoft Azure

Capability
Name

Description In/Out Parameters

Cloud
expertise

AND is able to provide help and solutions when it comes to
Cloud architecture, infrastructure, development and more.
We have skilled engineers that can help out with
deployments of most things cloud related.

● cneeds: Cloud
needs

● csols: Cloud
solutions

Table 56 Capabilities of the Cloud expertise Solution

7.4.2.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 60 Cloud expertise's Interfaces

Name Description
Cloud
needs

Infrastructure, application, security or architectural needs for working in the cloud. This
can range from simple setup issues all the way to creating complex infrastructures.
The Cloud providers that we can help with are Google Cloud, AWS or Azure.

Table 57 Cloud expertise Required Interfaces

Name Description
Cloud
solutions

Solutions to Cloud questions, problems or new implementations. Solutions to
infrastructure, application, security or architectural problems.

Table 58 Cloud expertise Provided Interfaces

7.4.2.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the Cloud expertise solution

by showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.
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Figure 61 Cloud expertise's Deployment

Name Description
Google Cloud Google Cloud Platform, offered by Google, is a suite of cloud computing services.

Google Cloud Platform provides infrastructure as a service, platform as a service,
and serverless computing environments.

Microsoft
Azure

Microsoft Azure, offered by Microsoft, is a suite of cloud computing services. Azure
provides infrastructure as a service, platform as a service, and serverless computing
environments.

Amazon Web
Services

Amazon Web Services (AWS), offered by Amazon, is a suite of cloud computing
services. AWS provides infrastructure as a service, platform as a service, and
serverless computing environments.

Table 59 Cloud expertise Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.4.2.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability Name License Info/Demo URL
Cloud expertise To be decided based on work done

Table 60 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.4.3 Infratructure as Code (IaC) expertise
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AND can provide IaC solutions for things like Cloud infrastructure, Kubernetes setups, database

setups, CI/CD providers, and other services. We have provided these services for several customers

and are confident in providing a robust solution for the leading cloud providers. The primary tool we

use to create infrastructure as code solutions are Hashicorp Terraform. We do also have expertise

with Ansible and Puppet.

Infrastructure as codes’ core benefits is that it removes the need to keep knowledge about your

infrastructure inside someone’s head. It instead is placed inside configuration or code files that also

serve as documentation for your infrastructure. This also enables people without complete

knowledge about the infrastructure can make smaller changes to have them applied across your

infrastructure. This allows a DevOps workflow for service personnel, developers, and infrastructure

engineers. It also makes it easier to migrate to new platforms, such as moving from one cloud

provider to another and setting up multi-cloud infrastructures. Another benefit is that it unifies how

infrastructure is created by having a single language to configure everything.

# Use cases

- Create infrastructures based on code instead of documents and “in-head-knowledge.”

- Manage all infrastructure in the same way for everyone

- Allow for changes to be made by developers without needing to know how all of the infrastructure

works

- For instance, changing how many instances a database should have can be changed by changing a

2 to a 3 in a file instead of knowing the ins and outs of the actual database service.

Capability
Name

Description In/Out Parameters

IaC
expertise

AND is able to provide IaC solutions for things like Cloud
infrastructure, Kubernetes setups, database setups, CI/CD
providers and other services. We have provided these
services for several customers and are confident in our
capabilitities to provide a robust solution for the main cloud
providers.

● iacNeeds: IaC
Needs

● iacSol: IaC
Solutions

Table 61 Capabilities of the Infratructure as Code (IaC) expertise Solution

7.4.3.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 62 Infrastructure as Code (IaC) expertise's Interfaces
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Name Description
IaC
Needs

Infrastructure as code needs. This includes the needs for defining application or general
cloud infrastructure using code. Instead of doing manual changes to a cloud environment,
we can help you define the infrastructure in a way that it can be updated using code instead
of manual processes and clicking.
The tool that we can provide help with is Terraform.

Table 62 Infrastructure as Code (IaC) expertise Required Interfaces

Name Description
IaC
Solutions

A complete software architecture and running cloud infrastructure for simple or
complex systems.

Table 63 Infrastructure as Code (IaC) expertise Provided Interfaces

7.4.3.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the Infrastructure as Code

(IaC) expertise solution by showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems,

cloud and server environments, or development environments and libraries.

Figure 63 Infrastructure as Code (IaC) expertise's Deployment

Name Description
Microsoft
Azure

Microsoft Azure, offered by Microsoft, is a suite of cloud computing services. Azure
provides infrastructure as a service, platform as a service, and serverless computing
environments.

Amazon Web
Services

Amazon Web Services (AWS), offered by Amazon, is a suite of cloud computing
services. AWS provides infrastructure as a service, platform as a service, and
serverless computing environments.
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Google Cloud Google Cloud Platform, offered by Google, is a suite of cloud computing services.
Google Cloud Platform provides infrastructure as a service, platform as a service,
and serverless computing environments.

Table 64 Infrastructure as Code (IaC) expertise Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.4.3.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability Name License Info/Demo URL
IaC expertise To be decided based on work done

Table 65 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.5 AST Solutions Detailed Information

7.5.1 devmate

Software suite focused on automated test case and test code generation. The project uses

model-based and ai-based approaches for test automation and test data determination.

Capability
Name

Description In/Out Parameters

Code Parser Parse input-/output-parameters from
existing code or unit-/system-models (eg.
XML / DSL specified models)

● source Code: Source code
● test Model: Test Model

Testmodel
Editor

Automatically combining and generating
testcases for system/unit under test
(primarily blackbox validation test
techniques)

● test Model: Test Model
● sets: Several testmodels and

testdata sets

Testcase
Generator

Generating a set of testcases based on rules
(datadriven, combination of input
parameters / data)

● test Model: Test Model
● testcases: Generated

testcases
Testcase
Evaluation

AI/ML augmented evaluation and reduction
of testcases (based on an extendable set of
metrics e.g. coverage, mutation score, test
runtime)

● data: Set of testcases and
collected data

● measures: Measures to
(automatically) evaluate and
reduce testcases

Testcode
Generator

Generating ready to run testcode for several
unit-testing frameworks (well structured,
datadriven, executable, automatic mocking)

● test Model: Test Model
● code: Source code of

datadriven executable tests
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Testdata
prediction
system

AI/ML supported testdata specification
(testdata management, similarity measures,
testdata prediction system)

● test Model: Test Model
● dataPredic: Test Data

Predictions
Model Parser Parse input-/output-parameters from

existing unit-/system-models (eg. XML / DSL
specified models)

● model of SUT (parsable):
Model of SUT (parsable)

● testModel: Test Model
Table 66 Capabilities of the devmate Solution

7.5.1.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 64 devmate's Interfaces

Name Description
Source code Sourcecode (at least the interface) of an implemented system that

should be tested.
Model of SUT (parsable) A model of a System under Test, that is parsable and suitable as an

input for testcase generation.
Test Model Internal structure of Test Model.

- List of Input-Data (datatypes)
- List of expected Outputs (datatypes)

Set of testcases and
collected data

Existing set of testcases, data collected from devops environment and
SUT execution.
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Several testmodels and
testdata sets

A set of several testmodels (each as a list of input-data(types) and
expected outputs(types)).
For each model there can be a set of different testdata for the
datatypes of a specific testmodel.

Table 67 devmate Required Interfaces

Name Description
Test Model Internal structure of Test Model.

- List of Input-Data (datatypes)
- List of expected Outputs (datatypes)

Generated testcases Set of generated testcases.
Each testcase represents a individual combination of the Input-Data
and expected Outputs of the Test-Model.

Measures to (automatically)
evaluate and reduce testcases

AI techniques used to (automatically) evaluate the testcases (e.g.
Genetic Algorithms). Evaluate Metrics e.g. runtime,
system/code-coverage, mutation score, ... of testcases.
Sort testcases based on measures and automatically propose
reduction of testcases to user.

Test Data Predictions Predictions to prefill testdata in new testmodel.
Table 68 devmate Provided Interfaces

7.5.1.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the devmate solution by

showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.
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Figure 65 devmate's Deployment

Name Description
Visual
Studio

Microsoft Visual Studio is an integrated development environment (IDE) from Microsoft.

Eclipse Eclipse is an integrated development environment (IDE) used in computer programming,
and is the most widely used Java IDE. It contains a base workspace and an extensible
plug-in system for customizing the environment.

IntelliJ INtelliJ is an integrated development environment (IDE) used in computer programming,
and is widely used Java IDE. It contains a base workspace and an extensible plug-in
system for customizing the environment.

Visual
Studio
Code

Microsoft Visual Studio is an integrated development environment (IDE) from Microsoft.

msTest msTest is a framework for unittests for C#.
NUnit NUnit is a framework for unittests for C#.
JUnit JUnit is a framework for unittests for Java.
Java Java is a general-purpose, object oriented computer programming language.
C# C#  is a general-purpose, object oriented computer programming language.
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Python Python is an interpreted high-level general-purpose programming language. Its design
philosophy emphasizes code readability with its use of significant indentation. Its
language constructs as well as its object-oriented approach aim to help programmers
write clear, logical code for small and large-scale projects.

C C  is a general-purpose, procedural computer programming language supporting
structured programming, lexical variable scope, and recursion, with a static type system.

Table 69 devmate Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.5.1.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability Name License Info/Demo
URL

Code Parser Proprietary license (Automated Software Testing
GmbH)

Testmodel Editor Proprietary license (Automated Software Testing
GmbH)

Testcase Generator Proprietary license (Automated Software Testing
GmbH)

Testcase Evaluation Proprietary license (Automated Software Testing
GmbH)

Testcode Generator Proprietary license (Automated Software Testing
GmbH)

Testdata prediction
system

Proprietary license (Automated Software Testing
GmbH)

Model Parser Proprietary license (Automated Software Testing
GmbH)

Table 70 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.6 AVL Solutions Detailed Information

7.6.1 Active DoE

AI Solution for creating optimal Design of Experiments (DoE).

The aim of the model-based testing component is to reduce the testing effort on the testbed.

Namely, currently measured data are used to predict and optimize the informative value of

measurement candidates. This solution allows the user to avoid measurements in uninteresting

regions of continuous design spaces. Thus, the idea is to reduce the design space to the region that is

relevant for the calibration or modeling task. This solution allows the user to avoid measurements in

uninteresting regions of continuous design spaces. The solution is applicable for online system
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calibration and validation tasks.

A key difference with other similar tools is its efficiency in limiting the number of experiments

required to model unity under the test to a minimum.

The solution is restricted to only a relatively low number of input parameters (<10) and signals that

are or can be represented as stationary.

Capability
Name

Description In/Out Parameters

Active DoE Online Design of Experiments (DoE) component that iteratively
updates a test set based on the most recent measurement
information. Constraints can be parameterised for system
inputs and system outputs. The component uses regression
models based on the current measurements in order to predict
if system output constraints can be satisfied for the test
candidates. The test set updates are optimal in the sense that
they comply with predicted output restrictions and avoid
previously measured points as well. For multiple outputs the
test set can be distributed on the Pareto frontier of the outputs,
i.e. online model-based multi-objective optimisation.

● data:
Measuremen
t data

● vector:
Candidate
vector

Table 71 Capabilities of the Active DoE Solution

7.6.1.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 66 Active DoE's Interfaces

Name Description
Measurement
data

Measurement data consisting of static system input vectors as well as system
output responses as well as a setup containing input/output constraints.

Table 72 Active DoE Required Interfaces

Name Description
Candidate
vector

Input candidate vector that is optimal in the sense that the predicted output complies
with response constraints (if possible) and is not too similar to previously measured
points.

Table 73 Active DoE Provided Interfaces
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7.6.1.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the Active DoE solution by

showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.

Figure 67 Active DoE's Deployment

Name Description
Python Python is an interpreted high-level general-purpose programming language. Its design

philosophy emphasizes code readability with its use of significant indentation. Its
language constructs as well as its object-oriented approach aim to help programmers
write clear, logical code for small and large-scale projects.

Docker
Registry

A registry is a storage and content delivery system, holding named Docker images,
available in different tagged versions.

Table 74 Active DoE Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.6.1.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability Name License Info/Demo URL
Active DoE Proprietary AVL

Table 75 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities
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7.7 DT Solutions Detailed Information

7.7.1 keptn

Keptn – pronounced captain – is a control-plane for DevOps automation of cloud-native applications.

Keptn uses a declarative approach to build scalable automation for delivery and operations which can

be scaled to a large number of services.

Scriptless delivery for maintenance

Keptn uses a simple, declarative approach that allows specifying DevOps automation flows like

delivery or operations automation without scripting all the details. This definition can be shared

across any number of micro services without the need to build individual pipelines and scripts.

Separation of concerns for higher compliance

Keptn separates the process defined by SREs from the actual tooling defined by DevOps engineers

and the information about the artifacts.

These definitions can be managed independently compared to traditional pipelines where everything

is stored in a single file. This ensures that people cannot mistakenly break workflows and as they are

managed in Git you will also have a full history of changes.

Event-based automation for easy extensibility

Keptn acts as a central control plane and uses well-defined CloudEvents for pretty much everything

that can happen during continuous delivery and operations automation. Small services register for

these events which makes the integration of tools simple and fast.

Micro-service based tool integrations avoiding lock-in

Keptn integrations translate well-defined CloudEvents into proprietary vendor APIs and hide complex

automation for advanced tasks.

This makes exchanging tools a simple configuration change rather than touching each individual

pipeline.

See all details at https://keptn.sh/ .

Capability
Name

Description In/Out Parameters

Keptn
CloudEvents

The event-based approach is built upon a well-defined
defined set of Keptn events; currently in v0.2.2. All
Keptn events conform to the CloudEvents specification
in version v1.0. The CloudEvents specification is a
vendor-neutral specification for defining the format of

● tEventsIn: Task
Events

● tEventsOut: Task
Events
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event data. In the course of the Keptn project, the event
data is defined for the use-cases of application delivery
and remediation as well as life-cycle orchestration tasks
such as deployment, test, evaluation, release, problem,
etc. The specification of Keptn CloudEvents is not
limited to the mentioned tasks and can be easily
extended by following the proposed format. The Keptn
project is currently in the progress of aligning the Keptn
events with the event specification from the Continuous
Delivery Foundation (CDF) with the goal of establishing
an industry-wide eventing standard for application
life-cycle orchestration.

Keptn
Control-Plan
e

Keptn is built for Kubernetes and consists of a couple of
Keptn core services that altogether form the Keptn
control-plane. The control-plane is responsible for
orchestrating the life-cycle of an application managed
by Keptn. Execution-plane service can connect to the
control-plane to interact with Keptn via CloudEvents
sent through NATS. The CloudEvents are currently
stored in a MongoDB that serves as the datastore for all
events that are sent via Keptn and allows for full
traceability of life-cycle events. The architecture of the
Keptn project can be found in the Keptn documentation.
Keptn's architecture allows any tool to be integrated
into the application life-cycle orchestration managed by
Keptn. These execution plane services can run within
the same cluster as the Keptn control plane or on
different clusters, allowing to orchestrate multi-cluster
deployments, tests, evaluations, and operational tasks
such as remediation orchestration or ChatOps.

● shipyard: Shipyard
● cloud Events:

Keptn Cloud
Events

Keptn
Quality
Gates

A central component of Keptn are quality gate
evaluations based on service-level objectives (SLOs).
Therefore, Keptn builds upon SRE best practices such as
service-level indicators (SLIs) and allows to declaratively
define SLOs for them. These SLOs define quality criteria
for the applications and act as a gatekeeper during
software delivery before promoting any application or
microservice from one environment (e.g,. hardening) to
the next environment (e.g., production).

● slo: SLO
● sli: SLI
● kcEvents: Keptn

Cloud Events

Table 76 Capabilities of the keptn Solution
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7.7.1.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 68 keptn's Interfaces

Name Description
Task Events https://github.com/keptn/spec/blob/master/cloudevents.md#task-events
Shipyard https://github.com/keptn/spec/blob/master/shipyard.md
SLO Service Level Objective

https://github.com/keptn/spec/blob/master/service_level_objective.md
SLI Service Level Indicator

https://github.com/keptn/spec/blob/master/service_level_indicator.md
Table 77 keptn Required Interfaces

Name Description
Task
Events

https://github.com/keptn/spec/blob/master/cloudevents.md#task-events

Keptn
Cloud
Events

Keptn events conform to the CloudEvents specification in version v1.0. The CloudEvents
specification is a vendor-neutral specification for defining the format of event data.

Table 78 keptn Provided Interfaces

7.7.1.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the keptn solution by

showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.
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Figure 69 keptn's Deployment

Name Description
Kubernetes Kubernetes is an open-source container-orchestration system for automating computer

application deployment, scaling, and management.
Table 79 keptn Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.7.1.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability
Name

License Info/Demo
URL

Keptn
CloudEvents

Keptn is made available under the terms of the Apache 2.0 license.
Any use of this Background by any Participant is subject to and must
conform to Apache 2.0 (https://github.com/keptn/keptn/blob/m
aster/LICENSE).

Keptn
Control-Plane

Keptn is made available under the terms of the Apache 2.0 license.
Any use of this Background by any Participant is subject to and must
conform to Apache 2.0 (https://github.com/keptn/keptn/blob/m
aster/LICENSE).

Keptn Quality
Gates

Keptn is made available under the terms of the Apache 2.0 license.
Any use of this Background by any Participant is subject to and must
conform to Apache 2.0 (https://github.com/keptn/keptn/blob/m
aster/LICENSE).

Table 80 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.8 HIB Solutions Detailed Information

7.8.1 HIB_logAnalyzer

AI engine for the analysis of system logs, both generated automatically (traces) and as part of user

inputs (feedback expressed in Natural Language). The component will use text analytics, statistics and

Natural Language Processing functionality to generate an output.
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The solution is used to analyze the text-based logs on a daily basis, with logs coming from a full day of

operations of a TAMUS deployment. Logs are collected from various sources (cloud TAMUS system,

TAMUS hub at the restaurant as well as handheld devices used to taking orders) and contain a range

of different log types: from system logs to application logs to notes written manually by the system

operators. It is all processed together to gather maximum expressivity.

The log files come from several sources in different files:

- Logs of the process providing synchronization of the restaurant deployment with the cloud server

mirror.

- Logs of sales subsystem (e.g., payments separated in cash, card, etc.).

- Logs of the UI of the system: user sessions, login procedures.

- Logs of the web server that hosts the application.

Logs are produced at a rate of 50-70 MB of data per day. They are collected daily and can be

processed immediately afterwards.

The expected output of the system is a readable document with indications of the current and

prospective system health, potential issues that might happen in the future (e.g., storage being very

low, system load being unusually high, error codes of devices). Reports are expected daily with the

most urgent data and with various other frequencies (e.g., monthly) for less important information.

In a second phase this could be fed back to the TAMUS requirements system based on a Trello board

and maintenance tickets assigned to developers in the board.

Capability
Name

Description In/Out Parameters

HIB-LA AI service using text analytics and NLP tools to make sense of
long and verbose logfiles produced by the use cases. The
service uses a mix of statistical analysis and Spanish and
English language NLP to provide an alert system based on the
contents of the logs which are supervised semi-automatically.

● logs:
Text-based
System Logs

● report: Report

Table 81 Capabilities of the HIB_logAnalyzer Solution

7.8.1.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 70 HIB_logAnalyzer's Interfaces
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Name Description
Text-based System
Logs

Any file or other stream of text-based (not binary) system or application
logs.

Table 82 HIB_logAnalyzer Required Interfaces

Name Description
Report Structured text reports (e.g., in JSON or XML) containing data or insights that can be sent to

developers or system operators.
Table 83 HIB_logAnalyzer Provided Interfaces

7.8.1.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the HIB_logAnalyzer solution

by showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.

Figure 71 HIB_logAnalyzer's Deployment

Name Description
Eclipse Eclipse is an integrated development environment (IDE) used in computer programming,

and is the most widely used Java IDE. It contains a base workspace and an extensible plug-in
system for customizing the environment.

Linux Linux is free and open-source software operating system distributions built around the Linux
kernel.

Table 84 HIB_logAnalyzer Deployment Nodes Descriptions
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7.8.1.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability Name License Info/Demo URL
HIB-LA Proprietary HIB

Table 85 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.9 IMTA Solutions Detailed Information

7.9.1 EMF Views

EMF Views is an Eclipse plugin that brings the concept of database views to the modeling world. With

EMF Views, users can create views focusing on only part of a model, or views combining and

federating data coming from several (possibly large) models that conform to different

metamodels/languages. Such views can be navigated and queried as regular models, and they can be

used as inputs to any other EMF-based modeling tool (e.g. for model transformations, code

generation, etc.).

Capability Name Description In/Out Parameters
Model
Viewpoint and
View
specification

Be able to easily specific the viewpoint / view by
defining the concerned elements from the
different metamodels / models, their
interrelations, etc. In the context of AIDOaRt, we
plan to consider such viewpoints and views to
interconnect different models of the target
systems (e.g. requirement models, design models,
code models, data models) and then to use these
viewpoints/views as a way to better support
various activities of the continuous engineering
process (e.g. modeling of course, but also
requirements or monitoring).

● meta: EMF
Metamodel

● model: EMF Model
● view: Model

viewpoint and view
definition

Model
Viewpoint and
View
computation

Be able to compute a given view in a scalable way,
based on a previously specified viewpoint and a
corresponding set of metamodels and models.

● meta: EMF
Metamodel

● model: EMF Model
● view: Model

viewpoint and view
Model
Viewpoint and
View navigation
and query

Be able to efficiently navigate and query an
already computed view.

● view: Model
viewpoint and view

● meta: EMF
Metamodel

● model: EMF Model
● elt: Model element
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Model
Viewpoint and
View update

Be able to dynamically and efficiently update an
already computed view.

● meta: EMF
Metamodel

● model: EMF Model
● view: Model

viewpoint and view
● updatedView:

Model viewpoint and
view

Table 86 Capabilities of the EMF Views Solution

7.9.1.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 72 EMF Views's Interfaces

Name Description
EMF Metamodel Metamodel specified in Ecore-XMI format (.ecore file) as provided by EMF and

conforming to the Ecore metametamodel.
EMF Model Model specified in XMI format (.xmi file) as provided by EMF and conforming

to an EMF metamodel.
Model viewpoint
and view

Model viewpoint and view, realized as virtual models, that can be used
transparently as any EMF metamodel and model (respectively).

Table 87 EMF Views Required Interfaces

Name Description
Model viewpoint
and view definition

Model viewpoint and view definition, written using the provided ViewPoint
Definition Language (VPDL) for instance, describing the expected structure of
the viewpoint and view to be produced.
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Model viewpoint
and view

Model viewpoint and view, realized as virtual models, that can be used
transparently as any EMF metamodel and model (respectively).

Model element Model element contained in a given EMF model that conforms to a provided
EMF metamodel.

Table 88 EMF Views Provided Interfaces

7.9.1.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the EMF Views solution by

showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.

Figure 73 EMF Views's Deployment

Name Description
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EMF Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) is an Eclipse-based modeling framework and code
generation facility for building tools and other applications based on a structured data
model.

Eclipse Eclipse is an integrated development environment (IDE) used in computer programming,
and is the most widely used Java IDE. It contains a base workspace and an extensible plug-in
system for customizing the environment.

JDK The Java Development Kit (JDK) is a distribution of Java Technology by Oracle Corporation. It
implements the Java Language Specification (JLS) and the Java Virtual Machine Specification
(JVMS) and provides the Standard Edition (SE) of the Java Application Programming
Interface (API).

ATL
3.5

ATL (ATL Transformation Language) is a model transformation language and toolkit.

Table 89 EMF Views Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.9.1.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability Name License Info/Demo URL
Model Viewpoint and View specification EPL 2.0 / GPL

3.0
https://www.atlanmod.org/emfviews

Model Viewpoint and View computation EPL 2.0 / GPL
3.0

https://www.atlanmod.org/emfviews

Model Viewpoint and View navigation and
query

EPL 2.0 / GPL
3.0

https://www.atlanmod.org/emfviews

Model Viewpoint and View update EPL 2.0 / GPL
3.0

https://www.atlanmod.org/emfviews

Table 90 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.10 INT Solutions Detailed Information

7.10.1 INT-DET

INT-DET is a real-time object detection and tracking solution based on deep learning architecture. It is

designed to give intelligent driving assistance.

As input, the system receives images from cameras positioned to monitor the environment in which

the vehicle moves. As output, the system provides the user with the highlighted objects that move in

the scene (pedestrians, vehicles) and a continuous tracking of them.

Capability
Name

Description In/Out Parameters
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Real-Time
Object
Detection

Real-time object detection is the task of doing object
detection in real-time with fast inference while maintaining
a base level of accuracy. Given the initial state of a target in
the first frame of a video sequence, the aim of Visual
Object Tracking is to automatically obtain the states of the
object in the subsequent video frames. The challenge is to
build a real-time system that is reliable and explainable for
safety-critical applications.

● data: Training
Data, Validation
Data, Test Data

● model: Trained
Model

Table 91 Capabilities of the INT-DET Solution

7.10.1.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 74 INT-DET's Interfaces

Name Description
Training Data, Validation Data, Test
Data

Dataset to train, validate and test the machine learning
models.

Table 92 INT-DET Required Interfaces

Name Description
Trained Model A trained and tested machine learning module, ready for deployment.

Table 93 INT-DET Provided Interfaces

7.10.1.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the INT-DET solution by

showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.
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Figure 75 INT-DET's Deployment

Name Description
Ubuntu
20.04

Ubuntu is a Linux distribution based on Debian and composed mostly of free and
open-source software.

CUDA
GPU

CUDA (or Compute Unified Device Architecture) is a parallel computing platform and
application programming interface (API) that allows software to use certain types of
graphics processing unit (GPU) for general purpose processing – an approach called
general-purpose computing on GPUs (GPGPU).

HPC High performance computing (HPC) is the ability to process data and perform complex
calculations at high speeds.

Table 94 INT-DET Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.10.1.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability Name License Info/Demo URL
Real-Time Object Detection GNU General Public License v3.0

Table 95 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.10.2 INT-DEPTH
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INT-DEPTH is an AI-based system for depth perception. It is designed to give intelligent driving

assistance.

The system receives images from cameras placed on the car to monitor the environment, as inputs.

By taking advantage of the dual camera viewpoints, the system provides an estimation of the relative

distance between the vehicle and the other objects that are in the scene as output. The system can

provide indications of potential hazardous situations.

Capability
Name

Description In/Out Parameters

Depth
Estimation

The depth estimation estimates a dense depth map from
RGB images, retrieving distance information from the
camera. As the previous point, The challenge is to build a
real-time system that is reliable and explainable for
safety-critical applications.

● data: Training
Data, Validation
Data, Test Data

● model: Trained
Model

Table 96 Capabilities of the INT-DEPTH Solution

7.10.2.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 76 INT-DEPTH's Interfaces

Name Description
Training Data, Validation Data, Test
Data

Dataset to train, validate and test the machine learning
models.

Table 97 INT-DEPTH Required Interfaces

Name Description
Trained Model A trained and tested machine learning module, ready for deployment.

Table 98 INT-DEPTH Provided Interfaces

7.10.2.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the INT-DEPTH solution by

showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.
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Figure 77 INT-DEPTH's Deployment

Name Description
Ubuntu
20.04

Ubuntu is a Linux distribution based on Debian and composed mostly of free and
open-source software.

CUDA
GPU

CUDA (or Compute Unified Device Architecture) is a parallel computing platform and
application programming interface (API) that allows software to use certain types of
graphics processing unit (GPU) for general purpose processing – an approach called
general-purpose computing on GPUs (GPGPU).

HPC High performance computing (HPC) is the ability to process data and perform complex
calculations at high speeds.

Table 99 INT-DEPTH Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.10.2.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability Name License Info/Demo URL
Depth Estimation Proprietary

Table 100 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.11 ITI Solutions Detailed Information

7.11.1 a2k-runman
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A2K (Art2kitekt) is a tool suite developed at ITI for modelling and analysis of complex cyber-physical

systems. The a2k-runman (A2K Run Time Manager) is a new component which is currently being

developed within the AIDOaRt project. The goal of this component is to monitor the operation of a

cyber-physical system in real-time and to provide warnings and advice when critical situations are

observed or predicted.

The component consumes streams of data representing the status and performance of the various

different subsystems and devices contained in the overall system architecture. Models will be

developed for this data based on normal and abnormal/critical situations. We propose to investigate

the use of novel AI/ML based algorithms for developing a new anomaly monitoring and detection

module for our A2K tool suite to implement this new component.

It is also probable that we will need to develop a simulation module for creating synthetic data sets of

various classes of normal and critical situations at run-time. We will use this data simulator for

training and evaluation of our new detection algorithms.  Later we hope to use real data sets

collected from the Smart Port Monitoring System in the PRO use case.

Capability
Name

Description In/Out Parameters

a2k/tunning Automatic criticality level / operational mode
change management based on real time data
collection and analysis using adaptive learning
algorithms

● envInput:
Environmental Input

● eventDet: Event
Detection

a2k/detection Anomaly detection and root cause determination. ● SysModel: SysModels
● MonData: Monitoring

Data
● AnomData:

SimReporting
● DetModel: Anomaly

Detection Model
● RootCause: Anomaly

Root Cause
Table 101 Capabilities of the a2k-runman Solution
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7.11.1.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 78 a2k-runman's Interfaces

Name Description
Environmental
Input

Execution traces. Real-time sensor inputs. Simulated data input.

SysModels High level models of system hardware and application software. Dynamic run
time performance objectives.

Monitoring Data Monitoring of run time performance. Real time execution monitoring. Execution
times of tasks.

SimReporting Execution traces and visualisations. System events like deadline misses and task,
interferences, and resource usage.

Table 102 a2k-runman Required Interfaces

Name Description
Event Detection System event detection model. Root cause estimation and prediction. Timing

and performance analysis. Actuator outputs.
Anomaly Detection
Model

Abnormal event detection model and algorithm.

Anomaly Root
Cause

Root cause of detected anomalies.
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Table 103 a2k-runman Provided Interfaces

7.11.1.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the a2k-runman solution by

showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.

Figure 79 a2k-runman's Deployment

Name Description
Linux Cloud Server Cloud server for A2K modules (usually written in C++)

Table 104 a2k-runman Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.11.1.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability Name License Info/Demo URL
a2k/tunning Proprietary ITI
a2k/detection

Table 105 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.11.2 a2k-depman

Optimisation of system design and usage of resources

A2K (Art2kitekt) is a tool suite developed at ITI for modelling and analysis of complex cyber-physical

systems. The a2k-depman (A2K Deployment Manager) solution component is a new module which

will be developed in the AIDOaRt project. The function of this component is to provide information

regarding the allocation of computational and communications resources to the various system

activities at run-time. This allocation (or deployment) is dynamic - it changes in real-time as the

system operates under different conditions. For example, at times there will be different demands for

resources. These demands need to need predicted in advance and the required resources made

available. At other times there may be failures or errors in hardware or in the communication of
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status data from devices. These tasks will be accomplished using some new AI/ML based algorithms

for critical event detection and recovery.

We also propose to investigate some methods of multi-objective optimisation for the deployment

problem. In many cases the allocation of resources is subject to multiple competing goals and

constraints, for example power, speed, space and cost. Solving such problems requires new

optimisation tools to be developed. To this end we are investigating novel AI/ML based algorithms for

this task.

Capability
Name

Description In/Out Parameters

a2k/optimiser Deployment assistance in heterogeneous
distributed real-time systems using multi-objective
optimisation and machine learning

● sysModels:
SysModels

● optDesign:
Optimised Designs

Table 106 Capabilities of the a2k-depman Solution

7.11.2.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 80 a2k-depman's Interfaces

Name Description
SysModels High level models of system hardware and application software. Dynamic run time

performance objectives.
Table 107 a2k-depman Required Interfaces

Name Description
Optimised
Designs

Optimised system designs for adaptive deployment in changing environments.
Fault tolerant protocols.

Table 108 a2k-depman Provided Interfaces
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7.11.2.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the a2k-depman solution by

showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.

Figure 81 a2k-depman's Deployment

Name Description
Linux Cloud Server Cloud server for A2K modules (usually written in C++)

Table 109 a2k-depman Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.11.2.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability Name License Info/Demo URL
a2k/optimiser Proprietary ITI

Table 110 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.12 JKU Solutions Detailed Information

7.12.1 MOMOT

Marrying Optimization and Model Transformations (MOMOT) allows to express an optimization

problem and its solution in terms of MDE artefacts (i.e., models). The solution (model) of a given

optimization problem (model) is obtained by the execution of model transformation rules. Such

transformation rules are combined/orchestrated according to meta-heuristic algorithms.

MOMoT combines Model Driven Engineering (MDE) and Search Based Software Engineering (SBSE).

MOMoT combines different search

techniques with in-place model transformations to produce output models (actually, evolution of the

source model as obtained by the execution of in-place model transformations) that optimize one or

more potentially conflicting quality criteria.

Its current implementation is based on Henshin (https://www.eclipse.org/henshin/) as base model

transformation framework and MOEA
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(https://inf.mit.bme.hu/sites/default/files/publications/tp303-abdeen-final.pdf) as base

meta-heuristic search framework.

Capability
Name

Description In/Out
Parameters

MOMOT The best things to do is reading the associated published papers
made available for all of us in Drive
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1YIDktYdPbC0V-RxTmMwpa
BRKOva0yBz1?usp=sharing

● pb:
Problem

● sol:
Solution
(s)

AI-augment
ed MOMOT

The best things to do is reading the associated published papers
made available for all of us in Drive
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1YIDktYdPbC0V-RxTmMwpa
BRKOva0yBz1?usp=sharing

● pb:
Problem

● so:
Solution
(s)

Table 111 Capabilities of the MOMOT Solution

7.12.1.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 82 MOMOT's Interfaces
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Name Description
Problem The problem domain is represented as a modeling language, from which a

concrete problem instance model is created.
Transformation
Rules

Transformation rules defined upon the language can modify the model instances.
Model transformations are specified in Henshin
(https://www.eclipse.org/henshin/).

Objectives In order to determine the quality of a solution (model), quantitative criteria have
to be defined and have to be computed/measured on solution models as
generated by the provided (Henshin-based) transformations. The objectives that
should be achieved may be defined via model queries in Object Constraint
Language (OCL).

Configuration Search Algorithm and Parameters Configuration. MOMOT provides a Search
Configuration Modeling Language (SCML).

Table 112 MOMOT Required Interfaces

Name Description
Solution(s) Depending on the desired goals for a particular scenario, MOMOT finds one or many

solutions, i.e., rule application sequences.
Table 113 MOMOT Provided Interfaces

7.12.1.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the MOMOT solution by

showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.
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Figure 83 MOMOT's Deployment

Name Description
EMF Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) is an Eclipse-based modeling framework and code

generation facility for building tools and other applications based on a structured data
model.

Eclipse Eclipse is an integrated development environment (IDE) used in computer programming,
and is the most widely used Java IDE. It contains a base workspace and an extensible
plug-in system for customizing the environment.

Java Java is a general-purpose, object oriented computer programming language.
Henshin Henshin is a graph transformation engine that provides a graphical notation for defining

model transformations as graph transformation rules. It offers a rich language and
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associated tool set for in-place transformations of Ecore-based models Henshin builds
upon EMF and Java. Further details at https://www.eclipse.org/henshin/.

MOEA The MOEA Framework is a free and open source Java library for developing and
experimenting with multiobjective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) and other
general-purpose single and multiobjective optimization algorithms. The MOEA Framework
supports genetic algorithms, differential evolution, particle swarm optimization, genetic
programming, grammatical evolution, and more. A number of algorithms are provided
out-of-the-box, including NSGA-II, NSGA-III, ε-MOEA, GDE3, PAES, PESA2, SPEA2, IBEA,
SMS-EMOA, SMPSO, OMOPSO, CMA-ES, and MOEA/D. In addition, the MOEA Framework
provides the tools necessary to rapidly design, develop, execute and statistically test
optimization algorithms.

http://moeaframework.org/
Table 114 MOMOT Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.12.1.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability Name License Info/Demo URL
MOMOT Eclipse Public License - V2.0 http://martin-fleck.github.io/momot/
AI-augmented MOMOT Eclipse Public License - V2.0 https://github.com/RL4MT/RL4MT

Table 115 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.12.2 GAN-Based Instance Model Generator

GAN-Based Instance Model Generator is a framework that allows its users to generate new realistic

models. It receives an ecore metamodel plus one big instance model as inputs and is able to create a

new instance model based on the inputs in each run.

Capability Name Description In/Out Parameters
Instance_Generator ● mm: EMF Metamodel

● iModel: EMF Model
Table 116 Capabilities of the GAN-Based Instance Model Generator Solution
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7.12.2.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 84 GAN-Based Instance Model Generator's Interfaces

Name Description
EMF
Metamodel

Metamodel specified in Ecore-XMI format (.ecore file) as provided by EMF and
conforming to the Ecore metamodel.

EMF Model Model specified in XMI format (.xmi file) as provided by EMF and conforming to an
EMF metamodel.

Configuration Search Algorithm and Parameters Configuration. MOMOT provides a Search
Configuration Modeling Language (SCML).
Table 117 GAN-Based Instance Model Generator Required Interfaces

Name Description
Model Selected model(s) to train.

Table 118 GAN-Based Instance Model Generator Provided Interfaces

7.12.2.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the GAN-Based Instance

Model Generator solution by showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating

systems, cloud and server environments, or development environments and libraries.
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Figure 85 GAN-Based Instance Model Generator Deployment

Name Description
EMF Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) is an Eclipse-based modeling framework and code

generation facility for building tools and other applications based on a structured data
model.

Python Python is an interpreted high-level general-purpose programming language. Its design
philosophy emphasizes code readability with its use of significant indentation. Its language
constructs as well as its object-oriented approach aim to help programmers write clear,
logical code for small and large-scale projects.

Table 119 GAN-Based Instance Model Generator Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.12.2.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability Name License Info/Demo URL
Instance_Generator

Table 120 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities
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7.13 PRO Solutions Detailed Information

7.13.1 TATAT

A solution that is able to orchestrate the execution of tests implemented with different testing tools.

In order to execute the tests, it uses Testlink a a tool for describing the list of test cases to be executed

in each release. Moreover, each test needs to describe how to be automated incluind the command

line to be executed.

Capability Name Description In/Out Parameters
TestAutomationlink Service that unifies the automation of the

execution of tests implemented with different
testing tools.

● scripts: Test
Automation scripts

● result: Result of the
test automation

Table 126 Capabilities of the TATAT Solution

7.13.1.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 88 TATAT's Interfaces

Name Description
Test Automation
scripts

List of tests to be execute in order to validate the infrastructure of the
system.

Table 127 TATAT Required Interfaces

Name Description
Result of the test automation The result after executing the Tests.

Table 128 TATAT Provided Interfaces

7.13.1.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the TATAT solution by

showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.
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Figure 89 TATAT's Deployment

Name Description
Testlink TestLink is a web-based test management system that facilitates software quality

assurance. It is developed and maintained by Teamtest. The platform offers support for test
cases, test suites, test plans, test projects and user management, as well as various reports
and statistics.

Table 129 TATAT Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.13.1.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability Name License Info/Demo URL
TestAutomationlink

Table 130 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.14 QEN Solutions Detailed Information

7.14.1 CRT

Copado Robotic Testing is a next generation AI powered cloud based robotic software testing

platform. Copado Robotic Testing is available as a SaaS product with a service-license agreement and

is accessible over the web, so you don’t have to install any local software.

On one hand, it revolutionizes your software development by curbing typical quality assurance

bottlenecks: slow feedback cycles, high maintenance costs, poor scalability and zero to minimal

intelligence. And on the other hand, Copado Robotic Testing ensures the success of your business by

assuring the quality of your business critical E2E processes, in the ever growing ecosystem.

With Copado Robotic Testing, you can utilize the full potential of robotic software testing, which is

the future of test automation.  A highly scalable, easily maintainable and extremely productive

solution, which not only accelerates your speed of innovation and go to market,  but also provides

you with a holistic view of your DevOps health and analytic predictions. You get good test coverage
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and easy maintenance in complex environments.

Ramp up in real-time -- Start your test automation journey in minutes with our low-code SaaS

platform. No need for on-premise installation, physical infrastructure or tedious training.

Cloud-native environment -- Test any platform, device or browser — from mobile environments to

apps running in parallel to on-target test cases.

CI/CD + test automation -- Turn your #1 bottleneck into your #1 superpower. Plug Robotic Testing into

your CI/CD DevOps pipeline: Jenkins, Git, Bamboo, etc.

Self-healing AI -- Eliminate broken tests and manual maintenance with self-healing AI. Leverage our

ML-informed analytics to predict the quality of your next release.

Low-code functionality -- Whip up low-code test scripts in seconds via visual recording and natural

language keywords — no coding required.

Predictive analytics -- Harness the power of business intelligence with end-to-end test automation

analytics. Get a 360 view of your testing infrastructure and drive ROI.

Capability
Name

Description In/Out Parameters

Cloud test
execution
platform

CRT is a cloud-based hyper scalable test automation
platform. It can provision test automation infrastuctures
on cloud with a click of a button. CRT executes and
optimizes test runs with AI and provides detailed execution
reports and logs. It leverages AI in test execution
monitoring and can detect change points in test execution
runs. In addition, platform supports for example test
generation by applying combinatorial testing among other
techniques.

● taScripts: Test
Automation
scripts

● tc: Test Cases
● tr: Test Report
● teLogs: Test

Execution Logs

Table 131 Capabilities of the CRT Solution
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7.14.1.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 90 CRT's Interfaces

Name Description
Test Automation
scripts

List of tests to be execute in order to validate the infrastructure of the
system.

Test Cases Test Cases defined as combinations of input parameters.
Table 132 CRT Required Interfaces

Name Description
Test Execution Logs Reports and logs of the test execution detailing the execution status.
Test Report Overall test execution report with execution status.

Table 133 CRT Provided Interfaces

7.14.1.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the CRT solution by showing

its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server environments, or

development environments and libraries.

Figure 91 CRT Deployment

Name Description
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Amazon Web
Services

Amazon Web Services (AWS), offered by Amazon, is a suite of cloud computing
services. AWS provides infrastructure as a service, platform as a service, and
serverless computing environments.

Table 134 CRT Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.14.1.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability Name License Info/Demo URL
Cloud test execution
platform

https://www.copado.com/company-legal-agre
ements/

https://robotic.copado.com

Table 135 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.14.2 CRTQI

Quality Intelligence (QI) for DevOps is a DevOps data analytics and integration solution that provides

you with tried and true DevOps metrics that allow you to:

- Understand the current status across all phases of the DevOps process (DevOps -

development and operations)

- Understand how different factors affect each other (leading indicators)

- Solve issues proactively rather than after-the-fact

- Start measuring DevOps on Day 1 by just configuring the dashboard and integrations – without any

massive infrastructure development projects

QI for DevOps gathers data from your DevOps data sources and presents it in a form that can be

easily understood by everyone in the organization. You don’t need to have in-depth understanding

on every area of measurement; it’s enough to understand the traffic light colors (is it good or bad?)

and index values (how good/bad is it?). All metrics are available to view in one place at any time

without the need to log in to different tools.

The essential elements of Quality Intelligence for DevOps are:

- Copado Robotic Testing Data Warehouse that stores all measurement data. All test data from

Copado Robotic Testing test runs is also stored into the Data Warehouse.

- Pull Services that pull data from other DevOps tools and store it to the Data Warehouse.

- Push Services that can be implemented to push data to Data Warehouse using its API.

- Insights – the data analytics application that processes the data stored in Data Warehouse and
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allows the user to define metrics, data sources, and dashboards for visualizing the data.

Capability
Name

Description In/Out
Parameters

QI for
DevOps

Quality Intelligence (QI) for DevOps is a DevOps data analytics and
integration solution that provides you with tried and true DevOps
metrics that allow you to: (1) Understand the current status across
all phases of the DevOps process (DevOps -
development and operations), (2) Understand how different factors
affect each other (leading indicators), (3) Solve issues proactively
rather than after-the-fact, and (4) Start measuring DevOps on day 1
by just configuring the dashboard and integrations – without any
massive infrastructure development projects. QI for DevOps gathers
data from your DevOps data sources and presents it in a form that
can be easily understood by everyone in the organization

● vh:
Version
History

● gr: Git
Repositor
y

● tc: Test
Cases

● td:
Tickets
Data

● tel: Test
Execution
Logs

● qi:
Quality
Index

Table 136 Capabilities of the CRTQI Solution

7.14.2.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 92 CRTQI's Interfaces
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Name Description
Version History Test case version history from a version control system.
Test Execution Logs Reports and logs of the test execution detailing the execution status.
Tickets Data User story / feature request information.
Git Repository Git repository content containing the actual data and the metadata.
Test Data Test data payload separated from the actual test cases.
Test Cases Test Cases defined as combinations of input parameters.

Table 137 CRTQI Required Interfaces

Name Description
Quality Index Quality index metrics measuring your quality.

Table 138 CRTQI Provided Interfaces

7.14.2.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the CRTQI solution by

showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.

Figure 93 CRTQI Deployment

Name Description
Amazon Web
Services

Amazon Web Services (AWS), offered by Amazon, is a suite of cloud computing
services. AWS provides infrastructure as a service, platform as a service, and
serverless computing environments.

Table 139 CRTQI Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.14.2.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability
Name

License Info/Demo URL

QI for DevOps https://www.copado.com/company-legal-agreement
s/

https://robotic.copado.com
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Table 140 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.14.3 QEDITOR

QEditor is the next-generation highly advanced test development environment for QWord and Robot

Framework test scripts. By leveraging a massive amount of test case data, it guides you through the

scripting process and helps you to create scripts by constantly monitoring and

analyzing your actions. The guidance is then provided from various directions. It supports numerous

features to aid in your test development and make it extremely efficient.

Here are a few benefits of doing test development with QEditor:

- IntelliSense features for Robot FrameWork and QWords scripts: code completion, parameter info,

quick info, colour coding, etc.

- Develop locally run in Copado Robotic Testing cloud.

- Prediction of next possible steps based on your test cases and flows so far. Thus ensuring the overall

goals of test case scripting which often include completeness and quality

- Automatic detection of deviations in the test scripts’ logic from what was expected.

- Predictive estimations on a test case’s probability of success, execution time, correlation with other

test cases, and more information on test generation. All this way before the test cases are ready for

test execution.

There are two ways of using QEditor: directly within Copado Robotic Testing or as a VS Code

extension. For the former, you need to have a Copado Robotic Testing account. If you don’t have a

Copado Robotic Testing account, you can quickly create one at

https://eu-robotic.copado.com/signup.

For the latter, you can install QEditor to your Visual Studio Code (VS Code). All the predictive features

and cloud execution capabilities are made available to you when you integrate your VS Code with

your Copado Robotic Testing account. If you do not wish to sign up for Copado Robotic Testing and

wish to use this extension as a standalone for writing Robot framework test scripts that is possible

too.

Capability
Name

Description In/Out
Parameters

QEditor -
AI-assisted
test
authoring

QEditor is highly advanced test development environment
for QWord and Robot Framework test scripts.
It leverages a massive amount of test case data, and using AI/ML
it guides you through the scripting process and helps you to create
scripts by constantly monitoring and analyzing your actions.
QEditor supports both progression and regression testing. It has a
support for live testing the application and it supports test case

● gr: Git
Reposit
ory

● tc: Test
Cases
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recording
QEditor is provided as a cloud native solution but can also be
installed locally as a VS Code extension

Table 141 Capabilities of the QEDITOR Solution

7.14.3.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 94 QEDITOR's Interfaces

Name Description
Git Repository Git repository content containing the actual data and the metadata.

Table 142 QEDITOR Required Interfaces

Name Description
Test Cases Test Cases defined as combinations of input parameters.

Table 143 QEDITOR Provided Interfaces

7.14.3.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the QEDITOR solution by

showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.
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Figure 95 QEDITOR Deployment

Name Description
Amazon Web
Services

Amazon Web Services (AWS), offered by Amazon, is a suite of cloud computing
services. AWS provides infrastructure as a service, platform as a service, and
serverless computing environments.

Visual Studio
Code

Microsoft Visual Studio is an integrated development environment (IDE) from
Microsoft.

Table 144 QEDITOR Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.14.3.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capabil
ity

Name

License Info/Demo URL

QEditor
-
AI-assis
ted test
authori
ng

https://www.copado.com/c
ompany-legal-agreements/

https://robotic.copado.com
https://marketplace.visualstudio.com/items?itemName=qen
tinelqi.paceeditor

Table 145 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities
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7.15 RISE Solutions Detailed Information

7.15.1 VARA

Automated similarity analysis and feature reuse recommendation using Natural Language Processing

(NLP): Automated similarity analysis and feature reuse recommendation using Natural Language

Processing (NLP): VARA enables to perform automatic analysis of textual requirements for a new

project, and identify components and artifacts that can be reused from a previous project for the

implementation of of the new requirements based on similarity analysis.

Capability Name Description In/Out Parameters
Requirements- based
reuse analysis and
feature reuse
recommendation

Variability-Aware requirements Reuse Analysis
(VARA) is a solution based on natural language
processing (NLP) and machine learning that
can automatically analyse existing projects
and recommend implemented features that
can be candidates for reuse to realise new
products.

● req:
Requirements in
natural language
with links to
source code

● comp: Reusable
component

Table 146 Capabilities of the VARA Solution

7.15.1.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 96 VARA's Interfaces

Name Description
Requirements in natural
language with links to source
code

A list of natural language textual requirements and traceability
links showing in which software components these requirements
are implemented.

Table 147 VARA Required Interfaces

Name Description
Reusable component Set of recommended software components for reuse.

Table 148 VARA Provided Interfaces
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7.15.1.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the VARA solution by

showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.

Figure 97 VARA's Deployment

Name Description
Mac OS Mac OS is an operating system created by Apple Inc.
Linux Linux is free and open-source software operating system distributions built around the

Linux kernel.
Windows Microsoft Windows is a family of graphical operating systems developed, marketed, and

sold by Microsoft.
Table 149 VARA Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.15.1.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability Name License Info/Demo URL
Requirements- based reuse analysis and feature
reuse recommendation

Proprietary
RISE

https://gitlab.com/xivt/itea/vara

Table 150 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.15.2 RELOAD
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Efficient workload generation for load testing: RELOAD is a solution for automatic generation of

workloads to perform load testing. It is based on reinforcement learning to determine efficient and

effective amount of workload to give to a system in order to identify its performance breaking points.

Capability
Name

Description In/Out Parameters

Testcase
Generation

RELOAD is an adaptive reinforcement learning-driven load
testing agent that learns the optimal policy for test workload
generation and generates an effective workload efficiently to
meet the test objective. It effectively learns the effects of
different transactions involved in the workload and how to
tune the load of transactions to meet the test objective, and
reuses the learned policy in further testing scenarios.

● url: SUT URL
● jmeter:

JMeter test
plan

● test: Test
Workload

Table 151 Capabilities of the RELOAD Solution

7.15.2.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 98 RELOAD's Interfaces

Name Description
SUT URL URL of the web-based SUT.
JMeter test
plan

A set of jmx files recorded by JMeter that represent an initial load test plan for each
functional use case of SUT.

Table 152 RELOAD Required Interfaces

Name Description
Test Workload Workshop as a sequence of transactions that different virtual users perform on the

system.
Table 153 RELOAD Provided Interfaces

7.15.2.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the RELOAD solution by

showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.
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Figure 99 RELOAD's Deployment

Name Description
Windows Microsoft Windows is family of graphical operating systems developed, marketed, and

sold by Microsoft.
Mac OS Mac OS is an operating system created by Apple Inc.
Linux Linux is free and open-source software operating system distributions built around the

Linux kernel.
Table 154 RELOAD Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.15.2.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability Name License Info/Demo URL
Testcase
Generation

Proprietary
RISE

https://github.com/mahshidhelali/RL-Assisted-Performance-T
esting

Table 155 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.15.3 SaFReL

Generate platform-based test conditions (test configuration) to identify performance breaking points:

SaFReL is a solution based on reinforcement learning that is capable to identify performance breaking

points of a system by evaluating different levels of avalaible resources (i.e., CPU, memory, disk).

Capability
Name

Description In/Out Parameters
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Testcase
Generation

SaFRel is a performance test agent that is able to learn
how to efficiently tune the configuration of
performance test environment to meet test objectives,
and reuse the leant policy in further testing situations
and on SUTs with similar resource sensitivity.

● res: Available
resources in the
performance test
environment

● conf: Test
Environment
Configuration

Table 156 Capabilities of the SaFReL Solution

7.15.3.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 100 SaFReL's Interfaces

Name Description
Available resources in the
performance test environment

Specification of available resources with respect to CPU level,
available memory, and hard disk capacity.

Table 157 SaFReL Required Interfaces

Name Description
Test Environment
Configuration

Parameters describing how to configure the environment with respect to
resource constraints (i.e., CPU level, memory, and hard disk) that lead to
identifying the performance breakpoint of the system.

Table 158 SaFReL Provided Interfaces

7.15.3.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the SaFReL solution by

showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.
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Figure 101 SaFReL's Deployment

Name Description
Windows Microsoft Windows is family of graphical operating systems developed, marketed, and

sold by Microsoft.
Mac OS Mac OS is an operating system created by Apple Inc.
Linux Linux is free and open-source software operating system distributions built around the

Linux kernel.
Table 159 SaFReL Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.15.3.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability Name License Info/Demo URL
Testcase
Generation

Proprietary
RISE

https://github.com/mahshidhelali/RL-Assisted-Performance-T
esting

Table 160 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.15.4 Deeper

Generates critical system-level test cases for simulation-based ADAS testing, i.e., to test a deep neural

network-based lane-keeping system: this is a simulation-based solution for testing lane-keeping

function in ADAS.

Capability
Name

Description In/Out Parameters
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Testcase
Generation

Deeper is a simulation-based test generator that uses an
evolutionary process for generating critical system-level
test cases to test a deep neural network-based
lane-keeping system (LKS). It is a tailor-made system level
testing tool for an automotive use case and has been
integrated into a relevant simulator in that domain, i.e.,
BeamNG simulator.

● comp:
Simulation-inte
grated ADAS
component

● exe:
System-level
test cases
executable

Table 161 Capabilities of the Deeper Solution

7.15.4.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 102 Deeper's Interfaces

Name Description
Simulation-integrated ADAS
component

A simulation-integrated ADAS component, i.e., an LKS integrated into
BeamNG  + a set of initial test cases.

Table 162 Deeper Required Interfaces

Name Description
System-level test cases
executable

System-level test cases executable in the simulator (in form of
JSON files).

Table 163 Deeper Provided Interfaces

7.15.4.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the Deeper solution by

showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.
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Figure 103 Deeper's Deployment

Name Description
BeamNG.drive BeamNG.drive is a vehicle simulation video game developed and published by

Bremen-based video game developer BeamNG GmbH.
Table 164 Deeper Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.15.4.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability
Name

License Info/Demo URL

Testcase
Generation

Proprietary
RISE

https://github.com/mahshidhelali/Deeper_ADAS_Test_Generator

Table 165 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.16 ROTECH Solutions Detailed Information

7.16.1 DataAggregator

This solution is composed of one or more Relational and non-Relational Databases in order to store

and aggregate data for Big Data management and Machine Learning purposes. Moreover, it will also

include replication techniques based on the master - slave replication for the Relational databases or

the Replica set for the non-Relational ones. These databases will be configured and deployed based

on the end-user needs. The input and output data depends on the chosen database type as well as its

constraints. In addition, the hardware constraints will also limit the functionality of this solution.

Capability
Name

Description In/Out Parameters

Data
aggregation

This solution is composed of one or more Relational and
Non-relational Databases in order to store and aggregate
data for Big Data management and Machine Learning
purposes. Moreover, it will also include replication
techniques based on the master - slave replication or any
other type related to the chosen Databases.

● dataIn: OSI
Layer 7 Data

● dataOut: OSI
Layer 7 Data

Table 166 Capabilities of the DataAggregator Solution
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7.16.1.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 104 DataAggregator's Interfaces

Name Description
OSI Layer 7 Data All data type compatible with stack OSI Layer 7.

Table 167 DataAggregator Required Interfaces

Name Description
OSI Layer 7 Data All data type compatible with stack OSI Layer 7.

Table 168 DataAggregator Provided Interfaces

7.16.1.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the DataAggregator solution

by showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.

Figure 105 DataAggregator's Deployment

Name Description
16 GB RAM Random-access memory (RAM) is a form of computer memory that can be read

and changed in any order, typically used to store working data and machine code.
Linux
environment

TCP/IP Network with Linux based Docker server.

Table 169 DataAggregator Deployment Nodes Descriptions
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7.16.1.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability Name License Info/Demo URL
Data aggregation License-free

Table 170 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.17 SOFT Solutions Detailed Information

7.17.1 Modelio

Open modeling environment supporting a wide range of models and diagrams, and providing model

assistance, document generation and consistency checking features.

It supports standard modeling languages such as UML and SysML for modelling software and system

solutions capabilities, as well as Entreprise Architecture standards such as TOGAF and ArchiMate for

capturing highl-level business strategic goals and objectives, organizations, resources and

requirements.

Capability Name Description In/Out Parameters
Modelling Allows System Engineers, Analysts and

Enterprise Architects to model Organizational
Structures, Goals, Objectives, Requirements,
Use Cases, Hardware & Software Systems,
Processes, Data, Network Infrastructures, etc.
using standard formalisms, such as UML,
SysML, MARTE, BPMN, TOGAF and ArchiMate.

● In: System
Specifications

● Out: Model

Meta-Modeling Support UML profiles, and custom
meta-models (creation, extension,
combination...)

● standard profile:
UML Profile

● extensions: UML
Profile

● mmodel: Custom
Meta-Model

Model Exchange
(Export / Import)

Allow to exchange models with other
modelling tools implementing the standard
model exchange formats

● model: Model
● excModel: Model

exchange formats
Model
Transformation

Define and customize model manipulation
(transformation, extension, code generation...)
using a rich and high-level API

● model: Model
● transModel:

Transformed Model
Code Generation Generate customizable code from models ● model: Model

● code: Code
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Reverse
engineering

Update model from edited generated code ● code: Code
● model: Model

Documentation
Generation

Generate customizable documentation from
models

● model: Model
● doc: Documentation

files
Model Update from
Edited
Documentation

Update models from documentation, by
re-importing text changes made in the
documentation files

● doc: Editable Text
Documentation

● model: Updated
Model

Traceability Identify and visually report links between
model elements

● model: Model
● graph: Traceability

Graph(s)
Model Consistency
Checking

Verify a model alignment with a set of
predefined consistency rules

● model: Model
● report: Consistency

report
CPS Simulation Allow Functional Mockup Interface (FMI)

Simulation
● model: Model +

FMU
● traces: Execution

Traces
Process Execution Simulate the execution of BPM processes ● model: Process

Model + Execution
Scenario

● traces: Execution
Traces

DevOps Connector Connection between models and other
DevOps Tools, s.a. ticketing systems (e.g. Jira),
and CI (e.g. Jenkins), ...

● scripts: Build Scripts
● trans: Executed

DevOps Transactions
Automated
Requirements
Identification,
Extraction &
Classification

Identify, extract and classify requirements
from textual documents with NLP & AI/ML
techniques

● doc: Specification
Document

● req: Requirement

AI-Assisted
Modelling

Generate model completion hints and
suggestions based to help analysts complete
their models based on knowledge extracted
from previous models.

● model: Model
● sug: Modeling

Completion
Suggestions

AI-Optimized
Model Checking

Generate more complete and efficient
consistency reports by analysing a model
based on knowledge extracted from previous
models.

● model: Model
● report: Model check

AI-Enhanced Test
Generation

Generate test cases from a model and a
requirements specification based on
knowledge extracted from prior development
projects.

● model: Model
● source:

Requirements in
natural language
with links to source
code

● crit: Test Coverage
Criteria
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● suite: Test Suite
Table 171 Capabilities of the Modelio Solution

7.17.1.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 106 Modelio's Interfaces

Name Description
Logs System and libraries logs produced by the system to extract

representative metrics and events.
Model + FMU A pair of model and Functional Mock-up Interface used to simulate

a complex cyber-physical system.
Build Scripts Sequence of commands used to compile and build source code.
Process Model + Execution
Scenario

Input required for verifying the alignment of the execution traces
of a given process with its model definition.

Editable Text Documentation Documents obtained from exporting models in a human readable
format such as MS Word, LibreOffice or HTML documents.

Specification Document Text documents that list the requirements of a given system.
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Test Coverage Criteria Specification of test coverage quantitative and/or qualitative
criteria.

Model Selected model(s) to train.
System Specifications System Specifications described as freeform texts.
UML Profile A profile in the Unified Modeling Language (UML) provides a

generic extension mechanism for customizing UML models for
particular domains and platforms.

Code Source code of a software application.
Requirements in natural
language with links to source
code

A list of natural language textual requirements and traceability
links showing in which software components these requirements
are implemented.

Table 172 Modelio Required Interfaces

Name Description
EMF Model Model specified in XMI format (.xmi file) as provided by EMF and

conforming to an EMF metamodel.
Custom Meta-Model A user-defined meta-model specifying a custom modeling language.
Requirement A need expressed in natural language by an analyst about a system

function to be provided.
Model exchange
formats

Standard formats such as XMI and UXF used to import/export models
between modeling tools.

Transformed Model Model obtained after applying the transformation.
Executed DevOps
Transactions

Sequence of commands to be executed by DevOps tools.

Documentation files Documents obtained from exporting models in a human readable format
such as MS Word, LibreOffice or HTML documents.

Updated Model Model obtained after applying text updates on documents where the
original model was exported.

Consistency report A document that contains the result of the consistency verification
process as well as feedback to the designer in case of inconsistencies.

Modeling Completion
Suggestions

Set of recommendations for enhancing a model based on its analysis by
AI-augmented algorithms trained on previous models.

Traceability Graph(s) A graph showing dependencies between model elements.
Model Selected model(s) to train.
Code Source code of a software application.
Execution Traces Logs representing the sequence of actions performed by an executed

process.
Model Quality Report A report about the quality of the model being assisted by an

AI-augmented algorithm.
Test Suite A test suite contains the set of the executed tests and the result of their

evaluation.
Table 173 Modelio Provided Interfaces
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7.17.1.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the Modelio solution by

showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.

Figure 107 Modelio's Deployment

Name Description
JDK The Java Development Kit (JDK) is a distribution of Java Technology by Oracle Corporation.

It implements the Java Language Specification (JLS) and the Java Virtual Machine
Specification (JVMS) and provides the Standard Edition (SE) of the Java Application
Programming Interface (API).

Eclipse
RCP

Eclipse provides the Rich Client Platform (RCP) for developing general purpose
applications.

Table 174 Modelio Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.17.1.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability Name License Info/Demo URL
Modelling GPL license http://Modelio.org
Meta-Modeling Apache Public License

(APL)
http://Modelio.org

Model Exchange (Export / Import) GPL license http://Modelio.org
Model Transformation Apache Public License

(APL)
http://Modelio.org
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Code Generation Apache Public License
(APL)

http://Modelio.org

Reverse engineering Apache Public License
(APL)

http://Modelio.org

Documentation Generation Apache Public License
(APL)

http://Modelio.org

Model Update from Edited Documentation Apache Public License
(APL)

http://Modelio.org

Traceability GPL license http://Modelio.org
Model Consistency Checking GPL license http://Modelio.org
CPS Simulation Apache Public License

(APL)
Process Execution Apache Public License

(APL)
DevOps Connector Apache Public License

(APL)
Automated Requirements Identification, Extraction &
Classification

Apache Public License
(APL)

AI-Assisted Modelling Apache Public License
(APL)

AI-Optimized Model Checking Apache Public License
(APL)

AI-Enhanced Test Generation Apache Public License
(APL)

Table 175 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.17.2 Constellation

Commercialized under the name "Modelio SaaS", by Softeam, Docaposte, Modelio Constellation is a

cloud-based requirements, systems modeling and project governance tool that offers simplified,

concurrent and collaborative access for large teams to the models in the Modelio environment.

In several large projects, e.g. European and international industrial and research projects, Modelio

SaaS is used to model the case study requirements, solutions descriptions and implementation

roadmaps, and the architecture specifications. A shared and distributed repository holds and

synchronizes the various model fragments and artifacts. This repository represents a single source of

truth for all the partners as well as a “live” model that is continuously updated by each partner

throughout the whole project lifetime. Fragments and particular views of these model artifacts are

automatically exported into human-readable documents and serve as the basis of the various

projects deliverables.

Capability Name Description In/Out Parameters
Model Distributivity Allow loading/editing/committing partial

model fragments, which is more efficient
for large models, and better suited for
parallel access...

● model: Model
● frag: Interconnected

Partial Model
Fragments
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Version Control Keep track of the whole history of changes
(add/edit/delete) on models

● model: Model +
Changes

● history: Model
Versioning History

Collaboration (access
control, parallel editing,
synchronization...)

Allow several analysts to a/synchronously
collaborate on model authoring w.r.t.
specific access control rules. Ensure
collaborative & safe model edition.

● modelIn: Model +
Access Control Rules

● modelOut: Coherent
Model

Collaboration Workflow Automate workflow management of
collaborative modeling projects based on
the execution of a state diagram across
the effective project events

● model: Model +
Workflow

● action: Milestones
Notifications &
Automated DevOps
Actions

Table 176 Capabilities of the Constellation Solution

7.17.2.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 108 Constellation's Interfaces

Name Description
Model + Access Control
Rules

A model fragment with ACL defining users' permissions to access the
model elements.

Model + Workflow A model and a collaborative workflow definition, e.g. BPMN.
Model + Changes A sequence of model changes made by collaborative authors.
Model Selected model(s) to train.

Table 177 Constellation Required Interfaces
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Name Description
Interconnected Partial Model
Fragments

Representation of models in a collaborative distributed modeling
tool.

Model Versioning History A repository database of sequences of model changes made by
collaborative authors.

Milestones Notifications &
Automated DevOps Actions

Notifications to the collaborative authors and automated commands
triggered on DevOps tools when key events occur in the lifetime of a
modeling project.

Coherent Model A synchronized, consolidated and coherent model obtained from
collaborative concurrent editing.

Table 178 Constellation Provided Interfaces

7.17.2.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the Constellation solution by

showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.

Figure 109 Constellation's Deployment

Name Description
Linux Linux is free and open-source software operating system distributions built around the Linux

kernel.
Table 179 Constellation Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.17.2.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability Name License Info/Demo URL
Model Distributivity Proprietary http://Modelio.org
Version Control Proprietary http://Modelio.org
Collaboration (access control, parallel editing, synchronization...) Proprietary http://Modelio.org
Collaboration Workflow Proprietary http://Modelio.org

Table 180 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities
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7.18 TUG Solutions Detailed Information

7.18.1 AALpy

Active Automata Learning Library. The library implements different active automata learning

algorithms that support the learning of finite state models of black-box systems. The model of the

black-box system is created by actively querying the system under learning. Modeling formalisms for

deterministic, non-deterministic and stochastic systems are supported.

Capability Name Description In/Out Parameters
Active automata
learning of
deterministic
systems

Inference of a behavioral model of a black-box system
that behaves deterministically. Following modeling
formalisms are supported: deterministic finite
automata, Mealy machines, Moore machines

● sys: Stochastic
system

● model:
Deterministic
behavioral
model

Active automata
learning of
non-deterministic
systems

Inference of a behavioral model of a black-box system
that behaves non-deterministically. To provide
efficiency, learning can also be combined with an
abstraction mechanism. Following modeling
formalisms are supported: Observable
non-deterministic finite state machines (+ abstracted
version)

● sys:
Non-determinis
tic system

● model:
Non-determinis
tic behavioral
model

Active automata
learning of
stochastic systems

Inference of a behavioral model of a black-box system
that behaves stochastically

● sys:
Deterministic
system

● model:
Stochastic
behavioral
model

Table 181 Capabilities of the AALpy Solution
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7.18.1.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 110 AALpy's Interfaces

Name Description
Non-deterministic
system

Interface that enables a black-box interaction with an event-driven system
under learning that behaves non-deterministically.

Deterministic
system

Interface that enables a black-box interaction with an event-driven system
under learning that behaves deterministically.

Stochastic system Interface that enables a black-box interaction with an event-driven system
under learning that behaves stochastically.

Table 182 AALpy Required Interfaces

Name Description
Deterministic
behavioral model

Behavioral model of system under learning that behaves deterministically,
e.g., DFA, Mealy machine, or Moore machine.

Stochastic behavioral
model

Behavioral model of a system under learning that shows observable
stochastic behavior. Examples for modeling formalisms: Markov decision
processes, stochastic Mealy machines.

Non-deterministic
behavioral model

Behavioral model of the system under learning that behaves
non-deterministically., e.g.,  Oberservable Non-deterministic Finite State
Machine.

Table 183 AALpy Provided Interfaces

7.18.1.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the AALpy solution by

showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.
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Figure 111 AALpy's Deployment

Name Description
Python Python is an interpreted high-level general-purpose programming language. Its design

philosophy emphasizes code readability with its use of significant indentation. Its language
constructs as well as its object-oriented approach aim to help programmers write clear,
logical code for small and large-scale projects.

Table 184 AALpy Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.18.1.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability Name License Info/Demo URL
Active automata learning of deterministic systems MIT https://github.com/DES-Lab/AAlpy
Active automata learning of non-deterministic
systems

MIT https://github.com/DES-Lab/AAlpy

Active automata learning of stochastic systems MIT https://github.com/DES-Lab/AAlpy
Table 185 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.19 UCAN Solutions Detailed Information

7.19.1 S3D

Model-based System Modeling and Design Framework.

It allows:

ESL design: The framework automates several ESL design activities, e.g., the production of functional

models, of performance models, or design space exploration.

Productivity Advantages: The model-driven design framework around the UML/MARTE model

supports a “single-source approach” and ESL design activities, which improve design productivity.
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Single Source Design: The UML/MARTE model is used as a single, centralized repository of all the

information about the system relevant for the design. This leverages consistency and modelling

efficiency.

Standard based modelling: The input of the design methodology is a model relying on existing

standards, namely UML and additional OMG standard UML profiles, i.e. MARTE.

Capability
Name

Description In/Out Parameters

S3D CPSoS modelling, analysis and design framework able to
select from a library of reusable components those to be
used in the curent project. Using them, the functional
architecture is decided. A model of the HW/SW execution
platform is also developed. By mapping the first to the
latter, as many platform-specific solutions can be defined.

● spec: System
specification

● tasks:
Information
required for the
different design
tasks

Table 186 Capabilities of the S3D Solution

7.19.1.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 112 S3D's Interfaces

Name Description
System
specification

Interoperability with the Unified Architecture Framework will be studied.

C/C++ Application functional code written in C or C+, that can be compiled and linked both
for system-level executable models and for targeted applications. This code does
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not invoke time, synchronization or concurrency services, and thus it is
independent of any operative system or real-time service.

UML Profile for
MARTE

System Specification using UML/MARTE profile.

Table 187 S3D Required Interfaces

Name Description
Information required for
the different design tasks

From the central S3D model and by using specific Model to Model
(M2M) engines, the information required for the different design tasks
is generated.

Digital Twin Model A virtual representation of a physical system or component of a system
capable of simulating behavior aspects of interest of that system or
component.

Table 188 S3D Provided Interfaces

7.19.1.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the S3D solution by showing

its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server environments, or

development environments and libraries.

Figure 113 S3D's Deployment
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Name Description
Eclipse Eclipse is an integrated development environment (IDE) used in computer

programming, and is the most widely used Java IDE. It contains a base workspace and
an extensible plug-in system for customizing the environment.

Linux Linux is free and open-source software operating system distributions built around
the Linux kernel.

Papyrus
UML

Eclipse based UML editor capable of handling UML profiles.

MAST This is the MAST tool. Used to perform schedulability analysis. (http://mast.unican.es)
UML Profile
for MARTE

The UML Profile for MARTE implemented for the Papyrus UML tool.

Table 189 S3D Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.19.1.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability
Name

License Info/Demo URL

S3D Open Source for research and academic purposes, under
License Agreement for commercial use.

https://s3d.unican.es/

Table 190 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.19.2 SoSIM

Model-based SoS simulation.

This tool allows the simulation and performance analysis of distributed systems of systems. Thus

allowing architectural design and deployment decisions based on accurate performance estimations.

The solution envisioned here involves the estimation of cache misses using AI techniques. These

estimations condition significantly both, performance and energy consumption of the ECU's of most

platforms.

Capability
Name

Description In/Out Parameters

SoSIM CPSoS simulation and performance analysis tool able to
simulate any of the platform-specific models defined in S3D.
Non-functional metrics such as delays, throughputs and
energy consumptions can be analysed. SoSIM is able to
generate execution traces that can be analysed by specific
tools

● model: S3D
model

● events:
Execution traces,
System Events
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Table 191 Capabilities of the SoSIM Solution

7.19.2.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 114 SoSIM's Interfaces

Name Description
S3D
model

This model plays the role of a digital twin from which traces and system events will be
collected.

Table 192 SoSIM Required Interfaces

Name Description
Execution traces, System
Events

Deadline misses, functional and non-functional constraints
violation.

Table 193 SoSIM Provided Interfaces

7.19.2.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the SoSIM solution by

showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.
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Figure 115 SoSIM's Deployment

Name Description
Eclipse Eclipse is an integrated development environment (IDE) used in computer programming,

and is the most widely used Java IDE. It contains a base workspace and an extensible plug-in
system for customizing the environment.

Linux Linux is free and open-source software operating system distributions built around the Linux
kernel.

Table 194 SoSIM Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.19.2.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability
Name

License Info/Demo
URL

SoSIM Open Source for research and academic purposes, under License
Agreement for commercial use.

Table 195 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.20 UNISS Solutions Detailed Information

7.20.1 UNISS_SOL_01

The main goal UNISS_SOL_1 is to provide automated consistency verification of technical

specifications of safety-critical systems. Given a set of system’s technical specifications in natural

language, the solution performs a consistency verification process over it in order to detect

inconsistencies.

Capability Name Description In/Out Parameters
Requirements
consistency
verification

It provides consistency verification of technical
specifications in the context of safety critical
systems. It also provides feedback to the designer
when inconsistencies are detected

● doc: TXT
document

● report:
Consistency
report

Table 196 Capabilities of the UNISS_SOL_01 Solution
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7.20.1.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 116 UNISS_SOL_01's Interfaces

Name Description
TXT document A plain text document containing data in plain text in the form of lines.

Table 197 UNISS_SOL_01 Required Interfaces

Name Description
Consistency
report

A document that contains the result of the consistency verification process as well
as feedback to the designer in case of inconsistencies.

Table 198 UNISS_SOL_01 Provided Interfaces

7.20.1.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the UNISS_SOL_01 solution

by showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.

Figure 117 UNISS_SOL_01's Deployment

Name Description
Linux Linux is free and open-source software operating system distributions built around the Linux

kernel.
Table 199 UNISS_SOL_01 Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.20.1.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.
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Capability Name License Info/Demo URL
Requirements consistency verification GPL

Table 200 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.20.2 UNISS_SOL_02

UNISS_SOL_2 is a tool for the automated verification of Neural Networks (NN) that could be

particularly useful in safety-oriented applications. The properties for the verification and abstraction

of the networks should be defined in Python code.

Capability
Name

Description In/Out Parameters

NN verification It provides property verification in Neural
Networks (NN)

● file: ONNX or PyTorch file
● report: Verification report

Table 201 Capabilities of the UNISS_SOL_02 Solution

7.20.2.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 118 UNISS_SOL_02's Interfaces

Name Description
ONNX or PyTorch file ONNX or Pytorch file represents the Neural Network model.

Table 202 UNISS_SOL_02 Required Interfaces

Name Description
Verification
report

A verification report contains the result of the verification process in order to prove
or disprove that a model satisfies certain properties.

Table 203 UNISS_SOL_02 Provided Interfaces

7.20.2.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the UNISS_SOL_02 solution

by showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.
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Figure 119 UNISS_SOL_02's Deployment

Name Description
Linux Linux is free and open-source software operating system distributions built around the Linux

kernel.
Table 204 UNISS_SOL_02 Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.20.2.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability Name License Info/Demo URL
NN verification GPL

Table 205 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.20.3 UNISS_SOL_03

The main goal of UNISS_SOL_3 is to provide automatic test suite generation. The input parameter of

the tool consists in a txt file, while the output parameter is a test suite containing the executed tests

and the result of their evaluation.

Capability
Name

Description In/Out Parameters

Test generation The service provides automatic test suites
generation

● doc: TXT document
● test: Test Suite

Table 206 Capabilities of the UNISS_SOL_03 Solution
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7.20.3.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 120 UNISS_SOL_03's Interfaces

Name Description
TXT document A plain text document containing data in plain text in the form of lines.

Table 207 UNISS_SOL_03 Required Interfaces

Name Description
Test Suite A test suite contains the set of the executed tests and the result of their evaluation.

Table 208 UNISS_SOL_03 Provided Interfaces

7.20.3.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the UNISS_SOL_03 solution

by showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.

Figure 121 UNISS_SOL_03's Deployment

Name Description
Linux Linux is free and open-source software operating system distributions built around the Linux

kernel.
Table 209 UNISS_SOL_03 Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.20.3.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.
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Capability Name License Info/Demo URL
Test generation GPL

Table 210 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.20.4 UNISS_SOL_04

This solution provides automated formal consistency verification (at the design stage) of a system

design expressed in a given Domain System Language (DSL). This kind of verification process,

implemented through the application of formal methods, has a great potential in reinforcing the

design of safety of critical systems.

Capability
Name

Description In/Out Parameters

Property
verification

It provides property verification for checking whether a
model of a system meets given specifications. In case of
inconsistencies, the solution will send feedback to the
designer

● dsl: DSL file
● report:

Verification
report

Table 211 Capabilities of the UNISS_SOL_04 Solution

7.20.4.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 122 UNISS_SOL_04's Interfaces

Name Description
DSL file A domain specific language (DSL) file contains the system model.

Table 212 UNISS_SOL_04 Required Interfaces

Name Description
Verification
report

A verification report contains the result of the verification process in order to prove
or disprove that a model satisfies certain properties.

Table 213 UNISS_SOL_04 Provided Interfaces
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7.20.4.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the UNISS_SOL_04 solution

by showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.

Figure 123 UNISS_SOL_04's Deployment

Name Description
Linux Linux is free and open-source software operating system distributions built around the Linux

kernel.
Table 214 UNISS_SOL_04 Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.20.4.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability Name License Info/Demo URL
Property verification GPL

Table 215 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.20.5 UNISS_SOL_05

The main goal of this solution is to provide consistency verification of technical specifications with

respect to a guideline (e.g. ISO standard guidelines). This kind of consistency verification is

particularly important in the context of safety-critical systems that must be developed in accordance

with standards and guidelines.

Capability Name Description In/Out Parameters
Consistency
verification wrt a
guideline

It allows to verify consistency of technical
requirements with regards to a specific guideline (e.g.
ISO standard guidelines) in the context of their usage
in safety critical systems

● doc: TXT
document

● owl: RDF/OWL
file

● report:
Consistency
report

Table 216 Capabilities of the UNISS_SOL_05 Solution
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7.20.5.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 124 UNISS_SOL_05's Interfaces

Name Description
RDF/OWL file A RDF/OWL file is a document containing an ontological representation represented

in RDF/OWL format.
TXT
document

A plain text document containing data in plain text in the form of lines.

Table 217 UNISS_SOL_05 Required Interfaces

Name Description
Consistency
report

A document that contains the result of the consistency verification process as well
as feedback to the designer in case of inconsistencies.

Table 218 UNISS_SOL_05 Provided Interfaces

7.20.5.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the UNISS_SOL_05 solution

by showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.

Figure 125 UNISS_SOL_05's Deployment

Name Description
Linux Linux is free and open-source software operating system distributions built around the Linux

kernel.
Table 219 UNISS_SOL_05 Deployment Nodes Descriptions
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7.20.5.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability Name License Info/Demo URL
Consistency verification wrt a guideline GPL

Table 220 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.21 UNIVAQ Solutions Detailed Information

7.21.1 HEPSYCODE

HEPSYCODE (ESL HW /SW CO-DEsign of HEterogeneous Parallel Dedicated SYstems) is a prototyping

tool for improving the design time of embedded applications that integrates AI/ML for metrics

prediction and evaluation, DSE for automated actions, and design methodology for specific industries

(e.g., automotive, aerospace, avionics, rail). By performing several steps, including a system-level

design space exploration (DSE) approach that allows the associated co-design methodology to

propose a HW / SW partitioning of the application specification and a mapping of the partitioned

entities to an automatically defined heterogeneous multiprocessor architecture, it is possible to

proceed with system implementation.

HepsyCode aims to bridge the gap between high-level description of complex systems (which is also

based on model-driven and engineering activities) and "real-world" HW /SW implementations.

Different transformations are considered to automatically propose feasible (and suboptimal)

solutions starting from system requirements and application models.

HEPSYCODE provides design flow techniques (from high-level representation to low-level

implementation) using AI/ML techniques for simulations, predictions, and design space exploration.

Metrics definition and data extraction monitoring for AI/ML activities and analysis can be considered

(through simulation or extraction of data from the real environment). Data bootstrap and filtering,

feature analysis and selection, metrics evaluation and prediction, and system simulation and testing

are the main components of the proposed approach. HEPSYCODE provides prediction techniques for

performance and energy/power estimation (at function or statement-level) while integrating offline

DSE with AI/ML techniques for performance and energy/power optimization (prediction of

suboptimal solutions using AI/ML algorithms and techniques). HEPSYCODE also offers efficient

HW/SW system implementation using alternative deployment solutions found with AI/ML algorithms

and reduces system simulation errors while finding better accuracy.

Details on the HEPSYCODE methodology and a guide to the tool can be found at

www.hepsycode.com.
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Capability Name Description In/Out Parameters
Performance
Simulation and
Predictions

HEPSYCODE Design Flow techniques (from
high-level representation to the low level
implementation), considering AI/ML
techniques for simulations and predictions

● systemc: SystemC
Source Code

● perf: Performance
Prediction

● logs: Logs for metrics
evaluation

Design Space
Alternatives
Exploration

HEPSYCODE Design Flow techniques (from
high-level representation to the low level
implementation), considering AI/ML
techniques for design space exploration

● spec: Architectural
Specification

● sol: DSE solutions
● code: SystemC Source

Code
● logs: Logs for metrics

evaluation
Model-Driven
DevOps approach
for HW/SW
Co-Design

HEPSYCODE Design Flow techniques (from
high-level representation to the low level
implementation), considering DevOps and
Standard MDE principle into an automatic
co-design framework

● marte: UML Profile for
MARTE

● codesign: DevOps for
HW/SW Co-Design

● code: SystemC Source
Code

● logs: Logs for metrics
evaluation

● archSpecIn:
Architectural
Specification

● archSspecOut:
Architectural
Specification

● sysSpec: System
Specifications

● report: Verification
report

● testResut: Validation
Test Results

Table 221 Capabilities of the HEPSYCODE Solution
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7.21.1.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 126 HEPSYCODE's Interfaces

Name Description
SystemC Source Code Application specified by means of SystemC code.
UML Profile for
MARTE

System Specification using UML/MARTE profile.

Architectural
Specification

Architectural alternative specification in terms of processors, memories, and
communication technologies.

Logs for metrics
evaluation

Log files for metrics evaluation by means of SystemC simulator.

Table 222 HEPSYCODE Required Interfaces

Name Description
Performance
Prediction

Performance and metrics prediction results (timing, area, Power/Energy, etc.).
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DSE solutions HW/SW Partitioning of the application specification and a mapping of the
partitioned units to an automatically defined heterogeneous multiprocessor
architecture.

DevOps for HW/SW
Co-Design

DevOps principles and practices applied to HW/SW co-design approaches.

Architectural
Specification

Architectural alternative specification in terms of processors, memories, and
communication technologies.

System
Specifications

System Specifications described as freeform texts.

DevOpsML Model A DevOpsML Model is a combination of three (sub)models: i) Process Model,
ii) Platform Model, and iii) Link Model. A DevOpsML Model is an EMF-based
artefact.

Verification report A verification report contains the result of the verification process in order to
prove or disprove that a model satisfies certain properties.

Validation Test
Results

Reports related to the synthetic test results to verify the system performance
related to the proposed performance goals.

Table 223 HEPSYCODE Provided Interfaces

7.21.1.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the HEPSYCODE solution by

showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.
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Figure 127 HEPSYCODE's Deployment

Name Description
Visual Studio Microsoft Visual Studio is an integrated development environment (IDE) from

Microsoft.
UPPAAL Uppaal is an integrated tool environment for modeling, validation and verification

of real-time systems modeled as networks of timed automata, extended with data
types (bounded integers, arrays, etc.).

Python Python is an interpreted high-level general-purpose programming language. Its
design philosophy emphasizes code readability with its use of significant
indentation. Its language constructs as well as its object-oriented approach aim to
help programmers write clear, logical code for small and large-scale projects.

Linux Linux is free and open-source software operating system distributions built
around the Linux kernel.

Windows Microsoft Windows is a family of graphical operating systems developed,
marketed, and sold by Microsoft.

Virtual Platform
Environment

Virtual Machine Platform, a copy of a computer system that is built virtually on a
computer system
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Matlab MATLAB (an abbreviation of "MATrix LABoratory") is a proprietary multi-paradigm
programming language and numeric computing environment developed by
MathWorks.

Eclipse Eclipse is an integrated development environment (IDE) used in computer
programming, and is the most widely used Java IDE. It contains a base workspace
and an extensible plug-in system for customizing the environment.

Table 224 HEPSYCODE Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.21.1.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability Name License Info/Demo URL
Performance Simulation and
Predictions

GPL v3 https://github.com/vnzstc/cc4cs.git

Design Space Alternatives
Exploration

GPL v3 https://bitbucket.org/vittorianomuttillo87/tool-hepsycod
e/src/master/

Model-Driven DevOps
approach for HW/SW
Co-Design

GPL v3 https://bitbucket.org/vittorianomuttillo87/tool-hepsycod
e/src/master/

Table 225 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.21.2 FOCUS

FOCUS is a recommender system that supports the developer with FunctiOn Calls and USage patterns
given the active context. The tool can provide both function calls and real code snippets that match
well with the developer's context.

FOCUS has been built based on a collaborative-filtering recommender system whose fundamental
principle is to recommend to users the items that have been bought by similar users in similar
contexts. By considering API methods as products and client code as customers, we reformulate the
problem of usage pattern recommendation in terms of a collaborative-filtering recommender system.
We modelled the mutual relationships among projects using a tensor and mined API usage from the
most similar projects to create a well-structured knowledge base.

In particular, the tool employs a 3D context-based ratings matrix to model the intrinsic relationships
among various projects, declarations, and invocations. The third dimension of this matrix represents a
project, which is analogous to the so-called context in context-aware CF systems.

FOCUS eventually retrieves a ranked list of recommendations by using a well-founded similarity
function between the input project and the encoded knowledge base
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Capability Name Description In/Out Parameters
Source code and API
function call
recommenders

FOCUS is an approach to provide developers
with API calls and source code while they are
programming. The system works on the basis
of a context-aware collaborative filtering
technique to extract API usages from OSS
projects.

● javaProject: Java
projects

● apiCalls: Code
snippets and API
function calls

Table 226 Capabilities of the FOCUS Solution

7.21.2.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 128 FOCUS's Interfaces

Name Description
Java
projects

A textual file that contains API declarations and invocations extracted from Java
projects.

Table 227 FOCUS Required Interfaces

Name Description
Code snippets and API
function calls

They represent the recommended item for the project under
development, e.g. code snippets and API function calls.

Table 228 FOCUS Provided Interfaces

7.21.2.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the FOCUS solution by

showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.
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Figure 129 FOCUS's Deployment

Name Description
Eclipse Eclipse is an integrated development environment (IDE) used in computer programming,

and is the most widely used Java IDE. It contains a base workspace and an extensible plug-in
system for customizing the environment.

JDK The Java Development Kit (JDK) is a distribution of Java Technology by Oracle Corporation. It
implements the Java Language Specification (JLS) and the Java Virtual Machine Specification
(JVMS) and provides the Standard Edition (SE) of the Java Application Programming
Interface (API).

Table 229 FOCUS Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.21.2.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability Name License Info/Demo URL
Source code and API function call recommenders EPL 2.0 https://github.com/crossminer/FOCUS

Table 230 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.21.3 MORGAN

MORGAN (MOdeling Recommender system based on a Graph neurAl Network) is a tool conceived to

support the completion of both models and metamodels. As the first step, the tool produces a textual

representation of the considered (meta)model by employing tailored model parsers. Then, relevant

features are encoded in a graph-based representation that preserves the internal structure of the

represented model, i.e., relationships among defined entities. The initial raw data are preprocessed

by employing standard NLP techniques, including stemming and dash removal.
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Such an encoding process is model-agnostic since we produce textual files from different formats

commonly used to represent (meta)models, i.e., ecore, xmi. Afterward, the underpinning GNN model

computes a graph kernel function used to assess the similarity among nodes by relying on the

extracted graphs.

MORGAN eventually retrieves the missing structural features that can be used to complete the

models under construction. Furthermore, the system can recommend a ranked list of similar classes

that modelers can embed to enrich models.

Capability Name Description In/Out Parameters
Recommender of model
and metamodel elements

MORGAN is an approach based on GNN
to support the specification of model and
metamodel elements

● data: Models and
Metamodels
Datasets

● elts: Model and
metamodel
elements

Table 231 Capabilities of the MORGAN Solution

7.21.3.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 130 MORGAN's Interfaces

Name Description
Models and Metamodels
Datasets

Datasets consisting of models and metamodels to be used for training
the underlying neural network.

Table 232 MORGAN Required Interfaces

Name Description
Model and metamodel
elements

They represent the recommended items retrieved by the system, e.g
classes, attributes.

Table 233 MORGAN Provided Interfaces
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7.21.3.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the MORGAN solution by

showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.

Figure 131 MORGAN's Deployment

Name Description
Eclipse Eclipse is an integrated development environment (IDE) used in computer programming,

and is the most widely used Java IDE. It contains a base workspace and an extensible
plug-in system for customizing the environment.

EMF Eclipse Modeling Framework (EMF) is an Eclipse-based modeling framework and code
generation facility for building tools and other applications based on a structured data
model.

JDK The Java Development Kit (JDK) is a distribution of Java Technology by Oracle Corporation.
It implements the Java Language Specification (JLS) and the Java Virtual Machine
Specification (JVMS) and provides the Standard Edition (SE) of the Java Application
Programming Interface (API).

GraKel
Library

GraKeL is a library that provides implementations of several well-established graph
kernels.

Table 234 MORGAN Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.21.3.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability Name License Info/Demo URL
Recommender of model and metamodel
elements

EPL 2.0 https://github.com/MDEGroup/MORGAN
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Table 235 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities

7.21.4 TWIMO

TWIMO (digital TWin for MOdeling and analysis). It offers advanced modeling and AI/ML analysis and

validation capabilities, in particular:

- SERVICE1: extending standard domain system language to offer advanced modeling and validation

capabilities in the automotive domain (UNISS-ABI)

- SERVICE2: defining a domain-specific language for the specification of Human driver behavior in the

automotive domain, to offer advanced modeling and ML analysis capabilities (AVL)

- SERVICE3: providing ML-based analysis and prediction capability on the human driver behavior in

the automotive domain

Capability Name Description In/Out Parameters
Domain-specific modeling ● RowData:

● Metamodel:
MLAnalysis ● RawData:

Table 236 Capabilities of the TWIMO Solution

7.21.4.1 Required and Provided Interfaces

Figure 132 TWIMO's Interfaces

Name Description
Logs System and libraries logs produced by the system to extract representative

metrics and events.
Digital Twin Model A virtual representation of a physical system or component of a system

capable of simulating behavior aspects of interest of that system or
component.

Models and
Metamodels Datasets

Datasets consisting of models and metamodels to be used for training the
underlying neural network.

AI predictions Predictions based on AI/ML based analysis.
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Table 237 TWIMO Required Interfaces

Name Description
Logs System and libraries logs produced by the system to extract representative

metrics and events.
Digital Twin Model A virtual representation of a physical system or component of a system

capable of simulating behavior aspects of interest of that system or
component.

Models and
Metamodels Datasets

Datasets consisting of models and metamodels to be used for training the
underlying neural network.

AI predictions Predictions based on AI/ML based analysis.
Table 238 TWIMO Provided Interfaces

7.21.4.2 Deployment and Technical Constraints

In what follows, we capture the deployment and technical constraints of the TWIMO solution by

showing its dependencies to other platforms, such as operating systems, cloud and server

environments, or development environments and libraries.

Figure 133 TWIMO Deployment diagram

Name Description
Eclipse Eclipse is an integrated development environment (IDE) used in computer programming,

and is the most widely used Java IDE. It contains a base workspace and an extensible plug-in
system for customizing the environment.
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Python Python is an interpreted high-level general-purpose programming language. Its design
philosophy emphasizes code readability with its use of significant indentation. Its language
constructs as well as its object-oriented approach aim to help programmers write clear,
logical code for small and large-scale projects.

JDK The Java Development Kit (JDK) is a distribution of Java Technology by Oracle Corporation. It
implements the Java Language Specification (JLS) and the Java Virtual Machine Specification
(JVMS) and provides the Standard Edition (SE) of the Java Application Programming
Interface (API).

Table 239 TWIMO Deployment Nodes Descriptions

7.21.4.3 Further Details

In the following table, we provide a license and an access URL for each of the above solutions

capabilities. For already existing solutions, these are fully defined. For in-progress and future planned

solutions, a best-effort description is provided.

Capability Name License Info/Demo URL
Domain-specific modeling GPL
MLAnalysis GPL

Table 240 Licenses and Access URLs of Solutions Capabilities
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